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Chapter 1 consists of known results, stated for use in the rest of the thesis. Credit is given 
to the original authors where appropriate.
Chapter 2 , Section 3 is a fully constructed version of an example whose outline appears 
in [34].
The remaining results in Chapter 2 and those in Chapters 3-5 are my own work, except 
where the text indicates otherwise.
1
A bstract
The aim of this report is to study rings whose module classes have special properties and 
modules which subgenerate module classes with special properties. Of the four main chap­
ters, three concern classes where every member has a particular type of decomposition, 
while the other one concerns classes which are closed under carrying out particular oper­
ations. In each case, we will try and relate the property of the class to the submodule or 
ideal structure of the module or ring which induces it.
Chapter 2 is about a class of rings called the right co-H rings, which generalise the QF 
rings. Like QF rings, these can be classified in numerous different ways, the original four of 
which were shown to be equivalent by Oshiro in [34]. The original Theorem is reproduced 
here as Theorem 2.1.5. In this chapter, we show a new, shorter way to prove Oshiro’s 
Theorem using a new result, Lemma 2.2.7. We also expand Oshiro’s example from [34], and 
construct some concrete examples of rings which are right co-H but neither QF nor right 
H (the H property being a dual of the co-H property). At the end of the chapter there 
is a short discussion about whether it is possible to weaken the rather strong conditions 
required by Lemma 2.2.7.
Chapter 3 concerns the class cr[M] of modules subgenerated by the module M. For an 
arbitrary M, we can only say that cr[M] is closed under the operations of taking submodules, 
factor modules and direct sums. We will be asking which modules subgenerate classes which 
are closed under the operations of taking extensions and taking essential extensions, and 
trying to find out about their submodule structure. We are able to characterise these 
modules completely in two cases:
(1) Where the annihilator of the module is the annihilator of a finite subset of the
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module (Corollary 3.2.16 and Corollary 3.2.17).
(2) Where the modules are indecomposable injectives over a commutative noetherian 
ring (Theorem 3.3.16).
We are also able to show a few other partial results.
In Chapter 4, we wonder whether we can classify rings whose right modules are direct 
sums of uniform modules. In the hrst part of the Chapter, we show some basic results on 
these rings. The main part of the Chapter is taken up by the construction of examples 
which suggest that a complete classification may be impossible.
Chapter 5 asks a generalisation of the central question of Chapter 4 - which modules M  
have the property that every module in a[M] is a direct sum of uniform modules? In the 
case where the annihilator of M  is the annihilator of a finite subset of M, we are able to 
provide a complete answer or at least an answer in terms of the (unclassifiable?) rings of 
Chapter 4. In the case where the ring is commutative, we show that our property holds if 
and only if M  is a pure-semisimple module in the sense of [52] (Theorem 5.2.4).
To illustrate the topics under discussion, lots of examples have been included, partic­
ularly in Chapter 4 where they are the inspiration for the chapter’s conclusions. The aim 
is for this report to be as self-contained as possible and with this in mind proofs of some 
known results have been included. Also, for the sake of completeness, on occasion we will 
prove a result directly rather than deducing it from a known result not included in the 
report. In Chapters 4 and 5, however, we are forced to use some results which we will not 
prove, since some of these proofs are heavily dependent on theory which we do not have 
space to introduce.
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All of the results in this Introduction are well-established, and are stated for use in the later 
chapters. In the other Chapters, a result is original unless it is indicated otherwise.
Parts of Chapter 2 are to appear in the Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics under 
the title “A Simplified Proof of Oshiro’s Theorem for co-Harada Rings” .
1.1 Conventions and Basic Results
Throughout this report, all rings are assumed to have an identity and all modules are 
assumed to be unitary. No other properties except those normally ascribed to rings and 
modules will be assumed, unless stated otherwise. We will use the notation M r  to indicate 
tha t M  is a right i?-module, and correspondingly, r M  to indicate that M  is a left R-module.
N  < M  will be used to indicate that A" is a submodule of M  and IV < M  to indicate 
tha t A  is a proper submodule of M . A  C M  merely states tha t A  is a subset of M, unless 
it is clear from the context tha t it is also a submodule. A  < ess M  indicates that A  is an 
essential submodule of M, and A  <® M  indicates tha t A  is a direct summand of M .
If A  and M  are modules with a homomorphism 9 : M  —K A  and A  is a submodule of 
M , then the homomorphism 9\jy : A  —» A  is defined to be the restriction of 9 to A .
For a module M  and set A, M A refers to a direct product of copies of M  indexed by 
A, while refers to a corresponding direct sum. Of course, if the set A is finite, then
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these two objects are isomorphic. For a module M  and a natural number n , we will use the 
notation M n to refer to a direct sum of n copies of M, except in the case of a right (left) 
ideal I  where the notation I n refers to the right (left) ideal generated by the set of elements 
of the form xiX 2 ...(cn, where xj E I  for every j .
If S  is a non-empty subset of a right 72-module M, and m  is an element of M , then r(5) 
and r(m) are the right ideals of R  which annihilate S  and m, respectively.
Z (M ) and Soc(M ) are used to indicate the singular submodule and the socle, respec­
tively, of a module M .
We will sometimes use the shorthand I  <3 R  to indicate tha t I  is a 2-sided ideal of R  
and I  <3r R  ( /  <3; R) to indicate that I  is a right (left) ideal of R.
Z, N and Q refer to the integers, the natural numbers (including zero) and the rational 
numbers, respectively. For any n E N, Zn refers to the ring or Z-module Z/n.Z.
D efinition 1 .1.1  Given two right R-modules B  < A, a submodule C  of A is said to be a 
com plem ent of B  in A if C  is maximal with respect to the restriction C  C\ B  =  0.
Lemma 1.1.2 I f  A  is a right R-module with submodules B  and N  such that B  fi N  =  0, 
then B  has a complement C in A such that N  < C. Furthermore, B  ® C <ess A and 
{ B ® C ) / C < ess A/ C.
P roof Let S  ~  {y  : N  < Y  < A, Y fl B =  0). Clearly, N  E S  and the union of any chain
in S  is in S,  so S  has a maximal element C  by Zorn’s Lemma.
Suppose tha t K  < A  and K H (B®C)  — 0. Then P f l (K ®C)  =  0, so by the maximality
of C, K  =  0. Thus B  0  C  is an essential submodule of A.
Now take a module D such that C < D < A. Suppose tha t D  fl (B © C)  C C.  Then 
Dfl-B C C n B  = 0, which is a contradiction, by the maximality of C.  Hence DC\(B®C) C  
and so (B  © C ) / C  < ess A /C . □
Note tha t if we set N  = 0, Lemma 1.1.2 can be used to show tha t every module has a 
complement in every module which contains it.
E xam ple  1.1.3 Complements are not in general unique. For example, if we take a ring 
R , and let M r = R r  © R r  and M r  > N r  = R r  © 0, then clearly A r  = 0 © R r  and 
B r  — (1, l)it!R are both complements of N  in M  since M  = N ® A  = N ® B .
L em m a 1.1.4 Let R  be a ring, U a uniform right R-module, and M i,M 2,...,M n a finite 
set of right R-modules such that U M  where M  =  Mi © M2 © ... © M n. Then U ^  Mt- 
for some 1 < i < n.
P ro o f  Let 8  be the embedding U c-» M  and 7r; the canonical surjection M  -» Mt- for each 
1 < i < n- Then for every u 6 U, 8 (u) = 7Ti9 (u) +  tt2 8 (u) +  ... +  irn9(u), so since 8  is 
monomorphic, Ker fl Ker (7r20) fl ... fl Ker (nn8 ) =  0. By the uniformity of U, there 
exists i such that Ker (ni8 ) = 0, and so 7 is an embedding. □
L em m a 1.1.5 Let R  be a ring, Ur  a uniform right R-module with non-zero socle, and 
{Ma}aga a set of modules with a monomorphism U c-* Then there exists a  £ A
such that U ^  M a ,
P ro o f  This can be shown by the same method that was used in the proof of Lemma 1.1.4, 
making use of the observation that the intersection of any set of non-zero submodules of a 
uniform module with non-zero socle must contain the socle and so is non-zero. □
The m o d u la r law used in the following Lemma states that if A < B  and C  are right 
i^-modules, then B  n  (A © C) =  A © (B fl C). Its proof is elementary.
L em m a 1 .1 .6  Let R  be a ring, M r  a right R-module and N r  be the intersection of all of 
the essential submodules of M . Then N  = Soc(M).
P ro o f  Let S r  be a simple submodule of M and X r  an essential submodule of M. Then 
S  fl X  ^  0, so S  fl X  — S,  i.e. S  C X .  It follows that Soc(M) C N.
Now let A r be a submodule of N r , and let Cr  be a complement of A r  in M r . Then 
N  C A © C,  so N  ~  N  fl (A © C) = A © (N  Pi C) by the modular law, i.e. A r  <® N r  for 
an arbitrary submodule A of N.  Therefore N r  is semisimple and so N  < Soc(M).  □
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D efin ition  1.1.7 A monomorphism 0 : M  ^  N  is said to be an essen tia l em bedd ing  if
ImO is an essential submodule of N .
1.2 Chain Conditions and the Jacobson Radical
For reasons of space, we will not prove all of the results in this section. Complete proofs, 
along with definitions of any unexplained terms can be found in fl].
D efin ition  1 .2.1  I f  R  is a ring, then the Jacobson  rad ica l J(R)  of R  is defined as the 
intersection of all of the maximal right ideals of R. By [1], Theorem 15.3, this is equal to 
the intersection of all of the maximal left ideals of R.
L em m a 1 .2 .2  I f  R  is a ring with a Jacobson radical J  and j  £ J  then 1 — j  is invertible.
P roof Clearly, R  =  ( l —j ) R + J .  Suppose that ( l —j ) R  ^  R.  Then, by Zorn’s Lemma, there 
exists a maximal right ideal M  of R  which contains (1—j )R.  It follows that (1 - j)R - \-J  < M , 
which is not true. Therefore (1 — j ) R  = R  and similarly, R( 1 — j ) =  R. Hence 1 — j  is 
invertible. □
L em m a 1.2.3 (Nakayama) Let R  be a ring with a Jacobson radical J  and let M  be a 
non-zero finitely generated right R-module. Then M J  ^  M .
P roof Let { m i,..., m s} be a generating set of M  and suppose tha t M J  = M . Then there 
exist ji £ J  for 1 < i < s such that mi =  7n ij i  +  ■■■ +  m sj s. Therefore, m i( l — j \ ) — 
m 2 j 2  +  ••• +  msjs and so by Lemma 1.2 .2 , mi £ m 2 R-{-... +  m sR. We can therefore remove 
mi from the generating set. Repeating the same process, we can remove ...,m s from 
the generating set, which is clearly absurd. Hence M J  ^  M. □
C oro lla ry  1.2.4 I f  R  is a ring with Jacobson radical J  and S  is a semsimple right R- 
module, then S J  = 0 ,
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P ro o f  Let Tr  be a simple right P-module. Then by Lemma 1,2.3, T J  =  0. Since S  is a 
sum of simple modules, it follows that S J  =  0. □
T h eo re m  1.2.5 (Hopkins-Levitzki) I fR  is a right ariinian ring, then R  is also right noethe- 
rian.
L em m a 1 .2 .6  I f  R  is right noetherian, then every right R-module contains a uniform 
submodule.
P ro o f  Suppose tha t there exists a module M r  which does not contain a uniform submodule. 
Let N r  be a non-zero finitely generated submodule of M . Since N  is not uniform, it contains 
two non-zero modules A t and P i such that Ai D B\ = 0 . Since S i is not uniform, it in 
turn contains non-zero submodules A<i and B<i such that A<i fi B i =  0. Repeating, each Bj 
contains non-zero submodules Aj+i and B j+1 such that Aj-j-i fl P j+ i =  0 .
Since A7" is a finitely generated module over a right noetherian ring, it is noetherian. But 
N  contains an infinite increasing chain:
At C At © A2 C A t © A 2 © A3 C ...
which is clearly a contradiction, so N  and hence M  must contain a uniform submodule. □
By a similar proof, we can show the following:
L em m a 1.2.7 Every module which is noetherian or artinian is a direct sum of indecom­
posable modules.
P ro o f  Suppose tha t M  is either noetherian or artinian and is not a direct sum of indecom­
posable modules. Then there exists a non-trivial decomposition M  — M i© A i. Furthermore 
either Mi or Ai must decompose non-trivially, so we can suppose that Ai =  M2 © A2. Con­
tinuing in this way, we can form an infinite direct sum Mi © M 2 © ... contained in M, which 
is a contradiction, since M was asumed to be either noetherian or artinian. □
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D efin ition  1 .2 .8  I f  M r is artinian and noetherian, then there exists an n 6 N and a chain:
0 =  Mq < M l 5: M 2 5: ••• ^  Afn =  Aif
such that for every 1 < i < n, (Mj’/M j- i)#  is non-zero and simple. We call n the len g th  
of M r .
T h eo re m  1.2.9 (Jordan-Holder) I f M r  is an artinian arid noetherian module, then the 
length of M r  is constant - that is to say it is independent of the chain o f submodules 
chosen.
C oro lla ry  1 .2 .1 0  I f  M r  is an artinian and noetherian module with a submodule N r , then 
the length o f M r /N r  is equal to the length of M r  minus the length of N r .
P roof This is easily seen from Theorem 1.2.9 by considering the chain:
0 =  M0 <  M i <  ... < M t -  N  <  ... < M n =  M
where all of the factors Mj+i/Mj  are simple. □
D efin ition  1.2.11 A module M r  is said to be locally n o e th e ria n  (a rtin ian ) i f  every
finitely generated submodule of M r  is noetherian (artinian).
It is easy to see tha t R r  is locally noetherian (artinian) R r  is noetherian (artinian).
D efinition 1.2.12 I f  R  is a ring and e = e2 € R, then e is called an idem potent of R.
I f  E  is a set of idempotents of R  where e f  =  fe  =  0 for every e ^  f  6  E, then E  is said 
to be an orthogonal set o f idem potents. I f  F  is a finite set of idempotents such that 
J2f£F f  =  1/ then F is said to be a com plete set o f idem potents. I f  e is an idempotent 
of R  which cannot be written as the sum of two non-zero mutually orthogonal idempotents, 
then we say that e is a prim itive idem potent of R.
D efin ition  1.2.13 A ring is said to be sem iperfect if R / J  is a semisimple ring and 
for every idempotent e T  J  of the ring R / J ,  there exists an idempotent f  of R  such that 
f  J  — e T  J  •
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L em m a 1.2.14 ([1J, Theorem 15.20 and Proposition 27.1) I f  R  is right artinian, then R  
is semiperfect and there exists n E N such that J n — 0.
L em m a 1.2.15 Let R  be a semiperfect ring with a Jacobson radical J  and let M  be a right 
R-module. Then Soc(M) — 6 M  : m J  = 0}.
P ro o f  Soc(M)J  =  0 by Corollary 1.2.4. Conversely, if t € M  and t J  =  0, then tR .J  = 0, 
so tR  is a right R / J - module. By [1], Proposition 13.9, every module of a semisimple ring is 
semisimple and so tR  is a semisimple right R /  J-module. Since it has the same submodule 
structure as both a right it!-module and a right R/Z-module, it must also be semisimple as 
a right R-module. Therefore t £ Soc(M).  □
D efin ition  1.2.16 A module M  is said to be un iserial i f  for every pair o f submodules X  
and Y  of M , either X  C Y  or Y  C X . A ring R is said to be r ig h t seria l if it is a 
direct sum of right ideals, each of which is a uniserial right R-module. I f  R  is left and right 
artinian and left and right serial, then R is called serial.
Note tha t in the above definition a serial ring is taken to be artinian which means that, 
a little confusingly, a left serial and right serial ring is not necessarily serial. This is for the 
sake of brevity since all of the 2-sided serial rings we are interested in will be artinian. Most 
recent texts use the same convention, but some (e.g. [3]) use the term “serial ring” more 
generally, meaning a left and right serial ring which is not even necessarily noetherian. The 
reader should always check the authors’ definition of a serial ring carefully when consulting 
any text.
1.3 Injectivity and Projectivity Conditions
For the definitions of projectivity and injectivity, the reader is referred to [1]. Recall that 
every module M  has an in jective hull denoted E(M) ,  in which M  sits as an essential 
submodule.
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L em m a 1.3.1 ([1J, Proposition 18.13) Every direct sum of injective right modules of a 
right noetherian ring is injective.
L em m a 1.3.2 ([1 ], Theorem 25.6) I f  R  is right noetherian and E r  is injective, then E r  
is a direct sum of indecomposable injective right R-modules.
D efin ition  1.3.3 A module M  is said to be local if it has a maximal submodule which 
contains every proper submodule. A ring R  is said to be local if  J(R)  is a unique maximal 
left (or equivalently right - see [1] Proposition 15.15) ideal.
T h eo rem  1.3.4 ([1], Theorem 27.11) Let R  be a semiperfect ring. Then there exists a 
set of primitive orthogonal idempotents {ei, e < i , en} in R  such that every e{R is inde­
composable and local, every projective right R-module is isomorphic to e iR^Ai  ^© e^R(a^  ©
... 0 enR(An) for suitable index sets Ai, A2, An and every semisimple right R-module is 
isomorphic to ( e i R / e i © (e2i? /e2^ ) ^ 2^  © • ■• © {enR / enJ)^Bn  ^ for suitable index sets 
B 1, -B21 ••■1 Bn.
T h eo re m  1.3.5 Let R  be a right artinian ring with a set of primitive idempotents {ei, e2, en 
of the type described in Theorem 1.3. j .  Then there are exactly n isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable injective right R-modules which are given by E(eiR/e{J),  and every injec­
tive right R-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of these indecomposable injective 
right R-modules.
P ro o f  Every injective right 0-module is a direct sum of indecomposable injective right R- 
modules by Theorem 1.2,5 and Lemma 1.3.2. Since R  is right artinian, every indecomposable 
injective has non-zero socle, so must be isomorphic to some E(e{R/eiJ ) by Theorem 1.3.4.
□
D efin ition  1.3.6 I f  A r  and M r  are modules, then A is said to be M -in jec tive  if  for any 
module N r  with a monomorphism i : N r  M r  and homomorphism 9 : N  —> A, there
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exists a homomorphism 9' : M  —»■ A such that the diagram:
A
commutes. Equivalently, A is M -injective if for every submodule K r  of M  and homomor­
phism 4> ' K r  -* A r , 4> can be extended to a homomorphism <jf : M r  —> A#.
I f  the module M  is M-injective, then we say that M  is quasi-injective.
Lem m a 1.3.7 Let A r  and N R < N r  be modules and { M \ } a^a be a set o f right R-modules 
such that A  is N-injective and M\-injective for every A G A. Then:
(i) A is N f-injective.
(ii) A is N jN ’-injective.
(Hi) A  is ® AeA M\-injeciive.
P roof (i) Let N R < NR and 0 : N " —> A. Then by assumption, $ can be extended to a 
homomorphism 9' : N  A  whose restriction 9)^1 : N ' A  extends 8 .
(ii) Let X r  be a module such that N* < X  < N  and let 9 : X / N '  —>• A.  We know 
tha t if 7r : X  —» X / N '  is the canonical surjection, then there exists a homomorphism 
<f> : N  A  which extends 9 k . Clearly, 9n(N')  =  0, so <f>(Nf) =  0 and hence we can define 
<fi' : N / N '  —> A : n +  N ’ <p{n).
x c----------
/  v/  
x / n /(—A -  n / n '
Let x € X . Then:
(p\x + N ') = <f>(x) =  9n{x) =  8 {x +  N f)
Therefore <f>' extends 9.
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(iii) Let Yr  < M r  — 0 AeA Ma and let 9 : Y  —>■ A. Certainly, there exists a homomor­
phism (f>: M  —> E(A)  which extends 9 and we will show that for any such <f), <f{M) C A .
Choose any A 6 A and let K  =  {m £ M\  : f>(m) £ A}. By the MA-injectivity of 
A, the homomorphism </>\k  : K  -> A extends to a homomorphism ^ : M \ —>■ A. Now let 
a £ A n(<^-/r)(M A). Then a = for some m £ M \ and so <j>{m) =. a-\-p(m) £ A,
i.e. m £ K . Thus, — p(m ) and so a = 0, hence A D {<f> — p){M \) =  0. But we know 
that A is essential in E(A)  and so (<f> — /z)(MA) =  0, which tells us tha t 4>{M\) C A.
Finally, <f>(M) = £ AeA 4>{Mx) C A. □
L em m a 1.3.8 (Baer) Let M  be a module over a ring R. Then M r  is injective M r  is 
RR-injective.
P ro o f  This is clear.
•£= Let I  be any right ideal of R. Then by Lemma 1.3.7 (ii) M  is R / I - injective. Let 
A r  be a module; then A is a homomorphic image of 0 aGj4 «R. By Lemma 1.3.7 (iii), M  
is injective with respect to 0 a£j4 R /r(a ), which is isomorphic to 0 aeA aR. It follows from 
Lemma 1.3.7 (ii) tha t M  is injective with respect to A.
In other words, M r  is A^-injective for any right .R-module A r  which is just another 
way of saying that M r  is injective. □
C oro lla ry  1.3.9 I f  R  is a ring and M r  is a right R-module, then M r  is injective ^  every 
homomorphism from an essential right ideal of R  to M  can be extended to a homomorphism 
from R  to M .
P ro o f  This is obvious.
4= Let I  be a right ideal of R and let 9 : I  —» M  be an homomorphism. Let K r  be a 
complement of I r  in R r . We can extend 9 to a homomorphism <j>:I(&K—) -M: x - \ - k t - ±  
9(x), where x £ I  and k £ K.  By Lemma 1.1.2, I r (&Kr  is essential in R r  and so <f> extends 
to a homomorphism from R r  to M r . The result follows by Lemma 1.3.8. □
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Lem m a 1.3.10 I f  R is a right noetherian ring, then every right R-module is a direct sum 
of an injective module and a module ivith no non-zero injective submodules.
P roof Let M r  be a right P-module. If M r  has no non-zero injective submodules, then 
the result follows trivially. Otherwise, M r  contains an injective E r , and of course M r  = 
E r  © X r  for some submodule X r  of M r .
Now consider the sets of non-zero injective submodules of M r  which are independent 
(that is to say tha t their sum is direct). Trivially, {E r } is a non-empty example of such a 
set. Furthermore the union of any chain of these sets is also such a set. Hence by Zorn’s 
Lemma, there exists a maximal such set S. Let T  be the sum of the modules in S. Then 
T  is a direct sum of injective right P-modules, so is itself injective by Lemma 1.3.1, and 
hence M r  =  Tr  © Yr  for some submodule Yr  of M r . Suppose that Yr  contains a non­
zero injective submodule A r . Then M r  =  Tr  © A r  © B r  for some submodule B r  of Yr . 
But this implies that S  U {A/?} is a set of non-zero injective submodules of M r  which 
are independent, contradicting the maximality of S. Therefore, Yr  contains no non-zero 
injective submodules. □
D efinition 1.3.11 I f  R  is a ring such that every submodule of a projective right R-module 
is projective, then we say that R  is right hereditary. Right and left hereditary rings are 
called hereditary.
Theorem  1.3.12 (Cartan & Eilenberg) The following are equivalent, for a ring R:
(i) R  is right hereditary.
(ii) Every right ideal is projective as an R-module.
(iii) Every homomorphic image of an injective right R-module is injective.
P roof
(i) =4> (ii) This is obvious, since every right ideal of R  is a submodule of R r .
(ii) => (iii) Let I  be a right ideal of R  and let X r  be a submodule of an injective 
module E r . Let d : I  —y L /X  be a homomorphism. Since I r  is projective, there exists
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a homomorphism a  : I r  —¥ E r  such th a t na = 9, where tt : E  E / X  is the canonical 
projection. E  is injective, so there exists (3 : R r  —»• E, such th a t (3\i — ex.
, I [ >. R
E ^ - r E / X
Let a £ I. Then 7T/3(a) = Tca(a) = 9(a) and so 7t /3 extends 9. Hence by Lemma 1.3.8, 
E / X  is injective.
(iii] (i) Let M r  be a module with a submodule K r  and Pr  be a projective module 
with a submodule A r . Let 9 : A M / K  be a homomorphism. By assumption, E ( M ) / K  is 
injective. Let % and j  be the canonical injections of M  and M / K  into E(M)  and E ( M ) / K , 
respectively and let 7r and p be the canonical projections of M  and E( M)  into M / K  and 
E ( M ) / K ) respectively. Consider the diagram:
A c----------
9 /
M  ^ M f K
i j /
y  jy ' 0  V p
E ( M ) - ^ E ( M ) / K
cr and /3, which preserve the commutativity of the diagram, exist by the injectivity of 
E ( M ) / K  and projectivity of P, respectively. If a 6 A, then pfi(a) = a(a) =  j9(a) £ M / K , 
so pP(a) =  J 7r(m) for some m £ M.  Using the diagram, p(3(a) = pi(m ) hence (3(a) — i(m) £ 
Ker p =  K.  Now, K  C M ) so this implies that /3(a) € M, and hence p/3 extends 9. □
Finally, we will state the following result, which holds for projective modules over any 
ring.
T h eo re m  1.3.13 (Kaplansky, [1] Corollary 26.2) Every projective module is a direct sum 
of countably generated modules.
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1.4 Small Modules and Projective Covers
D efin ition  1.4.1 I f  A r  < B r  are modules, we say that A  is sm all in B (written A  < <  B )  
if  whenever there exists X r  < B r  such that A +  X  — B, then X  — B . A r  is said to be 
sm all if  A  < <  1?(.4).
L em m a 1.4.2 Let A  and B  be modules such that A is a small submodule of B . Then:
(i) A is small in every module which contains B. 
and (ii) A is small in every direct summand of B which contains A.
P ro o f  (i) Suppose tha t B  is contained in a module C  and tha t there exists a submodule 
X  of C  such that C = A  -f X .  Then it follows that B  =  A  +  (X  fl B), so X  Pi B  = B } i.e. 
S C I ,  Therefore, A C X  and so C  =  X .  Hence A  is small in C.
(ii) Assume that B = D © E  and tha t A C D. Suppose tha t there exists Y  C D  such
that A +  Y  = D. Then A  +  Y  -j- E  — _B, so by assumption, Y  +  E  =  B. But Y  C D and 
D H E  = 0, so it follows that Y  — D. Hence A is small in D. □
L em m a 1.4.3 ( W . W. Leonard) Let M  be a right R-module. Then M r  is small there
exists a right R-module A  such that M r  is small in A r .
P ro o f  This follows by the definition of a small module.
4= Suppose that M r  is small in some A r . By Lemma 1.4.2 (i), M r  is small in E ( M ) r -\- 
A r . Being injective, E (M ) r  is a direct summand of E (M ) r + A r , so M r  is small in E ( M ) r  
by Lemma 1.4.2 (ii). □
L em m a 1.4.4 (i) Let M  be a small module with a submodule N . Then N  and M /N  are 
small.
(ii) Let A and B be small submodules of X  and Y  respectively. Then A  0  B  is a small 
submodule of X  © Y .
P ro o f
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(i) Suppose tha t E( M)  has a submodule X  such that N  +  X  — E(M) .  Then M  +  X  — 
E ( M ), so X  = E(M) .  Hence N  is small.
Suppose tha t E ( M ) / N  has a submodule Y / N  such that E ( M ) / N  =  M / N  + Y / N .  Then 
E( M)  =  M  +  Y , so Y =  E(M) .  Hence M / N  is small.
(ii) Let K  be a submodule of X  © Y  such that (A © B)  +  K  =  X  © Y.  Clearly then 
X  =  A+((B+K)C\X) ,  so by the smallness of A  in X ,  X  C B + K .  Therefore B-\-K  =
and so 7  =  B  +  (K  D T) from which it follows that Y  C K . Similarly, X  C K  and it must 
be the case that K  =  X  0  Y . Therefore, A  0  B  is small in X  © Y . □
C oro lla ry  1.4.5 A direct sum of finitely many small modules is small.
P ro o f  This follows immediately from Lemma 1.4.4 (ii) and Lemma 1.4.3. □
D efin ition  1.4.6 I f  ir : M r  -» N r  is an epimorphism such that Kertt << M , then we say 
that the pair (M ,7r) is a sm all cover of N , When M  is projective and Kern is small in 
M , we call the pair a p ro jec tiv e  cover of N , In the latter case, we will sometimes refer 
to the module M  without the corresponding surjection as the projective cover of N .
L em m a 1.4.7 (jlj, Lemma 17.17) Let M r  be a module with a projective cover (Q,n).  
Suppose that there is a projective module P  with a surjection p : Pr  -» M r . Then there is 
a decomposition Pr  =  P'r © Pfi such that:
(i) There exists an isomorphism a : Q = P' and n =  (p\p>)o:.
(ii) P" C Kerp,
(iii) (P1, p\p/) is a projective cover of M r .
D efin ition  1.4.8 A ring R is said to be r igh t perfec t if every right R-module has a 
projective cover.
E xam p le  1.4.9 ([1], Corollary 28.8) Every right or left artinian ring is right perfect.
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1.5 CS Modules and Lifting Modules
D efin ition  1.5.1 I f  N r  < M r , then N  is said to be essen tia lly  closed in M  if  there does 
not exist a module L r  >  N r  such that N  <ess L < M .
We will introduce the following together, as they are dual notions.
D efin ition  1.5.2 A module M  is said to be CS if  every submodule of M  is essential in a 
direct summand of M , or equivalently, if every essentially closed submodule of M  is a direct 
summand of M . A module M  is said to be ]C~CS i f  every direct sum of copies of M  is CS. 
In some of the literature, CS modules are referred to as ex ten d in g  modules.
A  module M  is said to be lifting if for every submodule A of M , there exists a direct 
summand B  of M  contained in A such that A /B  < <  M / B .
E xam ple  1.5.3 Let M r  be a uniform module with a non-zero submodule N r . Then, 
trivially, N  <ess M  and so M  is CS.
E xam p le  1.5.4 Let L r  be a local module with maximum submodule M r . Since L is local, 
every proper submodule of L is contained in M . It follows that the sum of any two proper 
submodules of L is contained in M, and so every submodule of L is small in L. Therefore 
L is lifting.
L em m a 1.5.5 (i) Every injective module is CS.
(ii) I f  R  is a right perfect ring, then every projective right R-module is lifting.
P ro o f  (i) Let E r  be an injective module with an essentially closed submodule C r . By 
Lemma 1.1.2, C r  has a complement X r  in E r  such tha t (C @ X ) / X  <ess E / X .  So there 
exists an embedding i : C E / X  such that Im i <ess E / X .  If we now consider the 
diagram:




where j  is the inclusion of C  in E,  then there exists a homomorphism a  : E / X  — E  
which makes the diagram commute. Since j  is a monomorphism and i is an essential 
embedding, it follows that a  is monomorphic and furthermore tha t Im j  <ess Im a. As C  is 
essentially closed in E, this must mean that Imcr =  Im.? =  C. If e +  A  £ (E/X) \ Im. i ,  then 
a(e + A )  =  c =  ai(c) for some c G C. But then 0 7^  (e +  A) — i(c) G Ker cr - a contradiction. 
Therefore Im i =  E / X , and since this was induced by the inclusion (C  0  A ) /A  < es  ^ E / X , 
it follows tha t (C  0  A ) /A  =  E / X  and so E  =  C $  A . Hence C  is a direct summand of E.
(ii) Let Pr  be projective, K r  < Pr  and tt : P  -» P / K  be the canonical projection. 
Then by Lemma 1.4.7, there exists a decomposition P  = P' 0  P n such that (P\tt\p>) is a 
projective cover of P /K  and Pn < K . So Ker (7r|p/) =  Kf )P '  < <  P'  and K  =  (P,r \ K ) ^ P ft.
By the obvious isomorphism, it must be the case that ( (K  fl P r) 0  P ")/P "  is small in 
P /P ", i.e. K /P "  «  P /P " . Hence P  is lifting. □
The following class of rings were originally described in [17].
D efinition 1.5.6 Lei R  be a ring such that every singular right R-module is injective. Then 
we call R  a right SI ring.
Exam ple 1.5.7 ([17], Ex. 3.2) Let k be afield and consider the ring kN of countably infinite 
sequences of members of k, where addition and multiplication are defined componentwise. 
Let R  be the subring of kN consisting of all those members whose entries from k become 
constant after a finite portion of the string.
Clearly if we take i € N and define Si to be the set of members of R  which are zero 
outside of the ith  position, then Si is an ideal and also a simple jR-module. If we set 
then S  is semisimple and it is easy to verify tha t S  is essential and maximal 
in R. Since every essential ideal of R  must contain the socle of R  by Lemma 1.1.6 , it follows 
tha t S  is the only non-trivial essential ideal of R. Also, it is straightforward to show that 
each Si is non-singular and so S  is non-singular.
Let T  be a singular .R-module. By Corollary 1.3.9, in order to show that Tr  is injective, 
it is enough to show that every homomorphism from S  to T  extends to one from R  to T. 
Take a homomorphism 0 : S  —» T. Since S  is semisimple, every submodule of S  is a direct
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summand of S, and therefore lm 9  =  5 /K er#  must also be isomorphic to a direct summand 
of S. But since S  is non-singular and T  is singular, it must be the case that Im 9 =  0. 
Hence 9 is the trivial map and can be extended to the trivial map from R  to T.
Therefore R  is an SI ring.
L em m a 1.5.8 (Goodearl, [17]) Let R  be a right S I ring. Then R  is right hereditary.
P ro o f  We will use Theorem 1.3.12. Let E r  be an injective module with a submodule X r . 
Then, since E r  is injective, there exists a decomposition E r  = E R (B ER , where X r  is an 
essential submodule of E fR by Lemma 1.5.5 (i). Clearly, E j X  =  E 'fX  © E '( and E '/X  is 
singular, hence injective. Thus E j X  is injective. □




A Sim plified P roof o f O shiro’s 
T heorem  for co-H R ings
2.1 The History
QF (Quasi-Frobenius) rings have been known about since Nakayama’s papers in the early 
’40s. These have very pleasing properties - as well as being symmetric, the QF property 
itself has many equivalent characterisations.
D efinition 2.1.1 ,4 ring R is said to be QF if R r  is injective and R  is right noetherian.
Theorem  2.1.2 ([26], Theorem 13.2.1, Theorem 13.6.1) For a ring R, the following are 
equivalent:
(i) R  is QF.
(ii) r R  is injective and R  is right noetherian.
(in) R r  is injective and R  is right artinian.
(iv) r R  is injective and R  is right artinian.
(v) R  is right noetherian and if A  <jr R and B  <1/ R, then rl(A) =  A and lr (B) = B.
(vi) Every projective right R-module is injective.
(vii) Every injective right R-modide is projective,
(viii) The left-right symmetric dual of any of the above.
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D efin ition  2.1,3 A ring R  is said to be r igh t QF-3 if  there exists a right R-module whose 
annihilator is zero and which is isomorphic to a direct summ,and of every right R-module 
whose annihilator is zero.
There have been many generalised versions of the QF property - see for example Chapter 
31 of [1] which describes QF-3 rings in more detail and also introduces QF-2 rings. In [34], 
Oshiro produced two particular generalisations of QF rings - right (and left) H rings and 
right (and left) co-H rings (the H standing for Harada whose earlier work had inspired these 
generalisations). As the names suggest, co-H rings are a kind of dual of H rings. Both H 
and co-H rings were shown to be QF-3 in [34], Left H rings are not necessarily right H and 
left co-H rings are not necessarily right co-H, but Oshiro proved in [35] that a ring is left 
co-H if and only if it is right H. This was used in [37] to show tha t right co-H rings are right 
and left artinian.
Here, we will introduce the idea of H rings only in sketch form, as we are really interested 
in co-H rings.
T h eo re m  2.1.4 ([34], Theorem 2.11) For a ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) Every injective right R-module is lifting.
(ii) Every right R-module is the direct sum of an injective module and a small module. 
(Hi) (a) I f  E r  is an injective module with a small cover (X r , tt), then X r  is also injec­
tive,
(b) R  is right perfect.
(iv) (a) Every non-small right R-module contains a non-zero injective submodule,
(b) R is right artinian.
T h eo re m  2.1.5 ([34], Theorem 3.18) For a ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) Every projective right R-module is CS.
(ii) Every right R-module is the direct sum of a projective module and a singular module. 
(Hi) The class of projective right R-modules is closed under taking essential extensions, 
(iv) (a) Every right R-module which is not singular has a non-zero projective direct
summand.
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(b) R has ACC on the right annihilators of subsets of R.
D efinition 2.1.6 [34] A ring R  is said to be right H if it satisfies the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 2.1.4, and right co-H if it satisfies the equivalent conditions o f Theorem 2.1.5. 
It is easy to see that R is right co-H if and only if R r  is a module.
Lemma 2.1.T (Well-known) QF rings are left and right H and left and right co-H.
P roof This follows by the equivalence of projective and injective modules over a QF ring 
and Lemma 1.5.5. □
There has been a great deal of interest in co-H rings and their generalisations, such as 
E-CS modules, in recent years - see for example [4], [5] and [6].
In the section which follows, we will prove Theorem 2.1.5. This was originally done in 
[34], but the proof there is rather difficult to follow. The tricky step is showing tha t condition 
(iv) is equivalent to the others. Note that all of the conditions, with the exception of (iv)
(b) are conditions on the modules, rather than the ideals. The proof in [34] uses the ideal 
structure of the rings which makes it interesting, but somewhat indirect. A second proof 
of the result was obtained in [4], as a corollary to a larger theorem. Although shorter, this 
one was a little technical. It is a composite version we include here, some parts of which 
are new, while others come from the above sources. This proof has the advantages of being 
short and of using mainly well-known module theoretic ideas. Also, the methods we will 
use can be applied elsewhere. The key to the new proof is to convert condition (iv) (b) of 
the Theorem from an ideal theoretic to a module theoretic statement.
2.2 The N ew  Proof
Before we can start, we will need a few lemmas.
Lem m a 2.2.1 ( Well-known) Let { M a } a  be a set of right R-modules with a set of submod­
ules {N\}& such that N \ < M \ for every A € A. Put M  — ® a ga am  ^^  =  ®AeAJ^ rA' 
Then N  <ess M  N \ <ess M \ for every A € A.
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P roof =3» Suppose that there is a A G A such that N \  is not essential in M \. Then there 
exists a submodule X  of M \ such that X  n  N \ =  0* It follows tha t X  n  N  =  0, and so N  
is not essential in M  - a contradiction.
<£= Suppose that N \ <ess M \ for every A G A, but N  is not essential in M . Then there 
exists a non-zero m  G M  such that m R f\N  — 0. Now for each choice of m, the representation 
of m  in the sum 0 a ^ a  i^as non-zero entries only in a finite subset F  of A, so we can 
choose m  such that j F\ is minimum and put m  =  J 2 fe F m f ’ where 0 m / G M/-. By 
assumption, |F | > 1.
If we fix /  G F , then there exists r  G R  such that 0 / m / r  e iV . We know that m r ^  0 
and m r £ N> so m r — m /r  $ N , and in particular m r — m /r  ^  0 . If there then exists s G R  
such tha t (mr — m /r )s  G AT, then m rs  G N  and so m rs — 0. By the decomposition of M, 
it follows tha t m jrs  ~  0 and hence (mr — m /j')R  fl N  — 0. But m r  — m jr  is non-zero in 
strictly less than \F\ entries of {M a}a, which contradicts the minimality of |F |. □
Lem m a 2.2.2 (Well-known) (i) I f  P  is a projective right R-module with a submodule X , 
then P /X  is s in g u la rs  X  <ess P . 
(ii) A projective singular module is zero.
P roof (i) <= is straightforward.
=?> Let I  O,. R  such that R / I  is singular. Then I  — r ( l  +  I) must be an essential right 
ideal of R.
Now, say tha t the implication does not hold, and tha t there exists a projective right 
F-module P  with a submodule X  such that P /X  is singular but X  is not essential in P. 
Then there is a free right F-module F  such that F  =  P  © P' for some P' < F. By our 
earlier assumptions, F /(X  © P ’) =  (P  © P ') /(X  © P r) =  P /X  is singular and X  © P f is not 
essential in F , so we can assume without loss of generality tha t P  is free, i.e. P  = 0 a ga 
where each R \  is a copy of R.
If we take R \  to be one of the copies of R  in the decomposition of P , then R \ / ( R \  n X ) =  
(R \-{ -X )/X  P /X  is singular and so by the first paragraph, (FaHX) <ess R \. By Lemma
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2 .2 .1 , ®AgA-^A H i  <ess ®a€A-^a =  P  and hence it follows tha t X  <ess P , contradicting 
onr assumption.
(ii) Let A  be a projective singular module. Then A/0 is singular, so by part (i), 0 <ess A.
Lem m a 2.2.3 ([18], Prop 1.4) Let A, B  and C be light R-modules such that C  < B  <ess A  
and C  <d A. Then B /C  <ess A [C .
P roof Let a G A \C . Since C  is not essential in aR  +  C, there exist r G R  and c G C  such 
tha t ar +  c 7  ^ 0 and (ar +  c)R  H C  =  0. But since B <ess A, there exists s G R  such that 
0 7  ^ ars -f- cs G P , and hence ars G B . If ars G C, then ars +  cs G C  - a contradiction. 
Therefore, 0 7  ^ ars  +  C G ((aP  +  C )/C )  fl (P /C ), and the result follows. □
Lem m a 2.2.4 ([14]) P°r anV cardinal £, ffrere exists a cardinal cr such that every £- 
generated module has at most a submodules.
P roof Every ^-generated right P-module is an epimorphic image of F  =  so cannot 
have more submodules than P . □
D efinition 2.2.5 I f  A < B and A =  ®AeA^A> A is said to be a local direct 
sum m and of B if for any finite subset F  of A, ®AeF^A a direct summand of B.
Lem m a 2.2.6 (Adapted from [33].) I f M r  is a module for which R has ACC on right 
ideals of the form  r(m) where m  G M , then all local direct summands of M  are essentially 
closed in M .
P ro o f Let A =  ® a < = a  ^  ^e a local direct summand of M . Suppose tha t there is a 
submodule P  of M  such that A /  P  and A < ess B. Take b G P \A  such tha t r(6) is 
maximal in {r(c) : c G P \A }. Then there exists r  G R  such that 0 7 - 6r G A.
Now, br is contained in A p — ® y eF A/ for some finite subset F  of A and we know that
there exists K p < M  such that M  =  Ap  © K p. If we put b =  a -f k, where a G A f and 
k G K f ) then br =  ar +  kr and so hr G Ap  fl K p  =  0.
Hence A =  0 □
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Suppose tha t x E r(6). Then (a +  k)x =  0 and hence kx =  0. Thus r(6) C r(fc). But 
r E r(A?)\r(6), so tha t r(6) ^  r (k). Furthermore, k E B \A , contradicting the maximality of 
r(6) for our choice of b. The result then follows. □
The following Lemma is new and is primarily included to complete the proof of Theorem 
2.1.5, but it can also be used in the proof of other results. We will use it here to prove 
Lemma 2.2.9.
Lemma 2.2.7 I f  A = Is « local direct summand of B  and R  satisfies the ACC
on right ideals of the form r(S), where S  is a subset of A, then A  is essentially closed in B.
P roof Suppose tha t A is not essentially closed in B. Then there exists a submodule X  of 
B  such tha t A  is an essential proper submodule of X . Clearly A  must also be a local direct 
summand of X , and so without loss of generality, we can assume tha t A is essential in B.
By Lemma 2.2.6, it is enough to show that R  satisfies ACC on right ideals of the 
form r(6), where b E B. Let T  be the set of all finite subsets of A. For each F  E T  let 
A f  = an^ K f  so that B  = Ap(&Kp■ Set K  = f ]p ^ K p .  For each k E A flA ,
there exists F  E X  with k E Ap  fl K p — 0, so K  Pi A — 0 and hence K  = 0 since A  is 
essential in B .
Let b E B. Then for each F  E T  let ap E Ap  and kp  E K f  with 6 =  ap  +  kp. Let 
Qt, =  {ai? : F  E T }  C A. Then x  E r(ft&) bx = kpx  (VF E f ) ^  bx e  K  &  x e  r (b). 
Therefore, r (6) = so R  satisfies the ACC on right ideals of the form r(6). □
D efinition 2.2.8 An injective module E  is said to be ^ -in jectiv e  if every direct sum of 
copies of E  is injective. E  is said to be countably ^ -in jec tiv e  if  every direct sum of 
countably many copies of E  is injective.
Lemma 2.2.9 (Faith) The following are equivalent for an injective module E:
(i) E  is 'jF,-injective.
(ii) E  is countably fTj-injective.
(Hi) R satisfies AC C  on annihilators of subsets of E.
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P roof (i) (ii) This is obvious.
(ii) => (iii) Let Si, S 2, ••• be subsets of E  such that:
r(Si) C r(S2) C ...
is an infinite increasing chain. Let I  =  U j6Nr (^j)> an^ f°r every i 6 N fix £ Si such that 
Si-rfSi+i) 7  ^ 0. For every a; £ / ,  there exists j  6 N such that SkX — 0 for all k > j ,  and so 
there exists a well-defined homomorphism:
9 : I  -» : x (j?xa:, s2x , ...)
Since E  is countably ]T)-injective, this extends to a homomorphism (j> : R r  —> E^N\  Obvi­
ously, there exists t £ N and et- £ E  for 1 < i < t such tha t <^ (1) =  (ei, e2, ..., e*, 0, 0,...). It 
follows tha t for any x £ / ,  (f>{x) — (e ix ,e2x, ...,etx, 0 ,0,...) and so st+ix = 0. This implies 
that St+il =  0 and in particular St+ir(St+2 ) =  0 , which contradicts our choice of 
Therefore we cannot have an infinite increasing chain of annihilators of subsets of E  and 
condition (iii) is proved,
(iii) =£• (i) Let X  =  0 AgA£'/\ ) where each E \  is an isomorphic copy of E. Since any 
finite direct sum of copies of E  is injective, X  is a local direct summand of -E'(X). The 
result then follows by Lemma 2.2.7. □
We are now ready to proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.1.5. Note tha t in [34], the 
statement of condition (iv) (a) is slightly different - namely that all non-cosmall modules 
have a non-zero projective direct summand. In fact, a module is non-cosmall iff it is not 
singular. Oshiro was considering both co-H and, dually, H rings, so used the dual notation, 
but here we consider only co-H rings, so we will use the more usual notation.
Of the implications in the proof, (i)=4>(ii) is taken directly from [34] and is included 
for completeness, and (ii) => (iii) is a straightforward proof pointed out to me by Alberto 
del Valle Robles. (ii)=^(iv) (b) is an application of ([14], Theorem 1.12) to the case where 
M  = R, used in the same way as in [4]. Once again, the whole argument has been included 
here for completeness.
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P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  2.1.5 (i)=^(ii) Let M  be a right P-module. There is a free module 
F , and an epimorphism 6 : F  -» M. By the hypothesis, there exist P  and Q such that 
F  =  P  © Q, with Ker0 <ess P. We have M  = 9(P) ® @(Q), where 0(P) ™ P/Kerf? is 
singular and 0(Q) =  Q is projective. Hence condition (ii) holds.
(ii)=^(iii) Let P  be a projective module and M  be an essential extension of P . By 
condition (ii), we have M  — Q ® 5 , where Q is projective and S  is singular. Now, P / ( P  H 
Q) =  (P  -f- Q)/Q  (Q © 5 ) /Q  =  5. By Lemma 2.2.2, PC\Q <ess P , so P f iQ  < ess M  and 
hence Q <ess M . Thus M  =  Q , and the result is shown.
(iii)=^(i) Let C  be an essentially closed submodule of a projective module P . Now 
C  =  P (C ) n P ,  so P /C  =  P /{E (C ) f l P ) “  (P(C) +  P )/P (C ). By condition (iii), P (C ) +  P  
is projective, and since E(C ) <® P(C ) +  P, we have tha t P /C  is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of E(C ) + P , so P /C  is projective and hence C  <® P .
(ii)=»(iv) (a) is trivial.
(iii)=^(iv) (b) We use Lemma 2.2.9. Let £ be an uncountably infinite cardinal such that 
E (R )  can be generated by £ (or fewer) elements. By Lemma 2.2.4, there exists a cardinal <r, 
such tha t every ^-generated module has no more than a submodules. Take r  > <r, and let 
E  — E (E ( R ) ^ ) .  Then since E  is projective, E  =  ®AeAJ^ A’ w^ere eac^ Ex is countably 
generated, by Theorem 1.3.13.
Take any copy of P (P ) in E, E(R)[, say. Then E(R)'l < ® weni Pw, where |S2ij < £. 
0 w£fli P w is ^-generated, so has no more than a  submodules. Hence there is a copy of 
E (R ), E (R )2 say, in E  such that E (R )2 fl E& =  0, otherwise there would be at 
least r  non-zero submodules of P w, (formed by its intersections with the r  copies of 
E (R )  in P ), contradicting the previous statement. Hence 3 P (P )'2 < ®A\fti and so 
E{RY2 < ® a 2 where |fi2| < £> ^2  Q A \fp .
Repeating, we can find E (R )3 < ®A\(ftiun2) etc* ° ^ ain a countably infinite set 
of copies of E (R )  in E, each contained in its own independent subset of {Pa}A- Note that 
for every i, P(P)(- is injective so is a direct summand of ® ^ . Pa, and hence ® ieNP (P )( is 
a direct summand of E, so is injective. Thus by Lemma 2.2.9, we have tha t R has the ACC 
on right annihilators of subsets of E (R ) and hence on those of subsets of R.
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(iv)=^(i) Let P  be a projective module, and C be an essentially closed submodule of 
P . We wish to prove that C <® P. If C <eSs F , then clearly C  — P  and we are done. 
Otherwise, by Lemma 2.2.2 and condition (iv) (a), P /C  has a non-zero projective direct 
summand, X /C .
Consider a set of non-zero independent projective submodules of P /C  which form a 
local direct summand of P /C . The union of any chain of such sets is also a set of non-zero 
independent projectives which form a local direct summandj and { X /C }  is a nonempty 
example of such a set, so by Zorn’s Lemma, we can find a maximal such set, {Qa/C}aga- 
Let Q /C  =  ® AeAQA/C .
Suppose that Q is not essential in P . Then by Lemma 2.2.2 and (iv) (a), we have 
P /Q  =  A /Q  © B /Q , where A /Q  is a non-zero projective. Now, P /B  =  (P /Q )/(B /Q )  =  
A /Q  is projective and so P  =  B  © K , where / (  ^  0. But, since C  C P , we have P /C  =  
B/C (& (K (BC )/C , and moreover, it is easy to see that {Q \/C }xzh  Is a local direct summand 
of P /C , which implies that we can add (A © C )/C  to our set, contradicting its maximality. 
Thus Q is essential in P , and so by Lemma 2.2.3, we have Q /C  is essential in P /C .
The annihilator of an element of a projective module is the annihilator of a subset of 
R  (since every projective module is contained in a free module) so by (iv) (b), R  satisfies 
ACC on the right annihilators of the projective module Q /C . Hence by Lemma 2.2.7, we 
have Q /C  =  P /C , and thus P /C  is projective, showing that C  is a direct summand of P . 
□
2.3 An Example of a Family of co-H Rings
Our example is taken directly from [34], The way we will proceed is to show how to construct 
a right co-H ring, given an arbitrary local QF ring. Having established that our ring is right 
co-H, we will then introduce some local QF rings which when used in our construction, give 
rise to rings which are not left co-H (and hence not QF). Before we can start, we will need 
some preliminary results.
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Lemma 2.3.1 (Harada) I f  R  is a semiperfect ring such that every light R-module which is 
not singular has a non-zero projective direct summand, then every indecomposable projective 
right R-m.odule is uniform.
P roof Let Pr  be an indecomposable projective. Then by Theorem 1.3.4, P  == eR  for some 
primitive idempotent e of R  and P  is local. Suppose that P  is not uniform and let 0 ^  M r  
be a non-essential submodule of P. Then by Lemma 2.2.2 and the hypothesis, there exists 
a decomposition P /M  ~  A /M  ® B / M ,  where A /M  is a non-zero projective. It is easy to 
see tha t P  — A -f 15, and since P  is local, this implies that A =  P  or B  =  P. If A ~  P, 
then clearly M  <® P  which is false. If B  =  P , then A  =  M,  which is also false. Therefore 
every submodule of P  is essential, i.e. P  is uniform. , □
Lemma 2.3.2 ([21], Theorem S.16) Let R  be a semiperfect ring with Jacobson radical J  
and a complete set {ej} U {<7j} of primitive orthogonal idempotents such that each e{R is 
non-small and each gjR  is small. Then every right R-module which is not singular has a 
projective direct summand if and only if the following hold:
(i) eiR is injective for every i,
(ii) for every j ,  there exists i such that gjR  e^R,
(iii) for every i , there exists n{ > 0 such that e^J1 is projective for 0 < t < n{ and 
e{Jni+l is singular.
P roof Firstly, suppose that every right .R-module which is not singular contains a non-zero 
projective direct summand. Let /  be a primitive idempotent of R. Then by Lemma 2.3.1 
f R  is uniform and so E ( f R )  is uniform too. By Lemma 2.2.2, f R  is not singular and hence 
E ( f R )  is not singular. So E ( f R )  contains a non-zero projective direct summand which can 
only be E ( f R )  itself. Hence E ( f R )  is an indecomposable projective, i.e. E ( f R )  =  f R  for 
some primitive idempotent f  of R.
Now, we know by Theorem 1.3.4 that f R  is local, and so if f R  is not small, f R  == f R ,  
i.e. f R  is injective. We have now proved conditions (i) and (ii). To prove (iii) it is enough 
to note th a t for every k 6 N, f J k is uniform, so must be either projective or singular. If it 
is singular, it is obvious tha t f j l is also singular for every I > k.
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Conversely, suppose that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold and tha t M r  is not singu­
lar. Then there is a surjection ir : P  M,  where P  is projective. Since R  is semiperfect, it 
follows by Theorem 1.3.4 that P  — © a^a ^a where each P\ is an indecomposable projective 
right P-module, so M  = ^(-^a)- By (i) an<^  (^)) each ^A embeds in an indecomposable
injective and so must be uniform. If g, € A and Ker 7r[pM /  0 then ^(PQ  is singular, so by 
assumption there exists A 6 A such that K er7r |fA =  0, i.e. P\ c-» M .
Using (i) and (ii) again with Theorem 1.3.4, there exists a primitive idempotent e of R  
such that eR is injective and P\ eR. So if we consider:
Y A
eR
then there exists a homomorphism 8 : M  —>■ eR  such tha t 8(M)  3  ^(Pa)* By (iii), there 
exists n G N such tha t eJl is projective for every t < n and eJ tJrl is singular. Since 
every indecomposable projective right P-module is local, it is easy to see by an induction 
argument tha t e R /e J t+l is uniserial. Therefore a submodule of eR  is projective if and 
only if it strictly contains eJt+1. Since i(P\) is projective it must also be true that 9{M)  
is projective. This means that M/KeiO  is projective and so M  has a non-zero projective 
direct summand isomorphic to M /K er0. □
Lem m a 2.3.3 ( Well-known) I f  Q is a QF ring, then S oc(Qq ) =  S oc(qQ).
P roof By Lemma 1.2.15, 1(J) =  S oc(Qq), and so using Theorem 2.1.2 (v), we can see 
tha t J  =  r(Soc(Qq)). Let e be a non-zero primitive idempotent of Q and suppose that 
Soc(Qq)e = 0. Then e 6 J . But it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 tha t 1 — e is invertible which 
cannot be true since (1 — e)e =  0. Therefore Soc(Qq)e ^  0 .
By Lemma 2.1.7 and Lemma 2.3.1, Qe is a uniform left ideal. Since qQ is left artinian, 
Soc(qQe) is an essential simple submodule of Qe. Clearly, Soc(Qq) is a left ideal of Q , so 
Soc(Qq)e is a submodule of qQe and hence Soc(qQe) C Soc{Qq)e C Soc(Qq).
Since e was chosen arbitrarily, it must follow that Soc(qQ) C Soc(Qq), and by similar 
reasoning, Soc(Qq) C Soc(qQ). □
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w  =
L em m a 2.3.4 ([34], Section 5) Let Q be a local QF ring with Jacobson radical J  and right 
socle S q . Then there exists a well-defined ring:
Q Q /S  
J  Q /S
P ro o f  By Lemma 1.2.15, S J  = 0 . Since the left and right socles of Q are equal by Lemma 
2.3.3, we also have J S  =  0 .
Now consider the ring W . If w, u, w , x, y ,z  € Q and y, k £ J, then we define multiplica­
tion in W  according to the following rule:
u v +  5 a y + S ux +  vk uy +  vz  +  5
j  w + S & 2 +  5 j x  +  wk j y  +  wz +  5
Clearly, j x  + wk £ J . Since S J  =  0 , the element ux + vk  is unaffected by the representative 
v of v +  S. Each of the other three elements of the product is also unaffected by choosing 
the representatives of v +  5, w +  5, y +  S  and 2 +  5. □
In the proof of the following Theorem, we need to show tha t the right ideal generated 
by one of the primitive idempotents of the ring is injective. The shortest way to do this 
would be to use Theorem 3.1 of [12], but we can prove the result directly with only a little 
extra effort, which allows us the luxury of a self-contained proof.
T heorem  2.3.5 ([34]f Section 5) W  as defined in Lemma 2.3.4 a right co-H ring.
P roof W q and qW  are finitely generated, so Q is left and right artinian and therefore 
noetherian and semiperfect. It follows that if conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.3.2 
hold, then condition (iv) of Theorem 2.1.5 must hold.
. It is easy to see that eW w  is isomorphic to the 
right LE-module Q Q /S  with the usual matrix multiplication. Consider the submodule
1 0 0 0
Let e = and /  =
0 0 0 1
[ 5  0 of Q Q /S . Since S q is simple, it follows that for any non-zero s £ 5  we have
sQ =  5. Similarly, we have s 0
' Q Q /S  "
=  [ 5 0
J  Q /S
for any non-zero s £ 5  and
so 5  0 is also simple.
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Let 0 =£ q £ Q and ?' £ Q. Then there exists a £ Q such that 0 7- qa £ S  and
so 0 ^
a 0
q r +  S
0 0
£ S  0 . Now let qf £ Q and r' £ Q \S . Since Q
is right artinian and rfJ  7  ^ 0 , there exists j  € J  such that 0 7  ^ r 'j  £ S  and so 0 /
r 0 0
q' r{ -f S
1 O 1
£ s  0
and so S  0
It is easy to see that
J  Q /S
is the socle of
. It follows that
Q Q /S
s  0 is essential in Q Q /S
J  Q /S is a submodule of Q Q /S and furthermore that
is isomorphic to fW .  Let q £ Q \J  and let r £ Q. Since Q is local, q has an





q r + S = 1 0
. j 0 0
, which is a generator of Q Q /S
It follows that Q Q /S is local with maximal submodule J  Q /S
Now, J  Q /S has a submodule J  J /S . If we take j  £ J  and q £ Q \J ,
0 0
then j  q + S
0 g - ' +  S
= 0 1 +  5
follows that J  Q /S is also local with maximal submodule 
J  Q /S
, which is a generator of 
J  J /S
J  Q /S . It
and hence that
J  J /S
s  0 
s  0





J ( W)  =  eJ(W)  © f J { W )  =
We know tha t .S'oc(ITV) =  • Also
J  J / S  is singular.
By putting together what we have so far, we can see tha t eJCW) =  f W  and tha t f J ( W )  
is singular. Hence W  satisfies criteria (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.3.2 and we only need to 
prove criterion (i) - that eW  is injective.
Since W w  — e W  © eJ(W)> by using Lemma 1.3.7 and Lemma 1.3.8, it is enough to
show tha t eW Q Q / S  is quasi-injective. Now, take a submodule N  of £ Q Q / S





0 Q / S
on N  it is apparent that N
A B / S , where A is a right ideal of Q and B  is a right ideal of Q containing S.  Also,
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if a £ A, then:
and s o A C B .  Similarly, if 6 £ B  and j  £ J ,
r i 0 1 +  5
a 0
0 0
0 a +  5
0 0 r i
0 6 +  5 bj 0
.  j  ° .
and so B J  C A.
Let 0 A B / S -*• <9 Q/S
Q 0 
o o
on. By considering the action of
we can see tha t the left-hand entries define a homomorphism <p : A q —* Q q , Since Qq 
is injective, this extends to a homomorphism <f>1 : Qq — Qq- We can use to define a 
homomorphism:
0' : Q Q /S Q Q /S  : q q' + S I— <i%) W )  +  S
It is easy to verify tha t 91 is a homomorphism which agrees with 9 over A A /S
Now suppose that ip : A B /S —)■ Q Q/ S is a non-zero homomorphism such
tha t ip 
that 1p
A A /S  
a 6 +  5
= 0 . Then since Soc(Imip) ^  0, there exist a £ A  and b £ B  such
£ 0 where 0 ^  t £ S. It follows that ip 0 6 +  5
ip a 6 +  5 -  ip a 0 £ 0 . So:







ip 0 0 £ 0
so tha t £ =  0, a contradiction. Therefore, ip A B /S =  0 .
Applying this last paragraph to 9" -  9 where 9” is the restriction of 9' to A B /S
we can see that 9' and 9 agree over A B /S and so 9' extends 9. □
D efin ition  2.3.6 Let M  be a module. For every i £ N U {0} we define the £th socle o f 
M , Socf iM) as follows:
S ocq(M)  =  0 
S o c f i M ) / S o c ^ M )  = Soc{M/Soci - i (M))  for i > 1
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Note tha t for any module M, Soci (M)  is equal to Soc(M).
L em m a 2.3.7 I f  Q is a local QF ring such that q Q / S oc(qQ) is uniform, then qQ is 
■uniserial.
P roof As Q is left artinian, we must have either Soci+i{qQ ) ^  S oc^ qQ) or S oc X^qQ ) =  Q , 
for every i 6  N.
Since Q is local, there is only one isomorphism class of simple left (^-modules. Also, 
qQ  is indecomposable injective and hence uniform, so every indecomposable injective is iso­
morphic to qQ.  Therefore qQ /Soc(qQ )  '->■ q Q , which means tha t S oc3(qQ ) / S oc(qQ) m- 
Soc2{qQ)• This means that either Soc3(qQ ) =  S 0 C2 (qQ), in which case qQ  is uniserial of 
length 2 , or Soc3(qQ )/Soc2(qQ) is simple.
Continuing, we see that for every i, S oc{+i (qQ) is either Q or the unique minimal 
submodule of q Q strictly containing S oc^ qQ). Since q Q is noetherian, the resulting chain 
must eventually stop. Therefore q Q is uniserial. □
L em m a 2.3.8 (Well-known) The following are local QF rings:
(i) Q =  k[x, y \ / ( x 2, y2), where k is a field and x and y commute.
(ii) The group ring R  ~  A:[G], where k is a field of prime characteristic p and G is a 
finite p-group.
P roof (i) Q is a finite dimensional algebra and is therefore artinian. Furthermore, Q is 
commutative and the only ideals of Q are:
J  — J  aclfQ'j — xQ +  yQ 
S  — Soc(Q) = xyQ  
X  — xQ
Y  = yQ
A a — (x -f ay)Q where 0 /  a £-k
Thus J  is the unique maximal ideal of Q , and hence Q is local.
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It is easy to see that:
r(J) = 5
r(S) =  J
r(X) =  X
r ( y )  =  Y
~  - A — a
So Q satisfies the double annihilator properties of Theorem 2.1.2 (v) and thus Q is QF.
(ii) R  is a finite dimensional A;-algebra and so is artinian. R r  is injective by [39] Theorem
3.2.8.
Let 7', s G R. Then, by considering the binomial expansion, along with the fact tha t k 
has characteristic p, it is easy to see that (r +  s)p — rp +  sp. By induction, it follows that 
for r i , r 2, r m G O’l + ?’2 + . . .+  r m)p =  r f +  +  ... + and furthermore for any n e N ,
( n  +  r 3 +  . . .  +  r m )pn =  r f  +  r f  +  . . .  +  t£ .
We will describe those elements of R  which are of the form ap, where a 6 k and 
g G G, as hom ogeneous. Let ag be a homogeneous element of R. Then, since gpU =  1g 
for some n 6 N, it follows that (ag)pU = apn Iq - Now, if r G R, by considering r as a 
sum of homogeneous elements, and using the working of the previous paragraph, it follows
tha t rpt — b.lG, for some t G N and b G k. If b =  0, then r is nilpotent, otherwise
vpt (6—1 .1g) — ljfe.lG so r is invertible. Therefore every element of R  is either invertible or 
nilpotent.
Suppose tha t c and d are nilpotent elements of R  and tha t r is an arbitrary element of R. 
Clearly cr and rc cannot be invertible, so they must be nilpotent. Also, if cp7n — dpU =  0, 
then by the first paragraph, (c +  d)pTn+n =  0, so c +  d is nilpotent. Therefore, the non- 
invertible elements of R  form an ideal and so R  is local. □
T h eo re m  2.3.9 I f  Q is a local QF ring which is not uniserial as a left module over itself 





0 0 0 0
Lemma 2.3.1, W  cannot be le
P roof Since /  is a primitive idempotent of W , W f  is an indecomposable projective left W - 
module. But since qQ  is not uniserial, it follows from Lemma 2.3.7 tha t S 0C2(qQ) j S oc(qQ) 
is not simple. Hence there exist left ideals A and B  of Q which are contained in Soc2 {qQ) 
and which both strictly contain Soc(qQ ) such that A  fl B  — Soc(qQ). It follows that
are submodules of W  f  whose intersection is zero. Hence by
t co-H. □
It is easy to see that Q as defined in Lemma 2.3.8 is not uniserial - we can take the right 
ideals X  and Y  and note that X  $2 Y  and Y  X ,  Hence W (Q ) is not left co-H.
Let G be the group of quaternions (we will write these as G -  {e, e*, a, a*, 6, h*, c, c*} 
instead of G = {1, —1, i, ~i , j ,  —j , k , — k} to avoid confusion). If k is the field Z 2, then the 
group ring R  =  k[G) is a local QF ring by Lemma 2.3.8.
Consider the following subsets of R:
{0 , e +  e* +  o +  o*, 6 +  6* +  c +  c*, e +  e* +  a-t-a* +  & + 6*-i-c-l- e*}
{0 , e +  e* +  b +  6*, a +  a* +  c +  c*, e +  e* -j- a +  a* +  b +  6* +  c +  c*}
It is not hard to see tha t each sum of two elements in one of the sets is also in tha t set.
Furthermore, multiplying an element of one of the sets by a homogeneous element of R
on the left gives an element of that same set. It follows that the two sets are unequal left 
ideals, each of four elements, and so r R  is not uniserial. Therefore, bF(i?) is not left co-H.
N o te  In fact, if Q is a QF ring which is left uniserial as a left Q-module but not semisimple, 
then W{Q)  is left and right co-H but not QF.
2.4 The New Lemma
Before we finish this chapter, we will take a further look at Lemmma 2.2.7. We already 
know tha t it has uses other than proving Theorem 2.1.5 - it was also used to prove Lemma
2.2.9. As an afterthought, we can use it to prove the following Corollary.
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Corollary 2.4.1 Let R  be a ring which satisfies ACC on the right annihilators of subsets 
of R . Then every direct sum of projective injective modules is projective injective.
P roof Let X  := © aga be a direct sum of projective injective modules. We know that 
X  is projective, and that our decomposition of X  is a local direct summand of E(X) .  As 
in the proof of (iv)=^(i) in Theorem 2.1.5, R  satisfies ACC on the annihilators of subsets of 
X , and so the result follows from Lemma 2.2.7. □
Going back to Lemma 2.2.7, we might also wonder if we could weaken the conditions of 
the statement to produce something which can be used in a wider variety of situations. In 
particular, the condition tha t R  must satisfy the ACC on right annihilators of all subsets 
of A  is very strong. The perfect situation would be where it was enough to have the ACC 
on annihilators of subsets of each of the A\ .  Sadly, this is not sufficient, as the following 
example shows.
Exam ple 2.4.2 Here we will produce a ring with a set of E-injective right modules whose 
direct sum is not injective. By Lemma 2.2.9, we know that R  has the ACC on right 
annihilators of subsets of each of the injectives. If we could weaken the condition of Lemma 
2 .2.7 in the way suggested above, then this would force the sum of the injective modules in 
the set to be equal to its own injective hull, which we know to be false.
Let k be a field and let R  be the ring formed by the direct product of countably infinitely
many copies of k with multiplication defined componentwise. Label the copies of k with 
the natural numbers and let ej be the element of R  with 1 in the j t h  position and zeroes 
elsewhere. Let Ij = ejR.  It is easily seen that Ij is a simple R-module.
Fix j  € N and let M  be a direct sum of copies of the -R-module Ij and say tha t L is an 
ideal of R  with an R-homomorphism 9 : L — M.  For every m  <E M, mej  =  m  and so for 
every I £ L, 9(1) — 9(l)ej =  9(lej). Also, L = ejL © (1 — e.j)L'and ejL  is clearly either ejR  
or 0, so either ej € L or I = (1 -  ej)l for every I e L.
If ej $  L, then V7 € L, 9(1) =  9(lej) — 0((1 — ej)lej) = 9(0) =  0, i.e. 9 is trivial and can
be extended to the trivial homomorphism 0 : R —y M .
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If ej £ L, then we can define a homomorphism 9' : R —>• M  : 1 t-» m  where m — 9(ej). 
Now, if x £ L, then 9'(x) = mx  =  9(ej)x = 9(ejx) = 9(x)ej = 9(x). So O’ extends 9. 
Therefore, M  is injective, i.e. Ij is E-injective.
Clearly, the /^s are linearly independent, and so we can form an ideal I  = I j •
1 ^  i.e. I  is a proper ideal. If £ R \ I  then r ^  0 and so r has a non-zero entry in the 
j th  position, say. We have 0 /  rej £ r i ? n / ,  so I  is an essential ideal of R  and hence cannot 
be injective.
Q uestion  In the statement of Lemma 2.2.7, can we alter “5  is a subset” to read “S  is a 
countable subset”?
This is not an unreasonable question to ask, being a generalisation of the equivalence 
of the countable and uncountable cases in Lemma 2.2,9. It is debatable however, whether 
such an alteration would increase the number of applications of the Lemma.
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C hapter 3
M odules W hich Subgenerate  
C lasses W ith  Extra Closure  
P roperties
The first task of this chapter will be to define the notion of a “class” of modules. With our 
definition, we can then consider various different types of module classes. The particular 
classes we will be concentrating on each arise naturally from a single module. We will be 
trying to find links between the properties of a module and the properties of its class, asking 
which modules give us certain special types of class.
The classes arising from the single module are of great importance in much of modern 
module theory, for example in the work of Wisbauer (e.g. [52]) and the Viola-Priolis (e.g. 
[51]). In recent years, a lot of work has been published concerning modules whose class has 
certain extra properties. For example, in [8] a study is made of the classes arising from a 
single module which have the property that every member is CS.
A good reason for studying the class arising from M  is tha t we can sometimes generalise 
results for, for example, the class of injective right i2-modules to the class of M-injective 
modules in the class arising from M.
If a module gives us a class with additional properties, then we might be able to use
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results from other, more specialised types of class when studying this one. For example, 
Page and Zhou in [38] considered what they call a “natural class” where it is necessary that 
injective hulls of modules in the class are also in the class.
Since the classes of interest to us arise from the one single module, we might hope 
that it would be possible to find explicit “if and only if” relationships between the internal 
properties of the module and the properties of its class. However, if these sort of equivalences 
exist, for an arbitrary ring and module, it seems as though they would have to be impossibly 
complex.
The main questions of this chapter were also considered by Berning in [2] and Wisbauer 
in [53], although both of these authors take a more topological and categorical approach than 
we will use here, discussing equivalent properties on the category rather than the modules 
in the class. Later in the Chapter we will use some concepts which were introduced to 
algebra from topology, but we will try to avoid introducing too many non-module-theoretic 
ideas.
3.1 Classes of Modules
D efin ition  3.1.1 For a ring R, a class X. of right R-modules is a collection which includes 
the zero module and is closed under taking isomorphisms. We say that 2L is closed u n d er 
ex tensions if whenever A r  < B r  and A, B /A  6 2L Ihen and that X_ is e ssen tia lly
closed if every module which has an essential submodule in X_ is also in X .
E xam ple  3.1.2 (i) For any ring it!, the class of finitely generated right iL-modules is closed 
under extensions. In general however, the class of finitely generated right i?-modules will 
not be essentially closed.
(ii) Let R  be a right non-singular ring and let N r  < M r  be modules such tha t N  and 
M /N  are singular. Let m  be a non-singular element of M . There exists a non-zero right 
ideal I  of R  such tha t r(m) n /  =  0 and so m l  =  I  is a non-singular module. It follows that 
m l O N  =  0, but this implies that (mi®iV)/iV =  mJ, i.e. M / N  has a non-zero non-singular 
submodule, which is false. Hence M  is singular.
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Now let A r  and B r  be modules such that A r  is singular and A r  <ess B r . Let b be a 
non-singular element of B. As before, there exists a non-zero right ideal K  of R  such that 
r ( 6) n  K  =  0 and we know that bK = K  is non-singular. But it follows that bK  n  A  is 
non-zero, singular and non-singular, which is clearly false and so B  is singular.
Hence, over a right non-singular ring, the class of singular right itkmodules is essentially 
closed and closed under extensions.
D efinition 3.1.3 For a module M , we define the class a[M] of m odules subgenerated
by M  to be the class of modules isomorphic to submodules of factor modules of direct sums 
of copies of M , i.e.:
. i wa [M] =  {A/? : A —- — for some index set A and B  < M '
B
Exam ple 3.1.4 (i) If S r  is a simple module, then <j[5] consists of those modules which 
are isomorphic to direct sums of copies of S r .
(ii) erfitfR] is the class of all right i?-modules.
L em m a 3.1.5 ( Well-known) Let M r  be any right R-module. Then cr[M] is closed under 
taking submodules, factor modules and direct sums.
P roof These results are easily derived from the definition. □
Lemma 3.1.6 ( Well-known) I f  M  is a right R-module, then for any right R-module X ,
X  e a[M] x R  e o[M] for every x € X .
P roof =>- Immediate from Lemma 3.1.5.
4= X  is a homomorphic image of ® a.e;r xR. □
Lemma 3.1.6 shows us that a[M) is defined completely by its cyclic modules, so we can
associate <r[M] with a set of right ideals:
T{M)  =  { / < r R  : R / I  € v[M]}
This allows us to tie up the theory of classes of the form <j [M] with the theory of kernel 
functors, as used in e.g. [48] and [50].
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D efinition 3.1.7 I f  R  is a ring, then a kernel functor r  is a map from the class of right 
R-modules to itself such that for all right R-modules M  and M ':
(i) r (M)  C M,
(ii) I f  f  : M  —> M ' is a homomorphism, then f ( r ( M) )  C t {M'),
(iii) I f  W  < M , then r(Af') = M f 0  r(M ).
The torsion class of a kernel functor r is the class of right R-modules M  such that 
r (M)  = M.
L em m a 3 .1 .8  (Well-known) The follo wing are equivalent for a class X  of right R-modules:
(a) X  is closed under taking submodules, factor modules and direct sums.
(b) 2L — cr[iW], for some right R-module M .
(c) X_ is the torsion class of a kernel functor.
P roof (a) =4> (b) Put M  = ® { R / / : I  <r R , R /I  € 2L}• Since JL lias the closure properties 
of (a), it is obvious that o[M] C X. Now say that N  £ X_. By Lemma 3.1.6, we only need 
to check tha t all the cyclic submodules of N  are in a[M], Let n £ N,  then nR  =  R/r(n)  is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of M  and so nR  £ cr[M].
(b) (c) We define a map from each right E-module to one of its subsets:
t : N  h-* {ft £ N  : nR  £ X}
It is easy to see tha t for any module N , r (N)  is a submodule and that r  satisfies criterion
(i) in the definition of a kernel functor.
Say tha t /  : N  —> N r is a homomorphism and that n £ t (N).  Then f ( n ) R  = f {nR)  ==
n R / ( n R  fl Ker / )  which must be in a[M]. So criterion (ii) is also satisfied.
Criterion (iii) is also satisfied by elementary considerations.
(c) (a) is straightforward. □
Exam ple 3.1.9 The following classes can all be defined in any of the ways described in 
Lemma 3.1.8.
(a) It is easy to see tha t the class of semisimple right .R-modules is closed under taking 
submodules, factor modules and direct sums.
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(b) Similarly, the class of singular right 22-modules is closed under taking submodules, 
factor modules and direct sums.
(c) For any ring 22 and module M r  we can define the class:
i[M] =  {N r  : M  is JV-injective}
By using Lemma 1.3.7, we can see tha t i[M] is closed under taking submodules, factor 
modules and direct sums. 1 [M] must contain all of the semisimple right 22-modules and so 
is non-empty.
(d) For a given ring 22, the class of locally noetherian right 22-modules and the class of 
locally artinian right 22-modules are both closed under the three operations.
E xam ple  3.1.10 Remember from the previous chapters that there exists a dual concept 
to that of a singular module - namely a small module. Since we know that for any ring 
22, the class of singular right 22-modules is of the form (t[Mr ] for a suitable M r, it seems 
reasonable to suppose tha t the class of small right 22-modules is also of this type. This is 
not true in general. Recall Lemma 1.4.4 stated that the class of small right 22-modules is 
closed under taking submodules, factor modules and finite direct sums. It was shown in 
[40] tha t this class is closed under arbitrary direct sums if and only if the Jacobson radical 
of every injective right 22-module is small. The right artinian rings, for example, have this 
property.
Z is an example of a ring where the small modules do not form a class of the type a[M], 
If we take E  to be Z 2~, the injective hull of Z 2, then E  is not finitely generated, but is 
uniserial and is the union of its submodules, which are all finite. Clearly each of these finite 
modules is small in 25, so is small. It is easy to produce a projection from the direct sum 
of all of the submodules of E  onto E.  If this sum was small then Lemma 1.4.4 would force 
E  to be small as well, which is clearly false since E  is injective.
Lemma 3.1.8 states tha t for any module class with the appropriate closure properties, 
we can find a module M  which subgenerates the class. Our choice of M  is not unique 
of course - it is easy to see that a[M] =  a[M © M] — The proof above merely
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contains a way of constructing one suitable choice of M . This may not be the easiest one to 
work with, but there are certain properties all of the subgenerators of the class must share, 
as we will demonstrate in Corollary 3.1.15.
Even for some well-known, easily described module classes which are closed under taking 
submodules, factor modules and direct sums, there does not exist a “nice” subgenerator. 
We will produce an example of such a class, using the following Lemma.
Lemma 3,1.11 I f  M  and A are right R-modules, and G is a generating set of A, then the 
following are equivalent:
( i )  A E <j [ M ] .
(ii) For every a E A, there exists a finite set S a C M  such that r (S a) C r(a).
(Hi) For every g E G, there exists a finite set Tg C M  such that r(Tg) C r(g).
P ro o f  (i) (ii) By Lemma 3.1.6, we know that aR E o~[M]} so there exists a monomorphism 
9 : aR  ^  M ^ / B  for some index set A and submodule B  of M (a\  Since aR  is cyclic, 
we can assume that A is finite, and the proof is completed by taking Sa to be a set of 
representatives of 9{a) in M ^ .
(ii) =$> (iii) is obvious.
(iii) =$> (i) If we take a particular g E G } put Tg — {£]., £2? •••> tn} and fake the cyclic 
submodule C := (AA2, ...,£n)R of M n, then there is asurjection C  -» gR  : (£i,£2i ■ ■•>£n)r *-*■ 
gr: and hence gR  E cr[M]. Furthermore, A is a homomorphic image of © ^ g # -^  and so 
A G a[M]. □
Exam ple 3,1.12 It is easy to see that the class of torsion Z-modules is closed under taking 
submodules, factor modules and direct sums. Therefore, we must be able to find a Z-module 
M  which subgenerates this class. Taking a prime p and a natural number n, then we know 
tha t there exists an index set A and a submodule N  of such tha t l tpn M ^ / N .
Since is finitely generated, Zpn ^  (M r +  N )/N  =  M r/( M r fl N) for some r E N, so 
without loss of generality, we can say that Zpn M r /N .
There must exist a finite set m2, ..., m s E M  such that r(m i +  iV, m 2 +  AT,..., m s +  
N ) =  pnZ, i.e. r(m i T  N) O r(m 2 +  N) D ... Pi r(m s +  N ) =  pnZ. Since the only ideals of
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Z which contain p^Z are p^'Z where k < n, it follows that for every 1 < j  < s, there exists 
kj < n such that i'(rrij + N ) = p^'Z. Therefore there exists some 1 < i < s, such that 
r(m ; +  N )  =  pnZ. So (rriiR +  N ) /N  ~  Zpn, i.e. Zpn M /N 1 for some submodule N ’ of 
M .
In other words, for any prime p and natural number ?z, Zp« is contained in a factor of 
M . M  must therefore be very large, and in particular, not finitely generated. A suitable 
choice of M  would be Q /Z .
D efin ition  3.1.13 We will say that a module M r  is fin ite ly  an n ih ila ted  (w ith  re sp ec t
to  th e  set S) if there exists a finite subset S Q M  such that r(M ) =  r(»S).
L em m a 3.1.14 Let R  be a ring and let M r  and N r  be modules. Then the following hold:
(a) M  G <r[N] o[M] C cr[iV].
(b) r(M ) =  H U  <r R - R / I e
(c) M  is finitely annihilated 3s G N, I\, h ,  •••, A <b R such that for every 1 < j  < s, 
R /I j  e <t[M] and h  =  r (M )*
P ro o f  (a) This is straightforward.
(b) Let K  — f]{^ R  : R / I  £ cr[M}}. Suppose that I  <r R, R /1  € a[M]. Then by 
Lemma 3.1.11, there exists a finite subset S  of M  such that r (S) C I. Therefore, r(M ) C I  
and hence r(M ) C K .
Now suppose that r G R \r(M ). Then there exists m G M  such tha t m r  0. Clearly, 
R /r(m ) = m R  G <r[M], but r $ r(m) and so r $ K . Hence K  C r(M ).
(c) Suppose tha t M  is finitely annihilated with respect to the set {m!, m 2, ..., m t}. 
Then put s — t and Ij = r(?7^ j) for 1 < j  < t.
By Lemma 3.1.11, for each Ij where 1 < j  < s, there exists a finite set Sj = 
{m jj, 772^ 2,..., C M  such that r (Sj) C Ij. Then f]i<j<s r (^i) -  r (^ 0  an^ s°
n i< 3<s r(S J) =  r(M ). □
C o ro lla ry  3.1.15 Let M r , N r  and X r  be modules such that &[M] =  cr[iV]. Then:
(a) M  G cr[X] &  N  G a[X].
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(b) r  (M) = r (N).
(c) M  is finitely annihilated <=> N  is finitely annihilated.
(d) M r  is locally noetherian (artinian) <=> N r  is locally noetherian (artinian).
P ro o f  (a), (b) and (c) follow by (a), (b) and (c) respectively of Lemma 3.1.14. (d) follows 
by using part Lemma 3.1.14 (a) and Example 3.1.9 (d). □
Corollary 3.1.15 (c) shows us tha t classes of the form a[M ] can be divided into two 
different types - those which are subgenerated by a finitely annihilated module and those 
which are not. As we shall see the former type is far more easy to work with and in this 
case, we will be able to answer our questions precisely.
So now we know what the class o'[M] is for a module M , and we have some idea of its
properties. The questions we want to answer are:
® When is cr[M] closed under extensions?
® When is o[M]  essentially closed?
* When is a [ M ] closed under taking injective hulls?
In [50], a study was made of rings for which every right module satisfies the condition 
of the first question, using the kernel functor characterisation of the classes. The author 
completely characterised these rings in the commutative case and also proved some results 
in the general case.
A moment of consideration will show that the second and third questions are actually 
the same, and in fact any cr[M] which satisfies the conditions of these two questions satisfies 
the condition of the first:
Lem m a 3.1.16 (Well-known) I f  A is a class of right R-modules which is closed under 
taking submodules, (finite) dii'ect sums and essential extensions then A  is closed under 
extensions.
P ro o f  Let B r  < A r  with B , A /B  E A. Let C  be a complement of B  in A. Then 
C  =  (C 0  B ) f B  ^  A j B  E A, so we must have B  0  C  E A . B  © C  is an essential 
submodule of A  and therefore A  E A. □
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The following results will be required later.
L em m a 3.1.17 Let R  be a right noetherian ring and let M  be a right R-module, Then 
cr[M] is essentially closed O- E(U) £ cr[M\ for every cyclic uniform U in a[M].
P ro o f  =$> This is trivial.
■$= Let X  £ By Lemma 1.2.6, X  contains a uniform submodule, which we can
assume is cyclic. It is easy to see that the union of any chain of sets of independent uniform 
cyclic submodules of X  is a set of independent uniform cyclic submodules of X ,  so by 
Zorn’s Lemma there exists a set {£/a}agA of uniform cyclic submodules of X  such that 
T  =  ® a ea ^A essential in X .  It follows that we can assume that E(T)  =  E( X) .  Since R  
is right noetherian, ® a 6a ^W a) — E( X)  and so E( X)  £ cr[M], by our original assumption. 
□
C oro lla ry  3.1.18 Let R  be a right noetherian ring and {M \}aga tie a set of right R- 
modules such that ct[Ma] is essentially closed for every X £ A. Then if M  =  (BagA-^Aj 
<t[M] is also essentially closed.
P ro o f  By Lemma 3.1.17, it is enough to show that if Ur  is a uniform cyclic module and 
Ur  £ cr[M]) then E(U r ) £ a[M], Let Ur  £ a[M] be a uniform cyclic module. Then there 
exists an index set and a submodule K  of such tha t U c—>■ M ^ / K .  Since U is 
finitely generated, we can assume without loss of generality tha t Q is finite, and better still, 
that U c-> (Ni  0 ... 0  N s) / K  for some s £ N and K  < N\  0  ... © 1VS, where each N{ is a (not 
necessarily distinct) member of the set {Ma}agA- Clearly for each uniform cyclic module 
U in a[M] we can find a set of N f s  of minimal size. We shall denote this size s(U) and we 
will show tha t E(U) £ a[M] for every uniform cyclic U £ cr[M] by induction on s(U).
Clearly if s(U) = 1, then U £ <r[jVi] and so E(U) £ cr[Ari] C a[M]. Now assume 
that s(U) > 1 and that E(V)  £ cr[M] for every cyclic uniform member V  of a[M] with 
s(V) < s(U).  Take N  = Ni 0  ... 0  N s(u) to be the direct sum of a set of minimal size with 
a submodule K  such that U M- N / K .  Let A  =  N\  +  K  and let B  =  IV2 +  ... +  iVs +  iif. Let 
i be the embedding U {A/K)  +  (B / K ).
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If i(U) fl (B / K ) ^  0, then there exists a uniform cyclic module W r  such tha t W  ^  U 
and W  ( B/ K) .  It follows that W  c—>■ (N2 +  ... 4- N s +  K ) / K  =  (N2 +  +  N S) / ( (N 2 +
... -f N s) n  JC), so s(W) < s. Of course, E(IT) == E(U),  so by assumption E(U)  G cr[M]. 
l f i ( U ) n ( B / K )  = 0 ,  then:
i(U) “  ( i(£/) +  (B/A’)) /(B //^ )  < (iV //f)/(B /A :) “  fV/B =  (A +  B )/B  £* A / ( A  fl 5 )
Now, / f  C A n  B , so there exists a projection A //f  -» A /(A fl B), So we have:
B G cr[A/(A n B)] C cr[A/I<] = cr[(Ni +  K) / K]  =  cr[iVi/(A^i n  if)] C <r[JVi]
Therefore E (t/)  G cr[iVi] C tr[Afj and so cr[M] is essentially closed. □
The implication in Corollary 3.1.18 cannot in general be reversed. Lemma 3.1.19, which 
illustrates a family of modules which subgenerate essentially closed classes, will allow us to 
construct Example 3.1.20 which contains modules A and B  such tha t o-[A©B] is essentially 
closed but cr[A] is not.
Lemma 3.1.19 Let R  be a right noetherian right hereditary ring and E r  be an injective 
module. Then a[E] is essentially closed.
P ro o f  Let N  G cr[B]. Then there exists an index set A and a submodule B < E ^  such that 
N  E ^ / B .  Since R  is right noetherian, E is injective and since R  is right hereditary, 
E ^ / B  is also injective. Therefore, E(N)  E ^ / B  which implies that E ( N ) G o-[E]. □
Exam ple 3.1,20 Consider the ring Z and the Z-module Z 2. Clearly, cr[Z2] consists of all 
those % modules which are annihilated by the element 2 of Z. It is easy to show that <j[Z2] 
is not essentially closed. To show this we can take the module Z4 which is not annihilated 
by 2, but has an essential submodule 2Z4 which is.
The injective hull of Z 2 is isomorphic to the module Z2°o. By Lemma 3,1.19, cr[Z2°o] is 
essentially closed, and since Z2 6-* Z 2oa, clearly cr[Z2® Z 2«>] =  <x[E2«] is essentially closed.
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To finish the section on classes of modules the table below summarises the closure 
properties of some of the most interesting types of class. The classes marked with a  ^ are 
described in more detail in [44] and are completely defined by their closure properties in 
the table.
Given any class 2L of right jR-modules, is defined to be the class of right ithmodules
which do not have any submodu
Class c / 0 X E n
cr[M] 9 9 9
Torsion^ » 9 @
Torsion-free^ 9 O ©
Hereditary Torsion^ 9 9 @ 9
Hereditary Torsion-free’*’ 9 O # 9 ©
Stable Hereditary Torsion’*’ 0 9 0 O 9
x -1 9 © O ®
es isomorphic to non-zero submodules of members of X_.
0  =  arbitrary direct sums 
X =  extensions 
E — essential extensions 
II =  direct products 
9  ~  closed under the operation
o =  closed under the operation but this can be derived as a consequence of the other listed 
closure properties
The table shows us that, for example, if we have a module M  such that a[M] is closed 
under extensions, then a[M] is a torsion class in the sense of [44]. This applies to the 
singular right modules of a right non-singular ring, as shown in Example 3.1.2 (ii).
[44] contains further reading about the general theory of classes.
3.2 Finitely Annihilated Modules
In this section we will completely answer our questions for finitely annihilated modules. Ex­
amples of such modules include finitely generated modules over commutative rings, finitely
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generated right modules over right FBN rings (which are defined shortly), and all right 
modules over right artinian rings.
D efin ition  3.2.1 I f  R  is a right noetherian ring and M  is a right R-module, then an 
a ssoc ia ted  ideal of M  is the annihilator of a non-zero submodule N  of M  which has 
the property that r (N) =  r(N') for every non-zero submodule N ' of N . Without loss of 
generality, we can always assume that N  is cyclic.
The set of associated ideals of M  is denoted by A ss(M ).
L em m a 3.2.2 (Well-known) Let R be a right noetherian ring with a right module M r . 
Then we have the following:
(i) Ass (M)  is a set of prime ideals of R.
(ii) I f  M r  7  ^ 0 then Ass(M)  /  0 .
(iii) I f  M r  is uniform, then |Ass(M )| — 1.
(iv) I f  N r  < ess M r , then Ass(N)  = Ass(M).
P ro o f  (i) Let 0 7  ^ N  < M  such that r (N)  =  r ( 7V') for every 0 7  ^ N f < N.  If we put
P = v(N),  it is clear that P  is a 2-sided ideal. Suppose tha t there exist 2-sided ideals A 
and B  of R  such that AB  C P , and A ^  P. Then (NA) B = 0, so B  C P , since N A  is a 
non-zero submodule of N.  Hence P  is prime.
(ii) Since R  is right noetherian, we can choose 0 7- N  < M  such that r (N)  is maximal
in the set of annihilators of non-zero submodules of M. If 0 7^  N '  < N,  then clearly
r(N' )  D r(iV), and so by maximality, r(N') = t (N).
(iii) Suppose that M  has two associated ideals, P  and Q , and tha t V  and V 1 are 
submodules of M  such that r(A ) =  P  for every non-zero submodule X  of V  and r(J*F) =  Q 
for every non-zero submodule X 1 of V7. Since M  is uniform, V  fl V'  7  ^ 0 . Then P  =
r ( y n F )  =  Q.
(iv) It is obvious that A ss(N)  C Ass(M).  Suppose tha t P  £ Ass(M) and that P  =  
r(A ;) for every non-zero submodule A' of some fixed submodule A of M. If we now consider 
AfllV (which is non-zero since N  is essential in M), and let 0 /  B < A O N , then r(P ) — P, 
and so P  £ Ass(N) .  □
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In the light of Lemma 3.2.2 (iii), we will sometimes cheat a little with our notation when 
considering the associated ideal of a uniform module U and put Ass(U) = P  instead of the 
more formal Ass(U) = {P} which is consistent with the non-uniform case.
Lem m a 3.2.3 ( Well-known) Let R  be a right noetherian ring and let P  be a prime ideal 
of R . Then Ass{R/P)  = {P}.
P roof By Lemma 3.2.2 (ii), R / P  has an associated prime ideal, Q . Now, there exists a 
right ideal A  of R  which strictly contains P  such tha t r {A/P)  =  Q . Obviously, P  C Q. 
Furthermore, AQ C P  and so (RA)Q  C P. Since R A  is not contained in P , it follows that 
Q C P . Hence P  = Q, □
D efinition 3.2.4 ([30], 6.f.7) A ring is said to be right F B N  i f  it is right noetherian and 
every essential light ideal of a prime factor ring of R  contains a non-zero 2-sided ideal.
Exam ple 3.2,5 Every commutative noetherian ring is trivially FBN.
D efinition 3.2.6 A right R-module M  is said to be faithful if  r(M) =  0.
Theorem  3.2.7 (Mewborn & Winton) Let R  be a ring with the a.c.c. for right annihilators 
of subsets of R. Then Z( Rr )  is nilpotent.
P roof Let Z  =  Z(Rr ) .  Then r (Z) C r (Z2) C ... is an ascending chain, and so there exists 
n £ N such that r (Zn) — r (Z n+1). Suppose that Z n+1 ^  0. Then we can choose a € Z  
such tha t Z na ^  0 and r (a) is maximal with a having this property. Let b £ Z, then r(6) 
is an essential right ideal of R  and so r(b) fl aR ^  0, i.e. there exists r £ R  such that 
0 ^  ar £ r(b). Obviously, ba 6 Z,  r(o) C r(&a) and we know tha t ar =£ 0 and bar =  0. 
Therefore r(a) is strictly contained in r(6a), and so by the choice of a, Z nba =  0. Since b 
was chosen arbitrarily, we must have Z n+1a == 0 and so Z na — 0 - a contradiction. □
The following Lemma is compiled from [44] Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.4, and [3] 
Theorem 7.8. I have included the proof in full here to avoid the reader having to look up 
multiple references.
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L em m a 3.2.8 (Krause, Gabriel, Cauchon) The following are equivalent for a right noethe­
rian ring R .
(i) R  is right FBN.
(ii) Every finitely generated right R-module is finitely annihilated.
(iii) I f  M r  is finitely generated, then R / r ( M)  M n for some n G N.
(iv) The mapping from the indecomposable injective right R-modules to the prime ideals 
of R  given by E  i-> Ass(E) is bijective.
P ro o f  (i) => (ii) Suppose that M r  is a finitely generated right P-module which is not 
finitely annihilated. Then there is a submodule N  of M  maximal such that M /N  is not 
finitely annihilated and so by shifting to M /N , we can assume tha t every homomorphic 
image of M  satisfies the condition. Also, if we change the ring to P /r (M ) then M  is a 
faithful right P /r(M )-m odule and P /r(M ) is right FBN, so we can assume without loss of 
generality that M  is faithful.
Now take P  G Ass(M)  and let U be a submodule of M  such that r(V) — P  for every 
0 V  < U. Clearly, U is a faithful right P/P-m odule. Suppose that Ur / p  lias a non-zero 
singular element, u. Then in R / P , I / P  — r (u) is essential as a right ideal, so by (i) contains 
a 2-sided ideal, K / P .  In Ur , uR .K  = uK  C u l = 0, so uR  is not faithful as an P/P-m odule 
- a contradiction. Hence U is non-singular as a right R /P -module.
Now by assumption r (M/U)  =  r(m i -j- U,m 2 +  U, ...,m n +  U) in R. If we put A  ~  
r(m i, m 2, m n), then M A  C U, so M A P  ~  0 and by faithfulness, A P  =  0, i.e. A is a 
right P/P-m odule.
We know that M A  ^  0, so there exists m n G M  with m„+iA ^ 0 .  If we now put 
A\ =  r (m i,m 2, . . . ,m n+i), then A /A \ — m n+\A  C M A  C U, so A /A \ is non-singular as 
an P/P-m odule. Again M A \ ^  0, so 3mn+2 € M  with m n+2 A \ 7  ^ 0, and we repeat to 
produce an infinite descending chain A D A\ D A 2 D ... such tha t Ai/Ai+i is non-zero and 
non-singular as a right R /P  module.
Obviously, Ai is not essential in A as a right P/P-m odule, so there exists il'i < A such 
tha t K \ Pi Ai =  0. Likewise, for every i > 2, there exists I(i < A,_i with Ki fl A{ — 0. 
K i ® K 2 © ... is an infinite direct sum contained in R r , which is clearly false, since R r
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is noetherian, and so the supposition must have been false, tha t is to say there is a finite 
subset of M  whose annihilator is the annihilator of M .
(ii) (iii) Suppose that M r  is finitely annihilated with respect to the set S  — {mi, m 2, rnn}. 
Now consider a mapping 9 : F /r(M ) M n : 7 * +  r(M ) h-7 (777.17’, m 2**> •••) mnr). If Is easy to
see that 9 is well-defined and a monomorphism.
(iii) =$> (iv) Let P  be a prime ideal of R.  By Lemma 3.2.3 and Lemma 3 .2 .2 , A ss(F (F /F ))  — 
{F}. It follows tha t for any uniform direct summand X  of F (F /F ) ,  A s s ( X )  = P  and so 
the mapping is surjective.
Let E  and E 1 be indecomposable injective right F-modules such tha t A s s (E )  = Ass(E ')  =
F. To show tha t E  ~  F 7, it is enough to show that E  and E ‘ contain isomorphic submod­
ules. Take e £ E  and e1 £ E ! such that F  =  r(eF) =  r (e'R).  By (iii),
R / P  ^  {eR)n R / P  ^  (e'R)m
If we now consider a non-zero uniform submodule of R / P  (which must exist by Lemma 
1.2.6), then the result follows by Lemma 1.1.4.
(iv) => (i) We firstly show that if (iv) is true for F, then it holds for all factor rings of R.
Let T  =  R / D  be a factor ring of F , and let E\  and E2 be non-isomorphic indecomposable 
injective T-modules. Suppose tha t their injective hulls as F-modules are isomorphic. Then 
since these injective hulls are uniform, there must be an F-module M  which embeds in 
F i and F 2. Since M D  — 0, M  is also a T-module, and so F i == E ( M )  =  F 2 as T-  
modules, which we know to be false. Hence the injective hulls of F i and E2 as F-modules 
are non-isomorphic, and so A ss(Fi) Ass(E2)  as F-modules. It is easy to show that 
A ssj’(Fi) — {A ssR { E i ) ) / D  for i = 1, 2 , so we have A ss(Fi) ^  A ss(F 2) as T-modules, and 
the first part is proved.
Now, consider a prime factor ring of F , S', and say that S  has an essential right ideal 
which does not contain a 2-sided ideal. We take a maximal such right ideal, I. Suppose tha t 
I  — A\  fl A2 , where Ai  and A2 are right ideals strictly containing I. By the maximality 
of / ,  Ai > F i and A2 > F 2, where Bi and B 2 are non-zero 2-sided ideals of S. Now,
I  ~  Ai fl A2 3  F i fl F 2 2  F 1F 2. Since S  is prime, F 1F 2 7  ^ 0, and so F i fl F 2 is a non-zero
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2-sided ideal contained in I. Thus it must be the case that I  is irreducible, or to put it 
another way, S / I  is a uniform S'-module.
If P  = A s s ( S / I ), then P  = r ( K / I )  for some right ideal K  strictly containing L  Now K  
contains a non-zero 2-sided ideal L and L P  C K P  C / ,  so L P  = 0, since I  does not contain 
any non-zero 2-sided ideals. Since S  is prime, it must be that P  — 0 and so Ass (S j l )  = 0.
Now let Q £ A.ss(5). Then, there exists a non-zero right ideal X  of S  such that 
X Q  =  0. This means that S X Q  — 0, so by the primeness of S', either S X  = 0, which is 
false, or Q = 0 , which must be the case. Hence A ss (S /I ) =  Ass(S),  so by (iv), S / I  and Ss  
contain isomorphic submodules. However, S / I  is clearly a singular right .S-module and Ss  
is non-singular by Theorem 3.2.7, a contradiction. Therefore, (i) must be true. □
D efin ition  3.2.9 An ideal I  of R  is said to satisfy the r ig h t A rtin -R ees  property (hence­
forth we will say that I  is rig h t A R j if for any right ideal K  of R, there exists n £ N such 
that K  n l n C K I .
L em m a 3.2.10 ([19], Lemma 11.11) For an ideal I  of a ring R, the following are equiva­
lent;
(i) I  is right AR.
(ii) I f  B r  < A r  where A is finitely generated, then 3n £ N such that B  Pi A I n C B I.
(iii) I f  B r  < ess A r  where A is finitely generated and BI - =  0, then 3n £ N such that 
A I n = 0.
P roof (i) (iii) Let a £ A, and let K  = {r £ R \ ar € B}. Then K  Pi I n C K I  for some 
n £ N, by condition (i).
Suppose tha t x £ a ln Pi B . Then x = as, where s £ K  Pi I n. Hence x £ a K I  C B I  — 0, 
so a ln C\ B  ~  0 and therefore a ln =  0.
Since each of the generators of A is annihilated by a power of I, A  itself is annihilated 
by some power of I.
(iii) =*>■ (ii) Take C / B I  to be a complement of B / B I  in A / B I .  By Lemma 1.1.2, 
((C/BI)  ®  (B/BI) ) / (C/BI)  < ess (A/BI) / (C/BI)
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and so
B / B I  ^ ess A /C
So by condition (iii), 3n E N such that (A / C ) I n =  0, i.e. A I n C C.  Hence B  D A I n C 
B D C  C B I .
(ii) => (i) follows by putting A = R  and B = K.  □
L em m a 3.2.11 ( Well-known) Every ideal of a commutative noetherian ring is AR.
P ro o f  We will show condition (iii) of Lemma 3.2.10.
Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring with a principal ideal I  =  xR  and let A  be 
a finitely generated l?-module. Let B <ess A  be ^-modules such that B I  = 0. We now 
define /  : A —y A  : a s-> ax. It is easy to see tha t /  is a homomorphism, and that 
Ker /  C Ker f 2 C ... . Since A is noetherian, there exists s E N such tha t Ker /* =  K e r /S 
for every t > s. Suppose that k E Im / s fl K e r /S. Then k — f s(k') for some k1 E A  and 
f 2s(k') =  f s(k) = 0. But by the choice of s, this means that f s(k!) =  0 i.e. k =  0. So 
Im f s DKer f s = 0, therefore Im f s C\B — 0 and hence Im f s = 0. This means that A x s =  0, 
so A IS = 0 and we have shown that every principal ideal is AR.
Now let I  = X\R  +  X2 R  +  ... +  xnR  and put Ii = X{R for 1 < i < n. Again, let 
B  <ess A  be R-modules with B I  = 0. By the preceding paragraph, we know tha t for 
every 1 < i < n, there exists Si such that AI/'  =  0. Put t =  masi<,-<n{s{} and consider 
I nt = ( ^  -f I2 -j- ... -f In)nt. It is clear that in the binomial expansion of this power of / ,  
every component of the sum must contain some Ij to a power of at least t. Hence it follows 
that A I nt = 0, and we are done. . □
We will now reduce our problem concerning modules to a problem concerning ideals.
L em m a 3.2.12 I f  R  is a ring with an ideal I, then X  E &[Rr / I r \ X I  — 0.
P ro o f  X  = A /B , where B < A < (R / I )(A) for some index set A, so X I  =  0.
Let x E X .  Then x l  =  0, so t(.t) D r ( l) , where 1 is the image of 1 in the canonical 
surjection of R  onto R / I .  Hence by Lemma 3.1.11, X  E a[R/I].  □
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Note that in Lemma 3.2.12, the proof requires I  to be a 2-sided ideal of R,  even though 
the statement only seems to use the right ideal property of I. If I  is a right ideal of R  which 
is not a left ideal, then clearly R / I  £ o[R/I],  but there exists r £ R  such that r l  % I  and 
so ( R/ I ) l j =0 .
C oro lla ry  3.2,13 I f  R  is a ring and I  is an ideal of R, then <j \R r / I r\  is closed under 
extensions I  =  I 2.
P ro o f  => Consider the right R-module X  =  R / I 2. Now, (X I ) I  =  0 and [ X / X I ) I  =  0, so 
by Lemma 3.2.12, X I  and X / X I  are both in fr[R//]. Hence it follows that X  £ o [ R/ I ], 
and using Lemma 3.2,12 again, X I  =  0. Therefore I  C I 2 and so I  — I 2.
-<= Let A r  < B r  such that A, B / A  £ er[R//]. Then A I  — 0 and (B / A ) I  =  0, i.e. 
B I  C A, by Lemma 3.2.12. So B I 2 — 0, i.e. B I  ~  0, and the result follows by Lemma
3.2.12. □
C oro lla ry  3.2.14 Let R  be a ring with an ideal I , and consider the following conditions:
(i) a[Rr / I r ] is essentially closed.
(ii) <t [ j R r / I r ] is closed under extensions and I  is right AR.
(iii) I  = I 2 and I  is right AR.
(iv) I  =  Re, whej'e e2 =  e £ R.
Then (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv) =J> (iii). Furthermore, if I  is finitely annihilated as a right 
R-module (for example if R is commutative noetherian, right artinian or otherwise right 
FBN; or if I  is finitely generated as a left R-module), then (iii) (iv).
P ro o f  (i) =A (ii) Closure under extensions follows by Lemma 3.1.16. To show tha t I  is right 
AR, consider a case where B r  <ess A r  and B I  — 0. Then by Lemma 3,2.12, B £ o[R/I] 
and hence by assumption A £ o[R/I],  By Lemma 3.2.12, A I  =  0, and so I  is right AR.
(ii)^(iii) This follows from Corollary 3.2.13.
(iii) =>(i) Suppose that B r  <ess A r  and B £ o[R/I].  Then by Lemma 3.1.6, we have to 
show tha t aR £ o[R/I]  for every a £ A. It is easy to see that (B  fl aR) <ess aR  and that
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B  D aR  £ cr[R/1}. By Lemma 3.2.12, (5  0  aR)I  ~  0, so by the AR-property, there exists 
n £ N such tha t a R In — 0, i.e. aR I — 0. Hence by Lemma 3.2.12, aR  £ cr[R/I].
(iv) => (iii) It is easy to see that e =  e2 £ I 2 and so I  = I 2. Now let K  be a right ideal 
of R  and let x £ K  O I. Then there exists r £ R  such that x =  re = re2 =  xe. Therefore,
x £ K I  and so I  is right AR.
Now assume that I  is finitely annihilated as a right 5-module. It is well-known that in
this case, (iii) (iv), but we include a proof here for completeness.
(iii) => (iv) The first thing we must note is that by assumption, K  O I  =  K I  for every 
right ideal K  of R.
Since I r  is finitely generated, r (I) = r(.i’i, *2> ••*} xn) f°r some n £ N, X{ £ I. Now for 
each XiR =  X{R O I  = X{I, so Xj = xiyi for some m £ I  and hence a:;(l — yi) =  0. 
Suppose tha t n > 2 , and consider y\ and y2. Let F  — (1 — y i )R  +  (1 — V7 )R- Clearly:
( l - y 2)R + I  = R
so:
1 -  yi =  (1 -  y2)r +  k
where r £ R  and k £ I. Now:
i -  yi -  ( i -  y2)r = k £ F  n  I  =  F l
hence
1 -  yi -  (1 -  y2)r =  ((x ”  Vz)ro +  C1 “  Vi)sj ) k3
l<j<m
for some m  £ N, rj, Sj £ R  and kj £ I. Re-arranging this, we have:
( l - y i ) ( l - ^ 5i*b) =  (l - y z ) ( r + Y ^ ri k^
Put a = Y^ sj k j • Then (1 — yi)(  1 — a) =  1 — (yi +a  — yia) and putting b =  yi +  a — yia, 
clearly 6 £ I  and .^ ( l  — b) = #2(1 — b) = 0. So without loss of generality, we can assume 
tha t yi = y2-> and by extending this argument that y\ =  y2 — ... =  yn>
Therefore, there exists e £ /  such that /(1  — e) — 0. Obviously, e(l — e) =  0 so e = e2, 
and furthermore if w £ / ,  u>(l — e) =  0, i.e. w = we. Hence I  =  Re. □
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L em m a 3.2.15 The following statements are equivalent for a module M r :
(i) M  is finitely annihilated.
(ii) a[M] = <j [Rr / I r ] for some ideal I  of R,
(iii) <x[M] =  cr[R/r(M)].
P ro o f  (i)=4(ii) Let 5  be a finite subset of M  such that r (S) = r(M ) and let I  = r (S). 
Then R / I  £ a[M] by Lemma 3.1.11 and M  £ a[R/I] by Lemma 3.2.12. Hence the result 
follows.
(ii)=^(i) & (iii) Let T  be any finite subset of M.  Then by Lemma 3.1.11, R/ r (T)  £ 
<t[M], and so by Lemma 3 .2 .12, (R/ r (T) ) I  = 0, i.e. r(T) D I.  So r(M)  D I.  But since 
R / I  £ cr[M], there exists a finite subset S  of M, such that r(5 ) C I.  Hence r (M)  C r (S) C 
I  C r(M),  i.e. I  = r(S) = r(M ).
(iii) => (ii) is obvious. □
The corollaries which follow are immediate consequences of Corollary 3.2.13, Corollary 
3.2.14 and Lemma 3.2.15. They can be applied to, for example, any right module over a 
right artinian ring, any finitely generated right module over a right FBN ring or any finitely 
generated module over a commutative ring.
C oro lla ry  3.2.16 Let R  be a ring and M r  be finitely annihilated. Then the following are 
equivalent:
(i) cr[M] is closed under extensions.
(ii) r(M ) =  r(M )2.
C oro lla ry  3.2.17 Let R  be a ring and let M r  be a finitely annihilated module. Consider 
the following conditions:
(i) cr[M] is essentially closed.
(ii) a[M] is closed under extensions and r(M) is right AR.
(iii) r  (M) = r (M )2 and r (M) is right AR.
(iv) r(M ) =  Re, where e2 = e £ R.
Then (i) 44 (ii) 44 (iii) and (iv) =$> (iii). Furthermore, if r(M ) is finitely annihilated as
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a right R-module (for example if  R  is commutative noetherian, right artinian or otherwise 
right FBN; or if r (M)  is finitely generated as a left R-module), then (iii) =$> (iv).
The following example was suggested to me by Professor Ken Brown.
E xam ple  3.2.18 Here we will show that we need M  to be finitely annihilated for both 
Corollary 3.2.16 and Corollary 3.2.17 to work, even in the case where M  is noetherian.
Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R  be the first Weyl algebra over k with 
indeterminates x and y , i.e. R = &[.T,y] subject to the relation yx = xy  — 1. It is well- 
known (see e.g. [30], 1.3.5) tha t R  is simple.
Every r £ R  can be written uniquely in the form r = where every
CLitj € k and only finitely many of the s are non-zero. We can now define a right .R-module 
T  ~  {(6, c) : b}c € k} where right multiplication is defined'by (6, c) X^eN,ieNabi*'ct^  — 
(6«o,o +  cao,o)- Let M  be the submodule (1, 0)R of T.
It is easy to see tha t M  is simple and that every element of T \M  generates T. Therefore 
T /M  is simple and T  is uniserial. Since R is simple, r(M ) — 0, so conditions (ii) of Corollary 
3.2.16 and (iii) of Corollary 3,2.17 are satisifed trivially. However, M  is simple and T  is not 
semisimple, so T  $ a[M], It can easily be seen that T / M  M, so a[M] is not closed under 
extensions and hence conditions (i) of Corollary 3.2.16 and (ii) of Corollary 3.2,17 do not 
hold.
3.3 M odules Over Commutative Noetherian Rings
In the previous section, we completely answered our questions for finitely annihilated mod­
ules, but we could not apply the results to arbitrary modules. It is easy to see tha t for any 
module M, cr[M] is essentially closed if and only if E{M)  € cr[M] and a[E{M)\  is essen­
tially closed. Therefore, it might be instructive if we could find out which injective modules 
have our properties. In this section we will answer our questions for the indecomposable 
injectives of a commutative noetherian ring.
L em m a 3.3.1 (Well-known) Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring. Then:
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(i) R is FBN.
(ii) R /P  is a uniform R-module for every prime ideal P  of R.
(iii) For an R-module Ad, P  £ Ass(M) R / P  c-> Ad.
P roof (i) This was established in Example 3.2.5.
(ii) Suppose that A / P  and B / P  are non-zero submodules of R / P .  We know that 
A B % P ,  so 0 7^  {AB + P ) / P  C {A/P)  n  {B/P).
(iii) Suppose tha t P  £ Ass{M)  and take a finitely generated non-zero submodule U of 
M  such that r(V) = P  for every 0 /  V  < U. By Lemma 3.2.8, R / P  Un for some n £ N. 
Since R / P  is uniform, we have by Lemma 1.1.4 that R / P  c—>• U < M.
Conversely, suppose that R / P  M.  The primeness of P  means that for every right 
ideal A  which strictly contains P,  we have that r {A/P)  =  P,  so P  £ Ass{M).  □
C oro lla ry  3.3.2 Let E  be an indecomposable injective module over a commutative noethe­
rian ring R. Then E  =  E {R/ P)  for some prime ideal P  of R.
P roof This follows immediately by Lemma 3.2.2 (ii) and Lemma 3.3.1 (iii). □
D efin ition  3.3.3 I f  R  is a ring with an ideal I, and Ad is an R-module, then we say that 
Ad is /- to rs io n  if for every m  £ Ad there exists nm £ N such that m l71™ =  0.
L em m a 3,3.4 (Well-known) Let R  be a ring with an ideal I.
(i) I f  Ad is a finitely generated I-torsion module, then there exists n £ N such that 
Adln =  0.
(a) I f  R  is commutative and noetherian, and X  is an I-torsion module with an essential 
extension Y , then Y  is also I-torsion.
P roof (i) If we take {mi, m 2,..., m s} to be a set of generators of Ad then for each m j there 
exists nm - £ N such that m j l71™] — 0. Now take n =  maxi<j<s{nmj} and we are done.
(ii) Let 0 7^  y £ Y .  By (i), 3n £ N such that {yR fl X ) I n — 0. It is easy to see that 
{yRC\X) <ess yR. I  is AR by Lemma 3.2.11, so 3m £ N such tha t y R Im =  0, i.e. y l m — 0. 
□
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Corollary 3.3,5 Lei R be a commutative noetherian ring and I  be an ideal of R. Then 
E { R/ I )  is I-torsion.
P roof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.4 (ii). □
We will derive our main theorem about indecomposable injectives over commutative 
noetherian rings from a theorem about general modules over commutative noetherian rings.
Theorem  3.3,6 Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring and M  be an R-module. Then 
the following are equivalent:
(i) o[M] is essentially closed.
(ii) <j [M] is closed under extensions.
(iii) E ( R / P )  E cr[M] whenever P  is a prime ideal of R  with R /P  E cr[M],
(iv) R / P n E o[M] for all n E N and prime ideals P  of R  with R /P  E cr[M].
(v) R / P n E a[M] for all n E N and prime ideals P  of R  with R /P  E cr[M] such that
for all prime ideals Q C P, R /Q  $ o[M].
P roof (i) (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1.16.
(ii) ^  (iv) Suppose that R / P k E a[M] for some k E N. Then ( R / P k+1) / { Pk/ P k+1) “  
R / P k E a\M]. Also (Pk/ P k+1)P  =  0, so P k/ P k+1 E o[R/P]  C o[M\. Hence by assump­
tion R /P k+1 E <t[M] and (iv) follows by induction.
(iv) => (iii) If e E E{RfP) ,  then ePn =  0 for some n E N by Corollary 3.3.5. By Lemma
3.2.12, eR E a[ R / Pn] and so eR  E cr[M]. Hence E ( R / P ) E cr[M\ by Lemma 3.1.6.
(iii) => (i) Suppose tha t N  E a[M]. Since R  is noetherian, it follows from Lemma 1.3.2 
that E ( N)  = where each Ex is indecomposable. By Corollary 3.3.2, each E \  is
isomorphic to E (R /P \)  for some prime ideal P\.
For every A, X x — E \D N  ^  0, so by the uniqueness of associated primes, Ass(Aa) =  P\.
Hence R /P \ X \ .  By (iii), E \  E cr[M] for all A E A and so E{N)  E cr[M].
(iv) (v) is obvious.
(v) => (iv) Suppose tha t P  is prime in R  and that R / P  E o~[M]. It is well known (see 
e.g. [42] Corollary 15.5) that every chain of prime ideals of a commutative noetherian ring
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has finite length, so we can find an ideal P' which is minimal with respect to the conditions 
P' C P , P' is prime and R /P ' £ a[M]. By (v), R /P 'n £ cr[M] for every n £ N, and clearly 
R j P fn R / P n, It follows that R /P 71 £ a[M] for every n £ N. □
Note tha t we cannot generalise Theorem 3.3.6 to all rings, as the following example will 
show. The proof of (iv) (iii) requires the prime P  to be AR and the proof of (iii) =$> (i) 
requires a strong relationship between the prime ideals and the indecomposable injectives. 
Neither of these conditions hold for an arbitrary ring but we do have (i) 44 (ii) 44 (iii) <4
(iv) for a right FBN ring where every prime ideal is AR. Non-commutative examples of 
such rings are so specialised that we will leave it to the concerned reader to check the proof 
in such a case. Theorem 3.3.16 can also be generalised a little.
E xam ple  3.3.7 Let A: be a field and consider the ring R  =
k k 
0 k
R  is a finite di­
mensional algebra, so is left and right artinian. Every right P-module must be finitely 
annihilated, by the right artinian property of P, therefore R  is right FBN by Lemma 3.2.8. 
0 k
If I  is the ideal
0 0
k k 0 k
contain I  are P  — and Q —
0 0 0 k
, then the only prime ideals (indeed, the only proper ideals) which
. By Lemma 3.2.12, if A is a prime ideal
such tha t R r /A r  £ <j [Rr / I r\ then A D 7, so P  and Q are the only such primes. Also, 
P 2 — P  and Q2 — Q, so condition (iv) of Theorem 3.3.6 clearly holds for M  =  R r / I r -
However, I 2 = 0 ^  / ,  so ct[Rr / I r \ is neither essentially closed nor closed under exten­
sions by Corollaries 3.2.13 and 3.2.14.
It will shortly be revealed that over a commutative ring, the prime ideals P  for which 
a[E(R/P)]  is essentially closed are exactly the same ones which satisfy a different, already 
widely studied, condition. We will now introduce this other condition, and this requires a 
definition.
D efin ition  3.3.8 Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring. An ideal A of R  is said to be 
p r im a ry  i f  whenever x ,y  £ R and xy  £ A then either x £ A or yn £ A for some n £ N.
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This is equivalent to saying that P  is primary if whenever x, y G R \A  and xy  G A then both 
xm G A and yn G A for some m, n G N.
Lemma 3.3.9 ( Well-known) Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring. Every prime ideal 
of R  is primary and any primary ideal A can be associated with a unique prime:
P  — y/~A =  {r G R  : rn G A fo r  some b G N} .
In this situation we say that A is P-primary.
P roof It is a trivial m atter to show that all prime ideals of R  are primary.
For the second part, we must first of all show that P  as defined is an ideal of R. Suppose 
tha t r, s G P  and that ?a ,s J G A. If we consider the binomial expansion of (r — 
then we see tha t every term has either r  raised to a power of at least i, or s raised to a 
power of at least j . Hence every term is in A, so (r — s)*+^-1  g A, i.e. r — s G P. It is 
straightforward to show that P  is closed under multiplication by elements of R .
Now, suppose tha t x,y  G R  such that xy  G P. Then [xy)n G A for some n G IN, i.e. 
xnyn G A. Hence either xn G A or ynm G A for some m  G N, and so x G P  or y G P, which 
means that P  is prime. □
Lemma 3.3.10 ( Well-known) Given an ideal B  and a prime ideal P  of a commutative 
noetherian ring R, then B is P-primary if and only if the following hold:
( i ) B  C P ,
(ii) P n C B for some n G N,
(iii) xy  G B =? x G B or y G P .
P roof => Trivially, we must have tha t B C P.
Suppose that P  =  p iR  +  p2R  T  ... +  pjfci2. Then for every i G {1, 2 ,..., &}, there exists 
ni G N such tha t p G B. If we take n to be k. maxri{, condition (ii) follows.
Now suppose tha t xy  G B . Then x G B  or y1 G B  for some t G N. In the latter case we 
must have y G P.
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4= Suppose that P  and B  satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) and that xy  £ B  where 
x /  B . Then y £ P , so yn £ B and therefore B  is primary. Now let r £ P . Then rn £ B , 
so P  C y/B. Let s £ y/B  and let m £ N such that sm £ B. Clearly then, sm £ P , so s £ P  
and hence y/B C P. Therefore P  — y/B. □
L em m a 3.3.11 ( Well-known) I f  R  is a commutative noetherian ring with a prime ideal P, 
and B  is a P-primary ideal of R, then A ss(R /B ) =  {P }.
P roof By Lemma 3.2.2 (ii), A s s ( R / B ) /  0 . Suppose that Q £ Ass (R/B) .  Then by 
Lemma 3.3.1 (iii), there exists a monomorphism i : R / Q  P /P .  Therefore (RJQ)B  =  0 
and so B  C Q.  By Lemma 3.3.10, P n C Q for some n £ N, hence P  C Q. Now if r £ R  
such that i ( l  +  Q) =  r  +  S , then vQ C B . Since B  is P-primary it follows by Lemma 3.3.10
(iii) tha t either b £ B,  which is clearly false, or Q C P , which must therefore be true. Hence 
Q — P.  □
D efin ition  3.3.12 I f  R  is a commutative noetherian ring, P  is a prime ideal and n £ N, 
then the n th  sym bolic pow er of P  is the ideal:
p (n) — {p £ P  : pr £ P n fo r  some r £ R \P }
L em m a 3,3,13 ( Well-known) I f  R  is a commutative noetherian ring, P  is a prime ideal 
and n £ N, then the nth symbolic power of P is P-primary and is contained in every 
P-primary ideal which contains P n .
P ro o f  Suppose that xy £ P ^  and that x p (n). We know tha t there exists r £ R \P  
such that xyr £ P n, and this tells us that yr £ P , since x (£ P(n\  Hence y £ P, so 
yn £ P n C p (n) and therefore P(n) is primary.
To show tha t P ^  is P-primary, we must show tha t P  =  V P(n). Obviously P  C y/P ” 
and y/P™ C V P (n), so it follows that P  C y/P(n). Let q £ V P(n) . Then qm £ p (n) C P  for 
some m  £ N, hence q £ P.
Now suppose tha t A is P-primary and A D P n. Let p £ p (n\  then there exists r £ R \P  
such tha t pr £ P n C A. By Lemma 3.3.10, it follows that p £.A, □
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Here we are only introducing primary ideals as a means of studying the central ques­
tions of this chapter, and consequently have been rather selective in the results we have 
reproduced. Further reading on the theory of primary ideals over commutative rings can 
be found in e.g. [42] and [43].
D efinition 3.3.14 I f  R  is a commutative noetherian ring and P  is a prime ideal of R, 
then we say that the P-adic topology is equivalent to  the P-sym bolic topology if
for every n £ N, there exists an nf E N such that p (n/) C P n. A prime which has this 
property is called a t-ideal (this notation is taken from [49]).
The problem of classifying the t-ideals is discussed in [22], [41] and [49], mainly from a 
topological viewpoint.
D efinition 3.3.15 Let M r  and N r  be modules. Then the trace of M  in N  is defined as:
Tr(M,  N)  = J 2  A(M )
A eHoTnR ( M , N )
T h eo re m  3.3.16 I f  R  is a commutative noetherian ring and P  is a prime ideal of R, then 
the following are equivalent:
(i) a[E(R/P)] is essentially closed.
(ii) a[E(R/P)] is closed under extensions.
(iii) R / P n E <?[E{R/P)\ Vn £ N.
(iv) cr[E(R/P)] is the class of all P-torsion modules.
(v) T r ( E ( R / P ) } E{R/Q))  =  E(R/ Q)  for every prime Q containing P.
(vi) P  is a t-ideal.
P ro o f  (i) -O- (ii) => (iii) This follows by Theorem 3.3.6 (i) 4^ (ii) =>■ (iv).
(iii) (iv) Since E ( R/ P )  is P-torsion, it is clear tha t any member of a[E(R/P)]  is also 
P-torsion. Conversely, if X  is a P-torsion module, then every cyclic submodule of X  is an 
epimorphic image of R j P n for some n £ IM and therefore X  is in a[ E( R / P)] by Lemma 
3.1.6.
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(iv) => (v) Let e £ E(R/Q) .  We know that E(RJQ)  is Q-torsion by Corollary 3.3.5, 
so there exists n 6 N such that eQn =  0. Obviously ePn = 0, hence E{R/Q)  is P- 
torsion and a member of a[E{R/P)\ ,  Therefore, there exists an index set A and a module 
K  < E(RJP) (A} such that E(R/ Q)  ( E ( R / P ) ^ ) / K .  Since E(R/ Q)  is injective, it is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of ( E ( R / P ) ^ ) / K ,  so (P (P /P )< A)) -» E(R/ Q)  and (v) is 
proved.
(v) =>- (i) Suppose tha t A is a prime ideal of R  and R / A  £ cr[P(P/P)]. Since E ( R / P)  
is P-torsion, it follows tha t R / A  is also P-torsion, so there exists n £ N such that P n C A 
and thus P  C A. By (v), E(R/ A)  £ cr[E(R/P)] and (i) then follows by Theorem 3.3.6 (iii) 
=» (i).
(iii) => (vi) Let n £ N. Now R /P n £ <j [E(R/P)],  s o  by Lemma 3.1.11, there is a finite 
subset S = {ei, ...,em} of E ( R / P ) such that r (S) C P n. Since E ( R / P ) is P-torsion, there 
exists t £ N such that P t C r(S'). We will now prove that r (5) is P-primary, and then it 
follows by Lemma 3.3.13 that P ^  C r ^ ) .
Suppose that xy  £ r (S) but x r (S).  Then there is an e; such tha t e{X 0. There 
exists 7’ £ R  such tha t 0 ^  e^xr £ P /P ,  so since eixry = 0, it follows tha t y £ P .
(vi) (iii) Let n £ N. Then there is an integer m  > n such tha t p (m) C P n . 
E ( R / p ( m)) = 0 A6AP (P /Q a) where each Q\  is a prime ideal of P , and so if we can 
show that Q\  = P  for every A £ A, this will mean tha t E ( R / P ^ )  £ cr[P(P/P)], so 
R / p ( m) £ cr[P(P/P)], hence R / P n £ a[E(R/P)]  and we are done.
Let Q =  Qx for some A £ A. R /Q  P (P /P (m)), so Q £ A5s (P (P /P (m)) by Lemma 
3.3.1 (iii). Now, since p (m) is P-primary, it follows by Lemma 3.3.11 and Lemma 3 .2.2 (iv) 
tha t Q = P.  □
L em m a 3.3.17 I f  P  is a maximal ideal of a commutative noetherian ring P , then every 
power of P  is P-primary, so in particular, o[E(R/P)} is essentially closed.
P ro o f  It is clear that P  is P-primary. Now say tha t P k is P-primary for some k £ N. 
Suppose tha t rx  £ P k+1, where r £ P \P ,  then by using Lemma 3.3.10 and the fact that 
P k is P-primary, we get x £ P k. Let L = {s £ P  : xs £ P k+i}. Clearly P  C L and r £ L,
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so L — R. Therefore x £ P k+1 and so P k+1 is P-primary by Lemma 3.3.10. The result 
follows by induction. □
C oro lla ry  3.3.18 I f  E r  is an injective module over a commutative artinian ring R , then 
<t[P] is essentially closed.
P ro o f  Every injective F-module is a direct sum of indecomposable injectives, so by Corol­
lary 3.1.18, it is enough to show that <t[F] is essentially closed in the case where E  is 
indecomposable. Therefore we will assume that E  is indecomposable.
Clearly E  has non-zero socle and so E  = E(R/ P) ,  where P  is a maximal ideal of R. 
The result then follows by Lemma 3.3.17. □
C oro lla ry  3.3.19 Let R  be a commutative artinian ring and let M  be an R-module. Then 
u[M] is essentially closed O  E (M ) £ cr[M].
P ro o f  The result follows from Corollary 3.3.18. □
In the following example, we will say that an element of a polynomial ring is hom o­
geneous if it is an element of the base ring or a product of an element of the base ring 
and one or more of the indeterminates. More simply, an element is homogeneous if it is not 
built up using addition. A homogeneous element of a factor ring of a polynomial ring can 
be defined similarly.
D efin ition  3.3.20 Let R  be a commutative domain. An element x of R  is called ir re ­
ducib le  if whenever there exist a and b in R  such that ab =  x , then either a or b is a 
unit. R  is called a un ique fac to riza tion  dom ain  (or U FD  for short) if the following 
conditions hold;
(i) For every non-zero non-unit y of R  there exist irreducible elements ci, C2, ..., cn of R  
such that y = CiC2 ...cn,
(ii) I f  d i , d2> ...,f4 and <71,521 •**) <7i are irreducible non-units of R  such that did2---dk =  
9 \ 9 2 "'Ql then k = I and there exists a permutation 6 of the set {1,..., k} and a set of units 
{ui}i<i<k such that d{ = ge{i)Ui for every i.
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E xam p le  3.3.21 (Sharp, [42] Ex. 4.12) Let k be a field, and take R = x^ z '-y )^ > **e’ ^  *s 
a polynomial ring of x, y , z over k subject to the relationship xz  — y2. Let P  be the ideal 
of R  generated by x and y. It was shown by Sharp that R  is a domain, tha t P  is prime 
and that P 2 is not P-primary, i.e. P ^  ^  P 2. In fact, it is true tha t for any 2 < n £ N, P n 
is not P-primary. To see this, consider the element xn~l z — xn~2y2 of P n. Clearly z g  P, 
so if P n were P-primary, this would mean that aP" 1 £ P n. Suppose tha t this is the case.
Then moving back up to k[X, Y, Z], we can see that:
X ”- 1 = /opf, y, z)xn + fi(xi y, z)xn~1Y +... + fn (a, y, z ) Y n + g(x, y, z)(xz  -  y2)
for some g ( X iY, Z),  f i (X,Y,  Z)  £ k[X,Y,Z]  (0 < i < n). If we put Y  = Z  =  0, then 
I 11- 1 =  f 0( X t y, Z ) X n and so X ^ - p l  - X / 0pY, Y, Z)) = 0. Since k[X, Y t Z] is a domain, it 
follows tha t X  f o ( X , Y } Z) — 1, which is clearly impossible. Therefore P n is not P-primary.
We will now show that for any n £ IV, there exists n1 £ N  such tha t p (n'} C P n, It 
follows tha t P  is an example of a t-ideal whose powers (apart from P 1, of course) are not 
primary.
First we will establish a system for uniquely describing each member of R. We can write 
r  £ hi as:
a  +  ^ 2  +  ]T) c l , m y lZm
J e N ,  K m e N
To see tha t these descriptions are unique, suppose that the above is a description of 0, where
not all of a, p j ,  c^m are 0. Going back up to k[X,  Y, Z], we see that:
a +  Y ,  + E  cl,mY‘Z m € (X Z  -  y 2)
( h i ) ^ ( 0 , 0 )  m > l
Since k[X,Y,  Z] is a UFD ([42] Theorem 1.42), X Z  — Y 2 must be a factor of the left-hand 
side. Since X Z  does not appear as part of any of the homogeneous terms there, this cannot 
happen and so this description of 0 in R  does not exist.
Secondly we show tha t a member of R  is in P n if and only if each of the homogeneous 
elements in its unique description is in P n. If h \ , ..., ht are homogeneous elements of R  
whose sum is in P n , then
hi +  ... +  ht — xn(h0>i +  ... +  hotaQ)
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+  a,,n 1 y(h iii -f-... +  ^ l .a j  
+  ...
+  yn{hn,l +  ... + An,a„)
where the h i j s  are homogeneous elements of R . If we multiply out the brackets and replace 
all occurrences of xz  with y2, then by the uniqueness of the descriptions, we can see that 
the right-hand side of the equation must be a rearrangement of the left-hand side. It is then 
easily seen that each hi is a member of P n.
Now, = {p £ P  : pr € P n for some r E R \P } . So if p E P(n\  then p(ha + ... + hn) E 
P n where at least one hi is of the form c or czs, where 0 ^  c E k and s > 1. By the preceding 
paragraph, we have that phi E P n for this value of i t so on considering multiplication by 
c-1 , it is clear that either p E P n or pzs E P n. Furthermore p is a sum of homogeneous 
elements and if p' is one of these, p1 E P n or p'zs E P n- So P ^  is generated by P n and the 
homogeneous elements of P  whose product with a power of z is in P n. So to find p (n\  we 
need only consider homogeneous elements of P.
Consider ylz^, where i > 1, and suppose that this is a member of P n. Then as before:
y l z i  =  X n ( h 0i i  +  . . .  +  h o }a0 )
+  X'n 1 y{hiti +  ... +  fri.ai)
+ . . .
+  yn{hn,l +  ... +  hnian)
for suitable homogeneous terms h ^ e . Note that after multiplying out the right-hand side, 
the sum of the powers of x and y in each of the homogeneous terms is at least n, and 
after replacing all occurrences of xz  with y2, this is still the case. By the uniqueness of the 
descriptions the right-hand side now reduces to a single homogeneous term in P n and so 
i > n. Therefore y%zJ E P n ^  i > n. Furthermore, ylzJ E P ^  &  ylz^+s E P n for some 
s > 0 i > n. So y V  E &  ylzJ E P n.
Now consider aPyJ E P. Then adyJV  E P n for some s if and only if aPyJV  E P n for 
some s > i. If s > i, then x ly iz s =  y ^ 2 xzs~ \  which is in P n if and only if j  +  2 i > n. So
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x'y* G P ^  if and only if 2i +  j  > n. If G p (2n\  then 2i +  j  > 2n) so i -f j  > n and 
hence x iyi G P n .
Therefore jp(2n) C P n and so the P-adic topology is equivalent to the P-symbolic topol­
ogy, showing tha t a [E (R /P )] is essentially closed.
Exam ple 3.3.22 Let k be a held and let R  = (x^X Y )» '^e' ^  ^ a polynomial ring in 
indeterminates x and y over k subject to the relations .t2 =  0 and xy = 0. Let P  be the 
ideal of R  generated by x. Then P  is prime and P 2 =  0, so cr[E(R/P)] is essentially closed 
if and only if 0 is P-primary. But xy  — 0, a; ^  0 and y ^ P , so <r[E(R/P)] cannot be 
essentially closed.
These examples show tha t establishing when cr[P(P/P)] is essentially closed is a far 
from trivial problem. Obviously in a domain, the prime ideal 0 is a t-ideal, but [49] features 
an example of a prime ideal P  of a domain such that P  is not a t-ideal, so we cannot for 
example say that all prime ideals containing a prime t-ideal are t-ideals.
The situation becomes worse still when we start to consider non-indecomposable injec­
tive modules. We have the following Lemma, but as we shall see the implication cannot, in 
general, be reversed.
Lemma 3.3.23 Let R be a commutative noetherian ring with a set of prime t-ideals {P \} a6A- 
Then c t[0 AgA P (P /P a)] is essentially closed.
P roof This follows by Theorem 3.3.16 and Corollary 3.1.18. □
Corollary 3.3.24 Let R  be a commutative noetherian domain whose only primes are 0 and 
the maximal ideals. Then if E  is an injective R-modide, o~[E] is essentially closed.
P roof Obviously, 0 is a t-ideal. Also, every other prime ideal of R  is a t-ideal by Lemma 
3.3.17. The result then follows by Lemma 3.3.23. □
We will now construct an example to disprove the converse of Lemma 3.3.23.
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Exam ple 3,3.25 Let R  be the ring constructed in Example 3.3.22. It is easy to verify 
tha t r(x) =  xR  -f- yR, that r (y) — xR  and that xR  0  yR  = 0. Also, xR  © yR  <ess R 
and so Ass(i?) =  {xR  -f yR, xR }  by Lemma 3.2.2 (iv). Therefore, E (R ) =  E (R jx R  (B 
yR) © E (R /x R ), so a [E (R /xR  +  yR) ® E (R /x R )] contains every P-module and must be 
essentially closed. But, as we saw in Example 3.3.22, xR  is not a t-ideal.
So, even in the case of a finite set of ideals {Pa}aga> knowing that ® AeA E ^P/Pa) 
is essentially closed is not enough to tell us that each P\ is a t-ideal. We can prove the 
following partial result:
Lemma 3.3.26 Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring with a set of prime ideals { P a } a g a  
such that (jf-E1] is essentially closed} where E  =  ®agA ^{E /P x ). I f  a  € A is such that 
PQ + Pp = R for every a  (3 6 A then Pa is a t-ideal.
P roof For any n 6 N, Theorem 3.3.6 tells us that R/P& 6 tr[E ]. Therefore there exist 
finite sets { e i,...,e s} C E (R /P a) and {A ,...,/*} where € E (R /P \i)  with A; ^  a, such 
tha t r ( e i , ..., es, / i , ..., ft) C P£. If we put A =  r ( e i , ..., es), then A P f j .- - - .P j j  C P™ for 
suitable k{ € N by Corollary 3.3.5. Considering the binomial expansion of (Pax +  Pa)n+kl, 
we see tha t every term must have either PA* or P£ as a factor. It follows tha t A.(P \ 1 +  
Pa)n+kri "  ' -Pktt C P£, i.e. A .P kP - •• .Pktt C P ” . Repeating this step for each P \{, we 
deduce tha t A  C P£. Therefore, RfP™ £ a[E (R /P a)] and it follows that Pa is a t-ideal by 
Theorem 3.3.16. □
Finally, as an interesting by-product, we can combine results from the last two sections 
to produce some ideal theoretic results.
Corollary 3.3.27 Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring with an ideal I . Then the 
following are equivalent:
(i)i=jp.
(it) pn -j j  j Qr every prime P  containing I  and n 6 N.
(in) P n 2  I  f or every n € N and prime P  containing I  such that there are no prime 
ideals between P  and I.
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P ro o f  (i) =>• (ii) By condition (i) and Corollary 3.2.13, it follows that <t[Rr / I r ] is closed 
under extensions. Obviously, (R /P ) I  =  0, so R /P  £ a[R/I]  by Lemma 3.2.12 and R /P n £ 
a[R/I]  by taking suitable extensions. Therefore, using Lemma 3.2.12, (R jP n) I  =  0, i.e. 
I  C P n.
(ii) => (iii) This is obvious.
(iii) =>■ (i) It is easy to see that condition (v) of Theorem 3.3.6 is satisfied, and we simply 
apply (v) =>• (ii) of this Theorem, followed by Corollary 3.2.13. □
Corollary 3.3.28 Let R  be a commutative noetherian ring with a finitely generated uniform 
module U such that r (U ) 2 =  r(f/), and let P  = Ass(U). Then P  is a t-ideal
P roof cr[U] is essentially closed, by Corollary 3.2.17. E (R /P )  == E(U) by Lemma 3.3.1 (iii) 
and so a[E(R /P)]  is also essentially closed. The result follows from Theorem 3.3.16. □
Corollary 3.3.29 Let R  be a commutative artinian ring with an injective module E . Then 
r(jE) =  r (E )2.
P ro o f  This follows by Corollary 3.3.18 and Corollary 3.2.17. □
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C hapt 6F 4
SU Rings
Rings whose modules on one side are direct sums of uniseriais have been shown to be serial 
(see, for example, [52] 55.16). Furthermore, it was shown in [9] tha t a left or right module 
over a serial ring is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Here we will consider a weaker 
condition on the module class - we want to find out about rings whose modules on one side 
are direct sums of uniform modules.
Artinian rings where every indecomposable right module Is uniform (SLC R T rings 
as they were called) were considered in [46] and [47] by Tachikawa, where some necessary 
and sufficient conditions were discussed. Some of Tachikawa’s findings were combined by 
Sumioka in [45] to give Theorem 4.0.1 below.
In the first section of this chapter, we will produce some necessary conditions for a ring 
to have the property that every right module is a direct sum of uniforms. Some of these, for 
example tha t such a ring is right serial, were known to Tachikawa, but modern techniques 
allow us to have simpler proofs. At the end of the section, we will introduce some necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a ring to have our property.
The second and third sections are devoted to constructions of families of examples 
and counterexamples which, in their complexity, illustrate the difficulty of dealing with 
our property, and perhaps show why there has been little written on the subject since 
Tachikawa’s original papers.
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T h eo re m  4.0.1 ([45]) Let R  be an artinian ring with Jacobson radical J , and consider the 
following conditions:
(a) Every indecomposable right R-module is local.
(b) Every indecomposable left R-module is uniform.
(c) (i) R  is left serial,
(ii) For any uniserial left R-modules r U and r V, every isomorphism 6  : S oc{r U) 
S oc(r V) is either extendible to a homomorphism O’ : r U r V  or cannot be extended to 
any homomorphism ]> : r W  —> r V, where SocfU ) < W  < U.
(iii) le n g th (e j/e j2) < 2, where e is a primitive idempotent of R.
(d) (i) R  is left serial,
(ii) For every primitive idempotent e of R, ejR  — M \ 0  M2, where Mi is either zero 
or uniserial for i — 1,2.
For any artinian ring R , (b) (c) (d). I f R  is a finite dimensional algebra over a
field, then all four conditions are equivalent.
In [46], Tachikawa claimed that conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 4.0.1 were equivalent 
for any ring, but he later noticed that an extra, rather technical, condition on the ring, 
(D) as described in [45], was needed to make the proof of (c) (b) work. Every finite
dimensional algebra over a field has condition (D).
4.1 The Theory
Throughout this chapter, we will freely use standard results on right artinian rings from 
Chapter 1. Recall that there exists n £ N such that R  has a complete set of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents with n members. This contains a subset { e i,...,em} such that if 
J  is the Jacobson radical of R, then there are exactly (up to isomorphism) m simple right 
12-modules which are given by {e iR fe iJ}, m  indecomposable right projectives which are 
given by {e;12} and m  indecomposable right injectives which are given by {E {eiR /e iJ)}. 
Furthermore, any right projective is a direct sum of indecomposable right projectives and 
any right injective is a direct sum of indecomposable injectives.
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D efin ition  4.1.1 We say that R  is a rig h t pu re-sem isim ple  ring  if every right R-module 
is a direct sum of indecomposable submodules. R  is called a r ig h t SU ring  if every right R- 
module is a direct sum of uniform submodules. I f  there are only finitely many isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated indecomposable right R-modules then R  is said to be of fin ite  
(re p re se n ta tio n ) ty p e .
Semisimple rings are trivially left and right SU. For a serial ring it!, all left and right 
modules are direct sums of uniserial modules (see [9]), so R  is left and right SU. These 
examples are all two-sided SU rings, which gives rise to the question of whether all right 
SU rings are also left SU. In fact the answer is “no”, as we shall see later.
To complete some of the later proofs, we will need to state some results about pure- 
semisimple rings and rings of finite type. The proofs of these results make use of advanced 
category theory and the theory of rings without identity, so for reasons of space, we are 
unable to reproduce them here. [52] contains the proofs in full, as well as further reading 
on pure-semisimple rings.
T h eo re m  4.1.2 (Zimmerman-Huisgen, see [52], 53.6) A ring R  is right pure-semisimple 
<£> every right R-module is the direct sum of finitely generated modules. When this happens, 
R is right artinian.
T h eo re m  4.1.3 (Well-known) Let R  be a right pure-semisimple ring with a right module 
M  such that M  = 0 ^ ga M \ — 0 ^ ^  Nw where each M \ and each N u is indecomposable. 
Then |A| =  |f2| and there exists a bijection p : A —> 12 such that M \ = N p(x) for every A G A.
P ro o f  The main Theorem of [13] states that every decomposition of a module of a pure- 
semisimple ring into a direct sum of indecomposable submodules complements direct sum­
mands. In particular, every such decomposition complements maximal direct summands 
and therefore the decompositions are unique (up to isomorphism) by [1] Theorem 12.4. □
The following Theorem is due to various people, including Auslander.
T h eo re m  4.1.4 ([52], 5f.3) The following are equivalent for a ring R:
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(i) R  is a ring of finite representation type.
(ii) R  is left and right pure-semisimple (and consequently, left and right artinian by 
Theorem f .  1 .2 ).
(iii) R  is a ring of bounded representation type (i.e. 3n £ N such that all finitely 
generated indecomposable modules have length n or less).
Corollary 4.1.5 The finite type property is left-right symmetric - that is to say that R  is 
a ring of finite representation type there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of 
finitely generated indecomposable left R-modules.
P roof This follows from condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1.4. □
N ote It is an open question, whether or not all right pure-semisimple rings are also left 
pure-semisimple.
D efinition 4.1.6 I f  R  is a ring and M r  is a right R-module, then ^ (M ) is defined to be 
the submodule o f M  such that Z 2 (M )/Z (M ) = Z (M /Z (M )). I f  Z i(M )  =  M , then we say 
that M  is Goldie torsion.
Lemma 4.1.7 Let R  and A be right SU rings. Then:
(i) R is o f finite representation type.
(ii) R  is right serial.
(iii) Every quotient ring of R  is right SU.
(iv) The ring direct sum R  ® A is right SU.
(v) I f  R  is right non-singular, then R  is (right and left) hereditary.
(vi) For every module M r , ^ ( M )  is a direct summand of M .
(vii)  I f  R  is neither right non-singular nor right Goldie torsion, then there exists a 
deco mposition:
S  M ( S M \ S  M
R ^ where Z^ =
0 T \ 0 T / 0 0
where T  is a non-zero right non-singular right SU ring, S  is a non-zero right SU ring, and 
s M t  is a bimodule, with M t  singular and serial.
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P ro o f  (i) ii! is a right pure-semisimple ring and hence R  is right artinian. Every right 
R-module is a direct sum of finitely generated modules (by Theorem 4.1.2) and so for any 
simple T r ,  E (T)  is finitely generated and thus has finite length. Since any indecomposable 
module X r  is uniform, X  C E (T) for some simple X r, and so X  has length less than or 
equal to E (T ). Furthermore, there are only finitely many simple right .R-modules, and if 
we take one whose injective hull has maximal length, then this length is an upper bound 
for the lengths of indecomposable modules. Hence by Theorem 4.1.4, R  is of finite type.
(ii) Since R  is right artinian, R r  =  eiR  0  ... 0  enR, where- each e;R is local.
Take any e^ , and let 1 , 7  C et-R. Then e{R /(X n Y )  is local and a direct sum of uniforms, 
so is uniform. But X / ( X  fl Y)  fl Y /( X  n Y) =  0, so X / ( X  n Y )  =  0 or Y /{ X  n Y )  =  0, i.e. 
I  C Y  or 7  C l .  Hence e*R is uniserial and so R is right serial.
(iii) If I  is an ideal of R, every right R//-m odule can be considered as a right R-module, 
and so as a direct sum of uniform right R-modules, which are also uniform R//-modules. 
Hence R / I  is also right SU.
(iv) Let T  — R 0  A  and M r be a module. Then M  = M R @ M A  is a decomposition as X- 
modules, and when considered as a right R module, M R  must be a direct sum of uniforms. 
Subsets of M R  are submodules with respect to R if and only if they are submodules with 
respect to T, since M R A  — 0. Hence M R, and similarly M A , are also direct sums of 
uniform T-modules and we have the result.
(v) The first part of the proof, that R is right hereditary, is a modification of a proof 
of Warfield ([3], Theorem 8.15). It is clearly enough to show that every uniform right ideal 
is projective. If I  is a uniform right ideal of R, then I  embeds in eR for some primitive 
idempotent e of R by Lemma 1.1.4. Hence we just need to show tha t every right ideal 
contained in an indecomposable summand of R r  is projective.
Let K  be a right ideal of R such that K  C eR for some primitive idempotent e of R. By
(ii), eR  is uniserial, and so K  — exR  for some x 6 R. Clearly, exR  =  exe \R  +  ... +  exenR , 
where {et}i<t-<n is a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of R. Also, since eR 
is uniserial, it is easy to see tha t exR = exejR  for some 1 < j  < n. Therefore there is a 
surjection ejR  -» exR. Now, exR  is non-singular and ejR  is uniserial, so this surjection
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must be a monomorphism. Hence exR  ■= e jR  is projective.
The second part of the proof, that R  is left hereditary, follows by [3] Corollary 8.18.
(vi) Let U be a uniform direct summand of M. Then either Z(U) =  0 or Z (U ) is 
essential in U. In the former case, Z 2 {U) = 0 and in the latter ^ ( U )  =  U, i.e. U is Goldie 
torsion. ^ ( M )  is the sum of those summands of M  which are Goldie torsion.
(vii) By (vi), Z 2(Rr)  is a direct summand of R r .  Therefore, Z 2(Rr)  =  eR  for some 
idempotent e of R. Now, if x is a member of R , then x £ Z 2 (R r)  if and only if there exists 
an essential right ideal I  of R  such that x l  is a singular right ideal. It is easy to see then 
tha t eR  is a 2-sided ideal of R  and so (1 — e)Re C (1 — e)R  Pi eR = 0. So, using a standard 
type of decomposition of a ring, we can get:
12 =
eRe ■ eR( 1 — e)
0 (1 -  e)R( 1 -  e)
eRe eR( 1 — e)
(1 - e ) R e  { l - e ) R { l ~ e )
Let S = eRe , T  =  (1 — e)R( 1 — e) and M  — eR( 1 — e). Since eR  is a 2-sided ideal, it follows 
that T  =  R /e R  is a right SU ring by part (iii).
Consider the left ideal R (l  — e) of R. We know that 12(1 — e)Re = 0, so 12(1 — e)R  C 
R{ 1 — e). Therefore R{ 1 -  e) is a 2-sided ideal of R  and so S  =  R /R (  1 — e) is also a right 
SU ring by part (iii).
r S  M
For ease of notation, from now on we will assume that R
0 T
Clearly,
0 M  
0 0
is an ideal. Let / i , ..., f n be a set of primitive idempotents of R  whose sum is e,
0 M
then for each £, f iR  is uniserial and so fa
0 0
s m 0 M
consider the action of a member
0 t
of R  on the right 12-module /*
0 0
is uniserial as a right 12-module. If we
, it is
apparent tha t only the entry t has an effect. Therefore the structure of fi
0 M  
0 0





is a uniserial right T-module. Since
0 M
is equal to the sum
0 0 0 0
r- r -i
0 M
’s, it follows that
0 M
0 0 0 0
the fi
and hence M t  is serial. 
Since the structure of
0 0 
0 T
is a direct sum of uniserial right .R-modules
as a right R-module is the same as its structure as
a right T-module, it follows that Soc 
S  M
0 0
0 T J- . Now we will find
0 0
's(M) i s t
. Consider the right ideals and
0 0 
0 S oc(Tt )
S o c (1 5 ( M ) ) 5  0 
0 0
:ie ideal of S  consisting of the elements which an nihil 
right multiplication by a member of R is affected only by the S  and T  entries respectively, 
it follows that they are semisimple. Now let s £ S  and m £ M  such that at least one of 
them is non-zero. If m  is non-zero, then there exists t £ T  such that 0 ^  m l € S oc(Mt )>
where
0 S oc(M t )
0 0 
ate all of M.  Since their
so
s m 0 0 0 m t
0 0 0 t 0 0
. If s is non-zero and a member of ls(M),  then there
s m  
0 0
exists s' £ S  such tha t 0 ^  ssf £ R ocfl^M Js), and so 
If s is non-zero and not in 1 s{M),  then there exists m! € M  sue 






O 0 sm 't'
0 0 0 0 0 0
that
Soc(ls(M ))s S oc(M t ) is a semisimple essential submodule of
S  M
0 0 0 0
;r tha t sm ' ^  0 and t' € T  
. It follows
and
hence S oc(R r )




Let t be an arbitrary lion-zero member of T. From our original decomposition, we know 
0 0
0 t








Soc(ls {M ))s S oc{Mt ) 
0 S oc(Tt )
i.e. t.Soc(TT) 0. Therefore T  is right non-singular and (S oc(Tt ))2 =  S oc{Tt )•
Now, (S oc(R r ))2 —
(Soc{ls {M ))s ) 2  S oc{Mt ) S oc{Tt )
. Since
S  M
0 S oc{Tt ) 0 0
is Goldie
torsion, it is annihilated by (S oc(Rr ))2, so
S M
0 0
(,Soc(ls ( M ) ) s )2 S oc{Mt ) S oc(Tt ) 
0 S oc{Tt )
i.e.
{Soc(\s {M ))s ) 2 S oc(Mt ) S oc{Tt ) +  M . S oc{Tt )
0 0 
Therefore M . S oc(Tt ) =  0, which is to say that M  is a singular right T-module. □
Note tha t in Lemma 4.1.7, (ii) and (v) hold for any SLCRT ring - in fact, (ii) was shown 
to hold in such a case by Tachikawa in [46], Also parts (iii), (iv) and (vii) are true if “right 
SU” is replaced throughout by “SLCRT” .
C o ro lla ry  4,1.8 A ring is left and right SU it is serial.
P ro o f  => follows from Theorem 4.1.7 (i) and (ii). 
is a consequence of [9], Theorem 1.2. □
C oro lla ry  4.1,9 A commutative ring is SU  <^4 it is serial. When this happens, it is QF.
P ro o f  The first part follows directly from Corollary 4.1.8. For the second part, see [3] 
Theorem 6.17. □
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C oro lla ry  4.1.10 Let R  be a right non-singular right SU ring whose left and right Goldie 
dimensions are equal (i.e. the left and right socles have the same length). Then R is serial.
P ro o f  By Lemma 4.1.7 (i), (ii), (v) and Theorem 4.1.4, R  is artinian, hereditary and right 
serial. Now, if e is a primitive idempotent of R, then Re is uniform, since otherwise the 
left Goldie dimension of R  would exceed the right Goldie dimension. Furthermore, Je is 
the unique maximal submodule of Re and Je  is projective since R  is left hereditary, so 
must be isomorphic to R f  for some primitive idempotent / .  Similarly, R f  in turn has 
its own unique maximal submodule which must be projective, and so on. Since R  is left 
artinian, this process must stop after a finite number of steps and so R  is left serial and 
hence generalised uniserial. □
We should note here that in the decomposition described in Lemma 4.1.7 (vii), it is not 
true in general that Ss  is Goldie torsion, as the following example shows.
k k k k
0 k k k
0 0 k k
0 0 0 k
E xam ple  4.1.11 Let k be any field and define the ring R ' as follows:
R' :=
It is easy to show that R' is a serial ring, and is therefore right SU. Now we define the ideal 
I  of R 1 which consists of the elements of R  which are zero everywhere except the top-right 
entry and the entry immediately below this one. We can then create a ring R  R '/I ,  
which we will write as:
k k k *
0 k k *
R :=
0 0 k k
0 0 0 k
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R  is a right SU ring by Lemma 4.1.7 (iii). It is not hard to show that:
Z2(Rr)
k k k *
0 k k *
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
S  M  
0 T
so by Lemma 4.1.7 (vii), there exists a decomposition, R  — 
the steps outlined in the proof of Lemma 4.1.7 (vii), we get that S  — T  
Since S  — T, S  must be right non-singular. ■







The following result is interesting but is not developed later, and consequently it is not 
necessary to define Morita invariance here. For an explanation the reader is referred to [1].
T h eo re m  4.1.12 The right SU property of a ring is Morita invariant.
P ro o f  Let R  be a right SU ring and S  a ring Morita equivalent to R  via an equivalence 
F  : M od  — R  —> Mod — S. By [1], Propositions 21.4, 21.5 and 21.6(5), F  preserves injective 
mappings, direct sums and essential embeddings. It is easily seen tha t a right i?-module 
M  is uniform if and only if every monomorphism from a non-zero right i?-module to M  is 
an essential embedding. It follows that a direct sum of uniform right i7-modules maps to a 
direct sum of uniform right .S-modules via F. □
We will end this section with some different classifications of right SU rings.
T h eo re m  4.1 .13 For a ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) R  is right SU.
(ii) R  is right pure-semisimple and every (finitely generated) indecomposable right R- 
module is uniform.
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(iii) R  is right artinian, every indecomposable injective right R-module has finite length 
and every indecomposable right R-module is uniform.
(iv) R  is right artinian, every indecomposable injective right R-module has finite length 
and every non-zero right R-module has a non-zero uniform direct summand.
(v) R  is o f finite representation type and every (finitely generated) indecomposable right 
R-module is uniform.
P ro o f  (i) 44 (ii) is straightforward from Theorem 4.1.2.
(ii) =4 (iv) By Theorem 4.1.2.
(iv) =4 (iii) Every non-zero indecomposable module must have a uniform direct sum­
mand, so must itself be uniform.
(iii) =4 (ii) Every indecomposable module must be contained in an indecomposable 
injective, of which there are only finitely many, so there is a finite upper bound to the 
length of the indecomposable modules. Hence R  is of finite representation type and is right 
pure-semisimple, by Theorem 4.1.4.
(i) (v) follows from Lemma 4.1.7.
(v) =4* (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 4.1.4. □
Note the similarity between condition (iii) of Theorem 4.1.13 and condition (b) of The­
orem 4.0.1.
To summarise some of the main results of this section:
R  is serial
R  is right SU
J)-
R  is artinian, right serial and of finite representation type
Looking at this, the top and bottom conditions seem tantalisingly close, as though being 
right SU might turn out to be equivalent to one of these. In the next sections we will show 
tha t neither of these implications can be reversed.
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Lemma 4.1,7 (vii) shows that any right SU ring which is not right singular and not right 
Goldie torsion can be decomposed to a matrix ring whose diagonal entries are SU rings 
which are factors of the original ring. This suggests that the non-singular cases and Goldie 
torsion cases might be important. In the following sections, we will provide counterexamples 
to the reverse of the above implications in both the non-singular (hereditary) case and the 
Goldie torsion case.
The examples we will construct are of left SU rings, rather than the right SU rings we 
have been discussing in this section. This is simply to allow for more readable typesetting.
4.2 The Hereditary Case
Throughout the rest of this section, we will take k to be an infinite field and R n to be 
the ring of n X n matrices with entries from k on the diagonal and bottom row and zeroes 
elsewhere. 1
In fact, all of the rings R n are finite dimensional algebras and so we could use Theorem 
4.0.1 to establish whether, in each case, the indecomposable modules are uniform. However, 
we will prove everything directly in short steps, which allows us to construct the module 
classes and thus illustrate how R n becomes more complicated as n becomes larger.
One of the most useful properties of these rings is tha t we can always think of any left 
i?n-module as the direct sum of a semisimple module and a module which consists of a set 
of n X A matrices for some index set A, with left multiplication by members of R n carried 
out by performing the usual matrix multiplication. This will be made clearer later on.
We will use the notation to refer to the matrix which has a 1 in the ( i , j )th  position 
(the i being the row number) and zeroes elsewhere.
T h eo re m  4.2.1 The following hold:
(i) R n is hereditary, artinian, and left serial for every n € N.
1 These rings come from [24] and I am grateful to the author for talcing the trouble to explain some of 
their properties to me in private correspondence. Theorem 4.2.1 (iv) was stated in [24] and the proof of the 
second part of this result - namely that the ring R n does not have finite type if n > 4 - is taken from the 
author’s correspondence to me.
(ii) R n is right serial if  and only if n < 2.
(iii) R n is left SU if and only if  n < 3.
(iv) R n is of finite type if  and only if  n < 4.
This Theorem, which we will prove in a series of steps, has two immediate corollaries: 
C o ro lla ry  4.2.2 R 3  is left SU but not right serial.
C oro lla ry  4.2,3 R 4  is hereditary, artinian, left serial and of finite type, but not left SU.
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  4.2,1 (i) R n is artinian, because it is a finite dimensional algebra.
It is easy to see that the left ideals of the form R nen{ where 1 < i < n are simple, and 
tha t their sum is essential in RnR n , so Soc(RnR n) is the set o f w x n  matrices with entries 
from k on the bottom row and zeroes elsewhere. Similarly, eaRn where 1 < i < n — I and 
enj R n where 1 <  j  <  n — 1 are simple right ideals of R n whose sum is essential in R nRni so 
Soc(RnRn) consists of the members of R n whose bottom right entry is zero.
The elements en , e22) enn form an orthogonal set of idempotents of R n and R nenn is 
simple as a left ideal, so enn is primitive. For 1 < i < n — 1, R nea is the left ideal consisting 
of those members of R n which are zero outside of the ^th column. It is uniserial of length 2 
since Soc{Rneu) =  R neni which is simple and any element of R ne a \R neni generates R nea. 
So the ea are primitive idempotents, and furthermore, R n is left serial.
Since R n is left artinian, the singular elements of a left i?n-module are precisely those 
which are annihilated on the left by Soc(RnR n), It follows tha t R n is left non-singular, and 
therefore hereditary by Lemma 4.1.7. . □
P ro o f  o f T h eo re m  4.2.1 (ii) The case where n — 1 is trivial, since R \ =  k.
Suppose tha t n > 2. For 1  < i < n — 1 , eaRn is simple, and therefore uniserial. ennR n, 
however, has a socle of length n — 1 which is also a maximal submodule, and hence is 
uniserial if and only if n =  2. □
L em m a 4 .2 .4  (Probably well-known) Let R  be a ring with an essential left socle (e.g. a left 
artinian ring). Then a non-singular left R-module M  is injective 44 every homomorphism 
8  : Soc{rR) —> M  can be extended to a homomorphism 8 ' : r R  M .
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P ro o f  => is straightforward.
4= Let K  be a left ideal of R  containing S oc(r R)  and a  : K  -¥ M  be a homomorphism 
such that ct(,S'oc(i?i?)) =  0. Clearly, K era  is essential in X , so Im a  is singular. But M  is 
non-singular and therefore ct =  0.
Let I  be an essential left ideal of R  and let 8 : I  —)■ M  be a homomorphism. Of course, 
S oc(r R)  C I  and by assumption, we can extend ^Isoc^i?) to a homomorphism <f>: R  —> M . 
Now consider the homomorphism p, — (8 — : I  —)■ M , Clearly, p (S oc(r R)) = 0 and so
by the previous paragraph, /i =  0. Therefore <f> extends 8 and the result follows by Corollary 
1.3.9. □
L em m a 4.2.5 Suppose that n > 2. Then:
(i) E (R nenn) is isomorphic to the n x 1 column matrix X  with entries from k.
(ii) For 1 < i < n} R nea/Jen is an injective left R n-module.
(iii) R n is left SI.
P ro o f
(i) There is an embedding from R nenn to X  defined simply by taking the bottom right 
entry of R nenn and putting it as the bottom entry of X  with zeroes in the other positions. 
It is easy to show that this embedding is essential. No non-zero member of X  is annihilated 
by Soc{RnR n) ) hence X is non-singular and so by Lemma 4.2.4 it is enough to show that 
any homomorphism from Soc(RnR n) to X  extends to one from R n.
Let 8 : Soc(RnR n) —>■ X . Of course, Im (0) C 5oc(X) and S o c (X )  consists of those 
elements of X  with zeroes in all but the bottom position. So for 1 < i < n, let a t- E k be 
the bottom entry of 0(em). Now define a homomorphism:
For any 1 < j  < n, ^(e^*) — enj8'(  1) which is clearly the element of X  with aj in the
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bottom entry and zeroes elsewhere. Hence for every 1 < j  < ?i, 9(enj ) =  6 r(enj) and so 6 ' 
extends 9.
(ii) It is clear that R nea is isomorphic to the set of n x 1 column matrices which are 
allowed non-zero entries only in the ith and nth positions. If we factor this by its maximal 
submodule Jen — R neni , this is the same as ignoring the nth position and so members are 
only differentiated by their entry in the ith position. Considering the left action of R n on 
this factor module, only the (i , i)th entry of R n affects the ith position of the module, and 
so R nea/Jeu  can be thought of as a copy of k with left multiplication by Rn performed by 
multiplying by the (i, i)th  entry. Also, if we consider the submodule X{ of X  consisting of 
those members of X  with a zero in the ith  position, then it is not hard to see tha t X j X * 
can be thought of in exactly the same way. Hence R nenfJen  = X /X n  Since R n is left 
hereditary by Theorem 4.2.1 (i), this means that R en/Jen  is injective.
(iii) Part (ii) shows that every singular simple left P„-module is injective and since R n 
is left noetherian, every semisimple singular left P n-module is also injective. Furthermore, 
since R n is left artinian, every left P n-module has an essential socle, so every singular left 
P n-module contains an essential injective submodule and so must itself be injective. □
L em m a 4.2.6 ([27]) Every left R^-module is the direct sum of a projective module and an 
injective module.
P ro o f  Let r sM  be a module with no non-zero injective submodules. We will show tha t M  
is projective, and the result will follow by Lemma 1.3.10. Let (P, 7r) be a projective cover of 
M . Then by Theorem 1.3.4 P  =  Pi © P2 © P3, where Pt- is a direct sum of copies of R^ea*
Now suppose tha t 7r(pi T  p2 +  P3) =  0, where pi 6 Pi and p  ^ /  0 . P3 is semisimple, 
so there exists T  < P3 such tha t P 3P3 © T  = P3. But this implies that Ker?r +  (P i © 
P2 © T) =  P , contradicting the smallness of K er7r in P . Hence K er7r < Pi © P2, and 
M  — 7r(Pi © P2) © 7T (P3) and Tr(Pf) =  P3 is projective. So without loss of generality, we 
can assume tha t P  =  Pi © P2.
We can write P  =  0 a g a  where each R 3 XX is isomorphic to either i?3e n  or # 3^22-
Now each R 3 XX has length 2, so for any r € 1?3, Rsrxx has length at most 2. Suppose that
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ttOt®Ai +  r2x \ 2 +  ... +  rnx \ n) = 0 where r t- £ P 3 is such that has length 2. Then
P  — Ker 7r +  ®aga\{Ai} which contradicts the smallness of K er7r in P. Hence for any
choice of Ai, P 3rla .^  has length at most 1, i.e. is simple or zero. Therefore, Ker n C Soc(P).
If we now visualise Pi as a set of 3-rowed matrices where each column represents a copy 
of P 3e n , then we can have entries from k in the top and bottom rows, and the middle row 
must consist entirely of zeroes. Also, since each column represents a direct summand of Pi, 
we can only have finitely many non-zero columns in any given matrix. Let 0 /  p £ Pi such 
tha t 7r(p) =  0. We know tha t P 3p is semisimple, so in our imaginary representation of Pi, 
p has non-zero entries only in the bottom row. There exists r £ R 3  such tha t 0 7  ^ P 3rp is 
simple, so without loss of generality we can assume that P 3p is simple. If we now take the 
element p' of Pi whose representation has the bottom row of p as its top row and two other 
rows of zeroes, then 1S,oc(jR3P 3)P 3p/ C P 3p and since Soc(r3 R 3 ) <ess r 3P 3, this implies that 
(.R 3 pl) / (R 3p) is singular. Now P 3p C K er7r|ft3!y, so 77(^ 3^ ') is singular and hence injective 
by Lemma 4.2.5 (iii). This, however, contradicts our first assumption, and so K er71^  — 0. 
Similarly, Ker?r|p2 =  0.
Now let pi £ Pi and P2 £ P2 be such that pi and P2 are not both zero and 7r (p i+ p 2) — 0. 
By the last paragraph, we must have pi /  0 and p2 7  ^ 0. There exists i' £ P 3 such that 
0 7^  Rsrpi is simple. Since ir{rpi +  rp2) = 0, we must have rp2 7  ^ 0, and so there exists 
s £ P 3 such that 0 7  ^ P 3s?’p2 is simple and, as before, srpi 7  ^ 0. So we can assume that 
R 3 P1 and R 3P2 are non-zero and simple. Returning to our matrix representation of Pi, 
we can similarly represent P2 as a set of 3-rowed matrices with entries from k , where each 
column represents a copy of P 3e22 (so must be zero in its top entry) and no matrix has 
infinitely many non-zero columns. Since R 3 P1 and R 3 P2 are semisimple (in fact, simple), it 
follows tha t pi and p2 have non-zero entries only on the bottom row.
We now take qi to be the member of Pi whose top row is the bottom row of pi and 
whose other rows are zero, and q2 to be the member of P2 whose middle row is the bottom 
row of p2 and whose other rows are zero. On considering what happens to qi under left 
multiplication by members of P 3, it is clear that l(gi) =  P 3e22 ® P 3e33, and so i?3gi =  
P 3/ ( P 3e22 © R 3 6 3 3 ) — P 3cn  which has length 2 by Corollary 1.2.10. Similarly, P 3g2 has
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length 2. Now, n(Soc(R 3 qi)) = 7r(R 3pi) =  R 3 Tr(pi) =  R 3 ^{P2 ) = ^ (# 3^2) =  7r(5 oc(i?3g2)) 
is non-zero simple and so 7r(i?3gi © R 3 Q2 ) is uniform. Therefore, Ker n\n 3qt®r3Q2 is simple 
and the length of 7r(R3qi © i?3<?2) is 4 -  1 =  3 by Corollary 1.2.10.
Now, there is only one uniform module (up to isomorphism) of length 3 - namely 
E (R 3 e33) which is injective, in contradiction to our original assumption. It follows that 
Ker 7r =  0 and therefore M  is projective. □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  4.2.1 (iii) We already know that R i and i?2 are serial, so they are 
both left SU. Now we must show that R 3  is left SU and that R n is not, for all other n £ N.
Lemma 4.2.6 shows that each left i?3-module is the direct sum of a projective module 
and an injective module. We know by Lemma 1.3.2 that every injective left i?3-module is a 
direct sum of uniform modules, and by Theorem 1.3.4 that every projective left J?3-module 
is a direct sum of indecomposable projectives of the form R 3 eu. Since each R 3eu is uniform, 
it follows tha t R 3  is a left SU ring.
To show tha t R 4 is not left SU, we will form a left if^-module which is indecomposable 
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2, so if M  is decomposable, then M  = U © V, where U and V  are uniform.
The problem with the decomposition is tha t one of the uniform submodules, U say, must 
have non-zero entries from 2 of the top 3 rows for the whole of M  to be present in U © V. 
Suppose we have a pair of elements of U with a non-zero entry on the top row in one,
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and a non-zero entry on the second row in the other, i.e.
Then:
and
a 0 9 0




. e f  . I m
0 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 b
0 0 0 0 0
a-1 0 0 0 e
0 0 0 0 9
0 0 0 0 h
0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 /
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i.e. Soc(M ) C £/, so that U <ess M , which is clearly false. Similar arguments show that if 
U has a pair of elements with non-zero entries in the 1st and 3rd rows respectively, or with 
non-zero entries in the 2nd and 3rd respectively, then we arrive at the same contradiction. 
Furthermore, in the case where n > 5, we can construct a module which is indecomposable 
but not uniform by taking M  and inserting suitably many rows of zeroes. □
P ro o f  o f  T h eo rem  4.2.1 (iv) R lt R 2  and R$ are left SU and therefore of finite type by 
Lemma 4.1.7. Now we will show that R 4  is also of finite type. We will do this by showing 
tha t the indecomposable left ^ -m odules liave bounded length.
Let M  be an indecomposable left IL^-module. R 4 is left SI by Lemma 4.2.5, so Z(M )  
must be a direct summand of M  and hence M  is either singular or non-singular. If M
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is singular, then M  must be semisimple and therefore simple, so has length 1. We can 
therefore suppose that M  is non-singular.
Now Soc(M ) is an essential submodule of M, so Soc(M ) C M  C E (Soc(M )). Since M  
is non-singular, .S'ocfM) =  -^44^ for some index set A. This means that we can represent 
E (Soc(M )) as a direct sum of |A| matrices of the form X  as described in Lemma 4.2.5. 
This can be more simply thought of as the set of 4 X |A| matrices over k which have only 
finitely many non-zero columns. Soc(M) consists of those members of E{Soc{M )) which 
are zero outwith the bottom row.
If we now look at the rows of our matrix representation of M, and consider the left 
action of members of R4 (in particular ea and e^) on them, it is clear that the different 
4th rows we obtain form a |A|-dimensional space over k and tha t the top 3 rows give us 
subspaces of this. We will call the vector spaces we obtain from the 4 rows Vf, V2, V3 and 
V, respectively.
A subset of M  written this way is a submodule if and only if the rows all form vector 
subspaces such that those of the top 3 are all contained in the bottom one. This means that 
M  has a non-trivial module decomposition if and only if there exists a non-trivial vector 
space decomposition V = V'  0  V" such that Vi = (Vi fl V') 0  (V; n  V") for i — 1, 2, 3. Since 
we have already assumed that M  is indecomposable, it follows that there cannot be such a 
vector space decomposition.
First of all, we will assume that Vi, V2 and V3 are not all 0 and not all V , since in 
these cases either V  has dimension 1, in which case M  X  and therefore M  has length 
at most 4 or V  has dimension at least 2, and any non-trivial decomposition V  = V'  0  V"  
will produce a module decomposition.
Suppose tha t Vi +  V2 +  V3 /  V. Then put V' = Vi +  V2 +  V3 and V"  as a complement 
of V r in V, and we have a decomposition. So we can assume that V\ +  V<i +  V3 — V.
Suppose Vi fi V2 H V3 ^  0. Then by putting V'  =  Vi fl V% H V3 and setting V"  to be any 
vector space complement of V7 in V, we form a decomposition. So we can suppose that
Vx n v2 n y3 = 0.
Suppose tha t V1 +  V2 =  0. Then Vj =  V2 =  0 and V3 =  V, so either V  has dimension 1 or
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any non-trivial decomposition of V  will suffice, as before. Hence we can assume V1 + V2 i=- 0, 
Vi +  V3 ^  0 and V2 +  V3 /  0.
Suppose that V\ +  V2 7^  V.  Then there exists a non-zero subspace U of V3 such that 
(Vi +  V2) © U = V . This gives a decomposition V ' =  V\ +  V2 and V" = U. So we can 
assume tha t V  = V\ +  V2 =  Vf +  V3 — V2 -f V3.
Suppose that ViC\V2 =  V . Then V\ =  V2 = V  and V3 =  0, so again it follows that 
either V  has dimension 1 or any non-trivial decomposition of V  will work on M . Hence we 
can assume that Vi fl V2 7^  V.
Suppose that V\ fl V2 /  0. V — (Vf fl V2) © V3 © T  for some T, and we can make a 
decomposition using V f — Vi fl V2 and V u =  V3 © T. So we can assume that V\ fl V2 =
Vf n V3 =  V3 n ^3 =  0.
Now, the only case remaining is when V  =  Vi © V2 = V\ © V3 — V2 © V3. Take S  to be 
a 1-dimensional subspace of Vf, and put Vi =  5  © X . Let ttv2 : V  —¥ V2 and 7ry3 : V  —>■ V3 
be the projections arising from the decomposition V = V2© V3. It is clear that 7ry2 and nv3 
map Vi isomorphically onto V2 and V3, respectively. So V2 =  7r^ 2(.S') © nv2{X)  and V3 =
(»5) © 7rv (^-X-) ■ Now we can put V' =  iryz (S) ®nv3{S) and V" — irv2(X)  ©7ry3(X). Since 
Trv^i?) is non-zero, for M  to be indecomposable we must have that kv2(X )  =  7iv3(^0 =  0. 
But since the restriction of 7Ty2 to Vi is an isomorphism, then this implies tha t X  — 0. 
Hence Vi =  S  is simple, V2 and V3 are also simple, and V  has length 2.
Thus, in any case, M  has length at most 5 and so P4 is of finite type by Theorem 4.1.4.
Now let n > 4. We will show that there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable left P n-modules of length 6 or less. Consider the projective left ideal 
P  — 0 =^1 Rn^Ui which has length 8. We will define an equivalence relation ~  on the 
class of length 2 semisimple submodules of P, by saying S  ~  T  if and only if there is an 
automorphism of P  which maps S  onto T.
We know tha t for any 1 < * < 4, Soc(Rnea) is small in R neii, since R nea is uniserial. 
Using Lemma 1.4.4 (ii), it follows that Soc(P) is small in P .
Now suppose tha t S  and T  are length 2 semisimple submodules of P  such that there is 
an isomorphism 6 from P /S  to P /T .  If irs and 7t t  are the canonical homomorphisms from
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P  to P / S  and P / T  respectively, then Ker 7^ =  T  and Ker (6773) — S  are both semisimple, 
so (P, 7rx) and (P, 9tts) are both projective covers of P/T .  By Lemma 1.4 .7, there exists an 








Clearly, 7rT<fi{S) = Qk s {S) = 0, so cfi(S) C T. Since (fi is an isomorphism, it follows that 
<f>(S) =  T  and so S  ~  T. Therefore, to prove the existence of infinitely many isomorphism 
classes of the form P / S  where S  is semisimple of length 2, it is enough to show that there 
are infinitely many equivalence classes produced by
If we let p — en  +  €22 +  633 -j- 644, then it is not difficult to see that P  =  R np. It follows 
that every endomorphism of P  is completely defined by its action on p. Recall tha t the 
elements of P  only contain non-zero entries in their first 4 columns. We can therefore cut 
ofF the right-hand columns which are always zero and visualise P  as the set of n X 4 matrices 
with entries from k on the leading diagonal and bottom row, and zeroes elsewhere. The left 
action of R n on P  is still ordinary left multiplication. Now consider what happens if we 
multiply a member of P  on the right by an element of D, the ring of 4 X 4 matrices with 
entries from k on the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. The resultant matrix will be a member 
of P , so each element of D defines an endomorphism of P . Furthermore, it is easy to see 
tha t if d e P , then pd ~  0 if and only if d = 0. Therefore there is a ring monomorphism 
from D to the endomorphism ring of P.
Now let A be an endomorphism of P . Suppose that:
1 0 0 0 y i 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 V2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 Vs 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 V4
0 0 0 0 Zl *2 *3 z4
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for some yt-, Z{ € k (1 < i < 4). Then on left multiplication by en  +  e<i2 +  633 +  644, we see 
that:
1 0 0 0 yi 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 V2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 V3 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 V4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
So in fact A is equal to the endomorphism of P  resulting from right multiplication by the 
element of D  whose diagonal elements are yi, y2, y3 and y4 respectively. D  is therefore 
isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of P  and we can denote each endomorphism of P  by 
Aa/j^, where a, /?, 7  and 8  are the diagonal elements of the appropriate member of D.
Let cm, /3, 7  and 6 be non-zero elements of k. Then Xap^sXa-ip-i^-is-i =  Aq.-ij0- i7- i 1$-i A 
to ,  so A i s  an isomorphism. Also, A o s e n d s  the element of P  with in the top-left 
entry and zeroes elsewhere to zero, so Ao/?7s is a non-isomorphism. Similarly, Xap-y5 15 a 
non-isomorphism if any of /?, 7  or 8 are zero, so the automorphisms of P  are precisely those 
members of D with 4 non-zero entries.
The length 2 semisimple submodules of P  are precisely the 2-dimensional fc-vector sub­
spaces of 5oc(P), Soc(P) being those members of P  which are zero except in the 4th row. 
We will define a class of these two dimensional subspaces as follows:
Su — {(a, 6, a +  6, a +  u>b) : a, b € k}
where to E k. Now Sx ~  if and only if there is an automorphism Aap^s of P  such that 
Sx Xap^s = S$. Since Aay7s has to be an isomorphism, we know that a, /3, 7 and 8 must all 
be non-zero.
S xXap~j$ = &, n T 6, <2 T x&) : ct, b € k~yXap^ y$
— {(an, /36, y a-f 76 , 5a-f 8 xb) : a, 6 (E k]
= {(aa,/36, (y/a)aa + (7 //?)/?&, (5/a)ata+ (5x/P)fib) : a, 6 £ k}
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=  {(c, d, (7 /a ) c +  (7 /P)d, [5/ot)c + (8x/P)d : c ,d £  k}
For this to be equal to S^ p we must have 7 =  a — f3 = S and hence x  ~  i}- So, each S x is in 
a separate -^-equivalence class and there must therefore be infinitely many of these classes. 
□
4.3 The Goldie Torsion Case
In this section, we will produce more examples, this time of Goldie torsion rings, which 
show that the implications at the end of Section 4.1 cannot be reversed. We will be con­
structing rings similar to those in the last section, so we can omit some of the more detailed 
explanation.
E x a m p le  4 .3 .1  Take R  :=
Z, 0
where multiplication of two elements of R  is
2 Z 4  Z 4
carried out by considering 2Z 4 as a Z 2-module in the obvious way. It is easy to verify that 
R  is left and right artinian (in fact, finite), left but not right serial, and that S oc(r R)  — 
0 0
2Z4 2Z4 
R , i.e. R  is le
=  J(R ) .  Now, (S oc(r R ))2 =  0, so S oc(r R)  is singular and hence Z 2 (rR ) =  
t Goldie torsion.
Z; . Let /  be aConsider the left J2-module R e n /J e n ,  which we will denote X  = 
left ideal of R  and let 0 : r I  X .  Suppose that a, d, 6 Z2, b 6 2Z4 and c £ Z 4 such that 
a 0 
6 c
a 0 1 0 a 0“ d . Then - € / ,  and:
0 0 0 0 b c
a 0 1 0 ( a 0 1 0
9\ d d0 0 0 0 V b c 0 0 *
So:
a 0 U f a 0
b c 1  \ 0 0
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This shows that the image of an element of I  under the homomorphism 9 depends only on 
its top-left matrix entry. Since this top-left entry, and similarly the top entry of X , can 
only be 0 or 1 , it follows that either 9 is the zero mapping or it maps elements with a 1 
in the top-left to the element 1 of X .  In the former case, 9 can be extended to the 
zero mapping from r R  to X  and in the latter to the homomorphism which maps 1# to the 
non-zero element of X .  Therefore X  is injective.
2^ 2Let Y  = By Lemma 1.3.7, in order to show tha t r Y  is injective, it is enough
to show that it is 72e-injective and 72( 1 — e)-injective. The left 72-module Re has only
0 0
. This has only one non-zero member.one proper non-zero submodule, namely
2Z4 0
and the sum of this member with itself is zero. Therefore, there is on
0 0
2 0






homomorphism <f> from this module to Y, for which <f) 
extend ^ to a homomorphism <f>' : Re —> Y  :
72-module 72(1 — e) has only one non-trivial submodule, namely
This can be extended to a homomorphism 
. Therefore r Y  is injective.





homomorphism to Y is 9 : 1—>
0 2 2
r : 72(1 -  e) -+ Y : 0 0 (-4
0 1
r Y  is artinian and S oc(r Y )  =
0
2Z4
is simple, so Y is uniform. Furthermore,








z 4 z4 2Z4 _ 0
is a chain with simple factors, so the length of r Y  is 3. Since every non-zero left 72-module 
has non-zero socle and the two simple left 72-modules have injective hulls of lengths 1 and 
3, it follows tha t every uniform left 72-module of length 3 is injective.
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Let M  be a left P-module - we will show that M  is a direct sum of uniforms. By Lemma 
1.3.10, M  is the direct sum of an injective module and a module with no non-zero injective 
submodule. The injective summand is of course a direct sum of uniform modules, so we 
can assume without loss of generality that M  contains no non-zero injective submodules.
Let (P, tt) be a projective cover for M . Then P  = P\ © P2, where P* is a direct sum 
of copies of Rea. As in the case of P 3 in the previous section, Ker?r must be semisimple, 
in order for it to be small in P. Suppose that there exist pi £ -Pi and P2 6 P2 such that 
?r(pi) =  7r(p2) /  0. We know that Rpi and Rp2 are semisimple, and we can assume without 
loss of generality tha t P (7i(pi)) is simple.
As with the rings in the previous example, we can represent a direct sum of |A| copies of 
Pi as the set of 2 x | Aj matrices whose top rows contain entries from Z 2 and whose bottom 
rows contain entries from 2Z4, such tha t overall there are only finitely many non-zero entries 
in a given element. Similarly a direct sum of copies of P2 can be represented as the set of 
2 X |A| matrices with a top row of zeroes and a bottom row of entries from Z4, only finitely 
many of which can be non-zero.
Now, we take p'x to be the element of Pi with a bottom row of zeroes and a top row which 
is the bottom row of p\ with 2’s replaced by l ’s. In the same fashion, we take p2 to be the 
element of P2 whose bottom row is the bottom row of P2 where 2 ’s have been replaced by l ’s 
(the top row, of course, must be zero by definition). Then 7r(Ppi) =  Rp[ and ^(Ppi,) — - ^ 2  
are isomorphic to R en  and R e2 2  respectively, so are both uniform modules of length 2. 
Ker 7r|_Rp' +jRp/ is simple, so ^(Rp^+Rp^) is a uniform module of length 4-1=3, and so must be 
injective, contradicting our original assumption. Hence K er7r =  (K er7rn P i)  ® (KerTrflPa), 
so M  = (P i/(K er7r n  Pi)) ® (P2/(K e r7T fl P2)) and we can consider the two summands 
separately.
Firstly, the submodules of Pi are the subsets whose top and bottom rows are % 2  vector 
spaces such tha t the vector space of the top row is a subspace of the bottom row (if we 
equate the 1’s of the top row with the 2’s of the bottom row). Hence we can form two 
submodules of P\:
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(i) K , whose top and bottom rows are arbitrarily chosen bottom rows of Ker tt n  P\ ( l ’s 
being replaced with 2 ’s for the top row),
(ii) L, whose top and bottom rows are arbitrarily chosen members of a vector space 
complement of the bottom row of Ker 7rfl.Pi in the vector space formed by the bottom 
row of Pi ( l ’s being replaced with 2 ’s for the top row of L ).
Now, Ker =  Soc(K ), and n(P\) = ir(K)(&ir(L) which is the direct sum of a semisimple 
module and a projective module. Hence ?r(Pi) is a direct sum of uniforms.
Secondly, the submodules of Pi are simply the subsets which are ^-m odules. Z 4 is a 
uniserial ring, and so SU, and hence any tt(P2) is a direct sum of uniform modules.
. As in Example 4.3.1, S  is Goldie torsion.
Z 2 0 0
E xam ple  4.3,2 Let S  = 0 z 2 0
2Z4 2Z4 z 4
Define a left S-module:
a 0
\
M  := < 0 b : a^b E Z2, c, d £ Z 4, c, d are both odd or both even
V
c d
Then, Soc(M ) has length 2, and as in the case of P 3, if we try to find a decomposition of 
M , then one of the summands must turn out to be non-uniform - a contradiction.
Hence S  is not left SU.
4.4 Summary
Theorem 4.0.1 allows us to identify finite dimensional algebras whose indecomposable left 
modules are uniform. We could have used this result on P 3, for example, and saved ourselves 
some work. Doing things longhand, however, tells us not only tha t P 3 is an SU ring, but 
also shows what the uniform left P 3-modules are. This extra information allows us to look 
at some of the similarities between the rings R n for different values of n . Notice that for 
every value of n there is one simple indecomposable projective left P n-module and n — 1
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uniserial indecomposable projective left .R-modules of length 2 ; and n — 1 simple projective 
right i?n-modules and one projective right i?„-module of length n . Since all of the left 
indecomposable projectives of any R n have length 1 or 2 , we must have J (R n )2 — 0 for 
every n (it is also easy to see this directly). The indecomposable injectives (in fact all the 
uniform left i?n-modules) are cyclic for every n. R n is always left hereditary and left SI.
The family {i?n} of rings illustrates how, even in the case of rings which can be simply 
described, we need to know the left and right ideal structures before we can begin to 
construct its classes of modules. In fact, even though we are armed with all the information 
about the left and right ideals, and this seems to be relatively straightforward, we only need 
to look as far as R± before we start to find rings with infinitely many isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable modules.
4.5 Questions
Some of the conditions required in Theorem 4.1.13 are very strong. Maybe in some of the 
cases where multiple conditions are required, one or more of these may be implied be the 
others. For instance we might ask the following:
« If every (finitely generated) indecomposable right ^-module is uniform, then does it 
follow tha t R  is right pure-semisimple?
•  If R  is right artinian and every indecomposable right l?-module is uniform, then does 
it follow tha t every indecomposable injective right i?-module has finite length? (Note 
that it is quite hard to construct artinian rings whose indecomposable injectives do 
not all have finite length - see [25] Example 6.3.15 for one example.)
® If R  is right artinian and every non-zero right i?-module has a non-zero uniform direct 
summand, then does it follow that every indecomposable injective right i?-module has 
finite length?
Also there are other questions arising from the theory of this chapter:
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• Can Corollary 4.1.10 be extended to the case where the left and right Goldie dimen­
sions are equal, but the ring is not right non-singular?
9  Lemma 4.1.7 (vii) shows a way of decomposing a right SU ring into a matrix ring. It 
might be interesting to try and find when we can work in the opposite direction, for 











In this chapter, we will consider the structure of a module M  which has the property that 
every module in cr[M] is a direct sum of uniforms.
We have seen in earlier chapters that the class of singular right modules of a ring can be 
described in the form a[M] for some module M r . Therefore, we will also be addressing the 
problem of when every singular right module of a ring is a direct sum of uniform modules 
in a series of corollaries and extra results.
We could, of course, attempt to make similar classifications of rings for any of the 
standard torsion functors of a ring - for example : for which right artinian rings R  is 
every small right R-module a direct sum of uniforms (see Example 3.1.10)? In the case of 
semisimple modules, these are obviously always direct sums of uniforms, so the question 
does not arise.
Recall from Chapter 3 tha t it was easier to decide whether <r[M] was essentially closed or 
not in the case where M  was finitely annihilated. The same is true when deciding whether 
a module has the SU property or not, as we shall see.
In the second section, we shall see that a module over a commutative ring has the SU 
property if and only if it satisfies some other, already widely studied conditions.
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5.1 SU modules over general rings
D efinition 5.1.1 A right R-module M r  is said to be finitely presented if:
(i) M r  is finitely generated, 
and (ii) whenever K r  < N r  are modules such that N r  is finitely generated and N / K  = M , 
then K r  is finitely generated.
D efinition 5.1.2 Let M r  be a module such that every module in a[M] is a direct sum of 
uniform modules. Then we will say that M r  is an SU m odule. Let S  be a ring whose 
singular right modules are all direct sums of uniform modules. Then we will call S  a right 
SSU ring.
D efinition 5.1.3 A module M r  is said to be pure-sem isim ple i f  every module in a[M] 
is a direct sum of finitely presented modules.
I pure-semisimple




P roof This is trivial. □
Lem m a 5.1.5 ([15] Corollary f.,7) A module M  is pure-semisimple <£=> every module in 
a[M] is a direct sum of indecomposable modules.
Corollary 5.1.6 (Well-known) R  is a right pure-semisimple ring ^  R r  is a pure-semisimple 
module.
P roof This follows by the definitions and Lemma 5.1.5. □
Lem m a 5.1.T (Well-known) Let M r  be a pure-semisimple module. Then M r  is locally 
noetherian and every module in cr[M] is locally noetherian.
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P ro o f  Let E r  G cr[M] be an M-injective module. Then by Lemma 5.1.5, E  is a direct sum 
of indecomposable modules, so M  is locally noetherian by [52], 27.5. It follows by [52], 27.3 
tha t every module in a[M] is locally noetherian. □
C oro lla ry  5.1.8 A module M  is pure-semisimple <=> every module in a[M] is a direct sum 
of noetherian modules.
P ro o f  This follows by the definition of pure-semsimple and by Lemma 5.1.7.
4= This follows by Lemma 1.2.7 and Lemma 5.1.5. □
C oro lla ry  5.1.9 A module M  is SU <=$ M  is pure-semisimple and every indecomposable
noetherian module in cr[M] is uniform.
P ro o f  This is trivial.
<£= This follows by Corollary 5.1.8 and Lemma 1.2.7. □
L em m a 5.1.10 Let R  be a ring and M  be a right R-module such that R / r ( M)  is a right
pure-semisimple I l a  pure-semisimple I
> rinq. Then M r  is < > module.
SU  J \  an SU f
P ro o f  Let N  G o[M], Then by Lemma 3.2.12 and Lemma 3.2.15, Nr {M)  = 0. Thus N
I indecomposables 1
is a right I?/r(M )-module and hence is a direct sum of < > as both an
I uniforms J
J?/r(M )-module and an 17-module. □
a pure-semisimple
L em m a 5.1.11 Let R  be a ring and M r  be { } module. I f  I  is an
an SU
pure-semisimple
ideal of R  such that R / I  G cr[M], then R / I  is a right  ^ } ring.
SU
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P ro o f  Every jR/J-module N  is also an /^-module with N I  = 0. Therefore by Lemma 3.2.12,
{indecomposables I> . Since N  uniforms I
pure-semisimple
was chosen arbitrarily, R / I  is a right { )■ ring. □
SU
T h eo rem  5.1.12 Let R  be a ring and M  be a finitely annihilated module. Then M  is
a pure-semisimple I I pure-semisimple I
> module R / r ( M)  is a right < > ring.
a n S U  J  { SU  J
P ro o f  => Since M r  is finitely annihilated, it follows by Lemma 3.2.15 tha t R / r ( M)  cr[M].
I pure-semisimple 1
Hence by Lemma 5.1.11, R/v{M)  is a right < > ring.
I su J
4= This follows by Lemma 5.1.10. □
Note that we need the finite annihilator property for Theorem 5.1.12, as the following 
example shows.
E xam ple  5.1.13 Taking Z as our ring and V  to be the set of prime natural numbers, if we 
put M  — 0 pe7?Zp, then cr[M] =  {semisimple Z-modules}. We know tha t every semisimple 
module is a direct sum of uniform modules and so M  is an SU module. However, r (M) = 0 
and Z /r(M ) == Z is not an SU ring since it is not artinian.
L em m a 5.1.14 Let R be a ring and M r  a module such that a[M] is the class of singular 
right R-modules (such an M  exists by Example 3.1.9 (b)). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) M  is finitely annihilated.
(ii) S oc{Rr ) R r •
(Hi) a[M] =  (t[R /S oc(Rr )\.
P ro o f  (i) =>■ (ii) By Lemma 3.1.14 (c), there exists a finite set I i, I 2 , ..., In of right ideals of 
R  such tha t R / I j  € cr[M] for every 1 < j  < n and Di<j<n-fi =  Since each R / I j  is
singular, it follows by Lemma 2.2.2 that each Ij is an essential right ideal of R.  Therefore, 
their intersection is an essential right ideal of R  and so r(M ) is essential in R r .
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Now, by Lemma 3.1.14 (b), r(M) =  P|{-^ R '■ K r  <ess It follows from Lemma
1.1.6 tha t r(M) =  S oc(Rr ).
(ii) (iii) Clearly, R r / S oc(Rr ) is singular and so o[Rr / S oc(R r )] C a[M], Conversely, 
if X r  is singular, then X . S oc(Rr ) =  0 and so X  £ o[Rr / S oc(R r )] by Lemma 3.2.12.
(iii) => (i) R / S oc(Rr)  is clearly finitely annihilated with respect to the set {1+5oc(jR^)}. 
It follows from Corollary 3.L15 that M  is finitely annihilated. □
Corollary 5.1.15 Let R  be a ring such that S oc(Rr ) <ess R r . Then R  is a right SSU  
ring R / S oc(R r ) is a right SU ring.
P roof Since S oc(R r ) is essential in R r } the class of singular modules is equal to the class 
cr[R/S oc(R r )], by Lemma 5.1.14. Clearly then, R  is right SSU if and only if R / S oc(R r ) is 
an SU module. R / S oc(R r ) is finitely annihilated (by {1 +  S oc(R r )}) and so we can apply 
Theorem 5.1.12 for the result. □
To end this section, we have some extra results concerning Morita invariance. As with 
Theorem 4.1.12, these stand alone and can be ignored without detracting from the reader’s 
understanding of later results.
Lem m a 5.1.16 Let R  and S  be Morita equivalent rings with an equivalence F  : M o d—R —> 
M od -  S.  Then N  <E a[MR] F(N)  <E o[F(M)s].
P roof By [1] Propositions 21.4 and 21.5, F  preserves direct sums, injections and surjections.
=> Suppose tha t N  € (t[Mr\ .  Then there exists an index set A and a module K r  < M r  ^
such tha t N r  / K r . Hence F( N) s  'H- F ( M ) ^  /  F(K)  s and the result follows.
<= This can be shown be repeating the steps in “=£►” using the corresponding inverse 
equivalence G : Mod — S  —>■ Mod — R. □
Lem m a 5 .1 .IT Let R  and S be Morita equivalent rings with an equivalence F  : Mo d —R  —> 
Mod — S.  Then M r  is an SU module F(M)s  is an SU module.
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P roof =4 Let G : Mod — 5 —> Mod — R  be the corresponding inverse equivalence. Suppose 
that N s  € <r[.F(M)s]. Then by Lemma 5.1.16, G ( N ) r  € <t [Mr \, and so G ( N ) r  is a direct 
sum of uniform modules. Using the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.1.12, F G ( N) s  — N s  
is also a direct sum of uniform modules.
4= This is proved by carrying out “=4” in reverse. □
Lem m a 5.1.18 Let R  and S  be Morita equivalent rings with an equivalence F  : Mo d —R  -4  
M od  — S  and let X r  and M r  be right R-modules. Then:
(i) X r  is singular 44 F ( X ) s  is singular.
(ii) ct[Mr ] is the class of singular right R-modules 44 <7[F(M )s] is the class of singular 
right S-modules.
P roof (i) It is clearly enough to prove the implication in one direction. Suppose that X r  
is singular. Then there exists an exact sequence:
0 -4  K r  -4  P r  -4  X r  -4  0
where P r  is projective and the embedding K r  ^4 P r  is essential. By [1] Propositions 21.4 
and 21.6 (5), the sequence:
0 “4 F{K)s  ~4 F (P )s  —> F [ X ) s  “4 0
is also exact with an essential embedding F{K)s  *^ 4 F(P)s ,  so F ( X ) s  must be singular.
(ii)Again, it is enough to prove the implication in one direction. Suppose tha t ct[Mr\  is 
the class of singular right P-modules. By part (i), F( M) s  must be a singular module and
so o[F(M)s]  is contained in the class of singular right 5-modules. Also, if Yg is a module
which is singular, then G (Y )r 6 (j [Mr\, where G is the corresponding inverse equivalence, 
so Ys £ a[F(M)s]  by Lemma 5.1.16. Therefore cr[F(M)s] is exactly the class of singular 
right 5 -modules. □
Corollary 5.1.19 The SSU property of a ring is Morita invariant.
P roof This follows by Lemma 5.1.17 and Lemma 5.1.18 (ii). □
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5.2 SU modules over commutative rings
Recall Corollary 4.1.9 stated tha t a commutative ring is SU if and only if it is serial. In 
fact this result can be generalised as follows:
T h eo rem  5.2.1 (Corollary 4-1-9 & [20] Theorem 4-3) Let R  be a commutative ring. Then 
R  is pure-semisimple R is serial -O- R is SU.
D efinition 5.2.2 A uniserial module M  is said to be hom o-uniserial if whenever A, B, 
C and D are submodules of M  such that A and C are maximal submodules of B  and D 
respectively, then B fA  = DfC.
Lemma 5.2.3 ( Well-known) Let R  be a commutative serial ring. Then every R-module is 
a direct sum of homo-uniserial modules of finite length.
P roof By [52] 55.16, every R-module is a direct sum of uniserial modules, so R  is of finite 
representation type and hence every indecomposable R-module has finite length. Let X  
be a uniserial .R-module. Then, since R  — e i R© ... © enR, where each e; is a primitive 
idempotent of R , we can create a module decomposition X  = X e iR©  ...® X e nR.  Since X  
is uniserial, it must be the case that X  =  X e i R  for some 1 < i < n. Now, X r  has the same 
submodule structure as X eiR and e^R is a local serial ring, so X e{R is homo-uniserial. □
Theorem  5.2.4 Let M r  be a module over a commutative ring R. Then the following are 
equivalent:
(i) M r  is SU.
(ii) M r  is pure-semisimple.
(iii) Every module in cr[M] is a direct sum of homo-uniserial modules of finite length.
(iv) Every module in <r[M] is a direct sum of homo-uniserial modules.
P roof (i) (ii) This follows by Lemma 5.1.5.
(ii) =>- (iii) Let X  be an indecomposable module in a[M], Then X  is finitely generated 
and so X  must be finitely annihilated. It follows that R / r ( X )  is an SU ring by Theorem
5.1.12, hence R / v ( X)  is serial by Theorem 5,2.1. By Lemma 5.2.3, X r / v(x) and therefore 
X r  is homo-uniserial of finite length.
(iii) =>• (iv) This is trivial.
(iv) => (i) This follows by Lemma 5.1.5. □
Lemma 5.2.5 Let M r  be an SU module over a commutative ring R. Then M r  is locally 
artinian.
P roof If m  € M, then m R  =  R/r(m)  is SU and hence artinian. Therefore M  is locally 
artinian. □
Theorem  5.2.6 Let M  be a 7j-module. Then M% is an SU module 44- M  =  
where for each prime q, max{nft : a  £ A, pa = q] exists and is finite.
P roof => Theorem 5.2.4 (i) => (iii) tells us that M  is a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
finite length and it is easy to see that any such Z-module is of the form Z9a, where q is 
prime and a € N. Suppose that there exists a prime q such that for every n € N, there 
exists m £ IN such tha t m > n and M  has a summand of the form %qm. It is not hard to see 
then that Z gco, the injective hull of Z ?, is a homomorphic image of M  and so Z g«> 6 &[M], 
which must be false, since Z goo has infinite length. Therefore the powers qb of q such tha t 
l iqb occurs as a summand of M  must be bounded.
4= It is well-known (see e.g. [11] Theorem 8.4) that a torsion Z-module is the direct 
sum of its g-torsion submodules, for each prime q. It is therefore enough to show tha t for 
a fixed prime g, a g-torsion module in a[M] is a direct sum of uniform submodules.
Suppose tha t A is a g-torsion module in a[M], Let t be the maximum number such 
tha t h qt occurs as a direct summand of M.  Let a be a member of A and let s be the least 
natural number such that aqs =  0. Suppose that s > t. Since A £ cr[M], there exists a 
natural number d such tha t g is not a factor of d and gtZ n  d% C r(a), i.e. qtd'L C r(a), i.e. 
aqld =  0. Since the greatest common divisor of qs and qtd is g*, it follows tha t aqf = 0 - a 
contradiction. Hence aql =  0 and therefore Ag* =  0, which means that A is a Z qt module. 
Z qt is a serial ring and therefore A is a direct sum of uniserial modules of finite length. □
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5.3 Summary
It is very difficult to construct non-trivial examples of SU modules over an arbitrary ring, 
although Theorem 5.2.4 provides fairly strong equivalent conditions in the commutative 
case and Theorem 5.2.6 categorises them exactly in the case where the ring is
5.4 Question
0  If M r  is an SU module over a general (i.e. non-commutative) ring R , is M  locally 
artinian? We see no reason why there should not be a non-locally-artinian pure- 
semisimple module X  (see [52]), but in the case where we demand tha t all of the 
indecomposables in cr[./Y] are uniform, we may force extra conditions on these inde­
composable modules.
It is not hard to see that this question is equivalent to asking whether every uniform 
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